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ABSTRACT
The path following control problem of the underactuated unmanned surface vessel (USV) is studied in this
paper. An improved line-of-sight (LOS) guidance algorithm is proposed which can adjust adaptively based on the
path following error. The global asymptotically stable path following controller is designed based on the nonlinear
backstepping method and the Lyapunov stability theory. Firstly, the USV path following error model is established
in the Serret-Frenet (SF) coordinate frame. The path following error in the inertial coordinate frame is transformed
into the SF coordinate frame, which is used to define the path following control problem. Secondly, inspired by the
traditional LOS guidance algorithm, the longitudinal path following error in the SF coordinate frame is introduced
into the improved LOS guidance algorithm. This allows the algorithm to adjust adaptively to the desired path. Thirdly,
in order to solve the underactuated problem of the USV path following control system, the tangential velocity of
the desired path is designed as a virtual input. The underactuated problem is converted to a virtual fully actuated
problem by designing the virtual control law for the tangential velocity. Finally, by combining backstepping design
principles and the Lyapunov stability theory, the longitudinal thrust control law and the yaw torque control law
are designed for the underactuated USV. Meanwhile, the global asymptotic stability of the path following error
is proved. Simulation experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of the improved LOS guidance
algorithm and the path following controller.
Keywords: unmanned surface vessel (USV); path following control; Serret-Frenet coordinate frame; underactuated system; improved lineof-sight guidance algorithm; nonlinear backstepping method

INTRODUCTION
Unmanned surface vessels (USV) are attracting more and
more attention from researchers all over the world because
of their extensive applications in military reconnaissance,
homeland security, shallow water surveys, environmental
monitoring, and in coordinating the operation with
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) [1-3]. The USV path
following control problem is an active field of studies, due
to its theoretical challenges and important applications. The
main difficulty with controlling the underactuated USV is
that only the yaw and surge axes are directly actuated, while
the sway axis remains non-actuated. This configuration is by
far most common among USVs. Moreover, the underactuated
USVs are a class of underactuated mechanical systems with

non-integrable dynamics which cannot be transformed into
a driftless system. The application of the Brockett’s theorem
proves the absence of pure state feedbacks that would be able
to asymptotically stabilize the underactuated USV at a fixed
point. Thus, the underactuated USV cannot be stabilized
by the time-invariant continuous control law, although it
is an open-loop controllable device. Several authors have
contributed a set of novel ideas and strategies, mainly
including discontinuous feedback and time-varying feedback
methods. Due to high dependence on the reference model
and complicated trajectory tracking controllers, the path
following problem, referred to as forcing an underactuated
USV to follow a specified path at a desired forward speed
without a time constraint, is widely used in practice. Below
is a brief review of existing works on path following control
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of underactuated USVs and ships that has motivated the
authors to write this paper.
A nonlinear robust adaptive control strategy which forces
an underactuated surface ship to follow the predefined path at
the desired speed is developed in [4], but several assumptions
made in the paper allow the controller only to have the ship
follow some certain paths. Path following control of an
underactuated autonomous vehicle is addressed in [5], where
the authors demonstrate the way in which adaptive switching
supervisory control can be combined with the nonlinear
Lyapunov based tracking control law to solve the problem of
global boundedness and make the position tracking error to
converge to a vicinity of the origin that can be made arbitrarily
small. The point to point navigation of an underactuated ship
is considered in [6], and the model predictive control (MPC)
for waypoint tracking of an underactuated surface vessel with
input constraints is presented in [7]. Path following control of
snake robots along straight paths is considered in [8]. Under
the assumption that the forward velocity of the snake robot
is nonzero and positive, the authors prove that the proposed
path following controller k-exponentially stabilizes the snake
robot to any desired straight path. The problem of robust
adaptive path following control for an underactuated ship
with model uncertainties and nonzero-mean time-varying
disturbances is studied in [9], where a concise adaptive neural
network (NN) based control scheme is proposed. This scheme
makes use of backstepping, feedforward approximations,
dynamic surface control, and minimal learning parameter
techniques. Starting from the waypoint based path following
control for marine ships, a novel dynamic virtual ship (DVS)
guidance principle is developed in [10] after implementing
the assumption that “the reference path is generated using a
virtual ship”, which is critical for applying these theoretical
studies in practice. The problem of robust adaptive path
following control for uncertain underactuated ships in the
waypoint based navigation, which is a field of marine practice,
is studied in [11]. A novel logical virtual ship (LVS) based
steering law is developed to program the rational reference
route which is then used to guide an underactuated ship in
practical engineering. A level curve approach is introduced to
design global path following controllers for an underactuated
surface ship in [12], where the controllers are designed
based on the Lyapunov direct and backstepping methods
to make the ship position to satisfy the path equation and
to move the ship along the path tangentially. An optimal
controller is proposed for the integrated path following
and roll motion control problem in [13], where the line-ofsight (LOS) technique is used to extend straight-line path
following to arbitrary path following. A nonlinear adaptive
path following controller which can compensate drift forces
through vehicle sideslip is presented in [14]. In that paper the
proposed algorithm, motivated by the LOS guidance principle
used by ancient navigators, is extended to Dubins path
following. A saturated tracking controller for underactuated
autonomous marine surface vehicles with limited torque is
proposed in [15], where a dynamic second-order open-loop
error model is developed in the actuated degrees of freedom
to simplify the design procedure. A state feedback based
4
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backstepping control algorithm is used in [16] for solving
the trajectory tracking problem of an underactuated USV in
the horizontal plane. In that paper the well known persistent
exciting (PE) condition of yaw velocity is completely relaxed.
A design of new controllers that make underactuated ships
navigating under both deterministic and stochastic sea loads
to globally track the reference path is presented in [17], where
the loads are decomposed to a deterministic part, treated
as a set of unknown constants, and a time-varying part,
which is considered a form of stochastic disturbances with
unknown time-varying covariances. The path following
problem of an underactuated AUV is addressed in [18], with
the aim of dealing with parameter uncertainties and current
disturbances. In that paper, an adaptive robust control system
is developed by employing fuzzy logic, backstepping, and
the sliding mode control theory. Tracking geometric paths
in output spaces of nonlinear systems subject to input and
state constraints without pre-specified timing requirements,
commonly referred to as the constrained output path following
problem, is considered in [19], where a predictive control
approach is proposed to constrained path following problems
with and without velocity assignments. The path following
control problem for an unmanned marine surface vessel in
the presence of uncertainties and input saturation is presented
in [20], where the backstepping technique, augmented by
a robust adaptive radial basis function neural network
(RBFNN) and an auxiliary design system, is employed as the
main control framework. A two-dimensional path following
control system for autonomous surface vehicles is presented
in [21], where the guidance system is obtained through a
waypoint guidance scheme based on a vector field algorithm.
In the above papers addressing the underactuated ship/
USV path following control problem, some results have been
obtained under assumptions which allow the controller only
to have the ship follow a certain path [5,8]. Moreover, some of
the published research results have been derived by combining
the traditional LOS approach and nonlinear control methods
[7,13,14,20,]. It is noteworthy that some researchers execute
path following control using complex system state transform
techniques and intelligent learning algorithms which are
difficult to design and not easy to implement in the real path
following control system [4,6, 9-12,15-19,21]. Motivated by
those considerations, this paper addresses path following
control of an underactuated USV based on an improved
LOS guidance algorithm. Compared with the existing
literature, the main contributions of the paper are as follows:
(i) a novel modified LOS guidance algorithm is proposed for
path following control of the underactuated USV, which can
adaptively change the guidance law to respond to longitudinal
and/or lateral path following error changes; (ii) the USV
velocity component which is tangent to the desired path is
selected as the virtual input, after which the underactuated
system is transformed into a virtual fully actuated system
which makes the path following controller easier to design;
(iii) the longitudinal path following error is introduced into
the path following controller, which increases controller’s
convergence speed and stability; (iv) designing the path
following controller is simpler than the abovementioned

controllers, moreover the controller is easier to implement
and its global uniform asymptotic stability is good; (v) the
well known persistent exciting (PE) condition is completely
released in the path following controller proposed in this
paper; (vi) the designed controller can execute USV path
following control without the use of side thrusters, thus
obtaining the underactuated USV control, and the global
stability of the overall path following control system is proved
by the Lyapunov theory and the Lasalle invariance principle.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly,
the underactuated USV model is established and the USV
path following control problem is formulated. Secondly, a
novel improved LOS guidance algorithm is proposed and the
path following controller is designed. Thirdly, global uniform
asymptotic stability of the USV path following controller
is proved based on the Lyapunov theory and the Lasalle
invariance principle. The results of simulation experiments of
the underactuated USV in a semi physical simulation platform
are presented and, finally, conclusions are given.

According to the literature [22], the kinematic and dynamic
equations of the underactuated USV in the horizontal plane
can be expressed as:

PROBLEM FORMULATION

where W u and W r are the surge force and the yaw moment,
m11 ǃ m22 ǃ m33 are the USV’s inertia coefficients including
added mass effects and d11 ǃ d 22 ǃ d33 are the hydrodynamic
damping coefficients.

In this section, the problem of path following control of an
underactuated USV in the horizontal plane is formulated. The
kinematic and dynamic equations of the USV are presented
in step 1, and the path following control problem for the
underactuated USV is formulated in step 2.
Step 1: USV modeling
A three-degree-of-freedom underactuated USV in the
horizontal plane is considered. The state of the USV is given
by the vector [ηT, υT]T where η = [x, y, φ]T describes the USV
position and the orientation of the USV with respect to the
inertial frame {I } - xoy as show in Fig. 1. In particular, x
and y are Cartesian coordinates of the USV’s center of mass
ob in {I } , M denotes the USV yaw angle or heading of the
USV. The vector õ [u ,v,r ]7 contains linear and angular
velocities of the USV defined in the body-fixed frame {b} ,
where u is the surge velocity, v is the sway velocity and r
is the yaw rate.

Ș =R (M )ȣ

(1)

with

ªcos(M )  sin(M ) 0 º
R (M )= «« sin(M ) cos(M ) 0 »»
«¬ 0
0
1 »¼
and

Mȣ +C(ȣ)ȣ+Dȣ=Ĳ

(2)

with
0
m22 v º
ª 0
ªW u º
0
m11u »» , Ĳ = «« 0 »» .
M =diag{m11 ,m22 ,m33 } , D=diag{d11 ,d 22 ,d33 } , C(ȣ)= «« 0
«¬ m22 v m11u
0 »¼
¬«W r »¼

Step 2: Problem Formulation
As shown in Fig. 1, :( s ) is the desired path which needs
to be followed in the inertial frame {I } - xoy , and s is the
parameter of :( s ) . Point osf is the target reference point
on the path, established in the Serret-Frenet (SF) coordinate
frame {SF } - oxsf osf ysf , the origin of which is chosen to
coincide with sf , as shown in Fig. 1. The xsf -axis direction
is tangential direction and the ysf -axis direction is normal to
:( s ) at point osf , M sf is the angle between the x -axis and the
xsf -axis. As shown in Fig. 1, U = u 2  v 2 , and E is the drift
angle between U and xb -axis direction. Coordinate values
of the USV’s center of mass ob in SF coordinate frame {SF } xsf osf ysf are ( xe , ye ) , and they are path following errors. The
following equations can be easily obtained, see Fig. 1:
ª xe º
« »
« ye »
«¬Me »¼

ª cos(M sf ) sin(M sf ) 0 º ª x  xsf º
»
«  sin(M ) cos(M ) 0 » « y  y
»
sf
sf
sf
«
»«
«¬
0
0
1 »¼ «M  E  M sf »
¬
¼

(3)

Differentiating both sides of (3) leads to the following path
following error system:

 xe
°
® y e
°
¯Me

Fig.1. Coordinate frame of USV path following system

 e  s  U cos(Me )
K ( s ) sy
 e  U sin(Me )
 K ( s ) sx

r  E  K ( s ) s

(4)

where E = arctan(v / u ) , s is the virtual tangential velocity
of the desired path, and K ( s ) is the path curvature at the
reference target point.
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The general path following control problem of the
underactuated USV considered in this paper can be
formulated as follows:
Let us design the control laws of W u and W r for the path
following control system, which will make the path following
errors pe [ xe , ye ,M ]7 converge to zero and the velocity u
converge to desired velocity ud .

Step 2: designing control law for s
The variable 4 2 convergences to zero under the control
laws (9) and (10), as will be proved in the next section, step
1. The first expression of (4) can be rewritten as follows, see
reference on the Lasalle invariance principle in [23]:

xe

Step 1: designing control laws for W u and W r
Based on the traditional LOS method, the improved design
of the look ahead distance has the following form:

(5)

§y ·
 arctan ¨ e ¸
©'¹

 arctan[


4
2

O3 ye
O1  (O2 xe )

2

]

M  Msf  E  Mlos


4
1
°
®4 2
°
¯ 43

r  Msf  E  Mlos

V1

(9)

(m11  m22 )uv  d33 r  k2 m334 2  k3 m3343  m33 (Msf  E  Mlos ) (10)

where k2 ǃ k3 are both positive parameters.
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(13)

 k 2 4 2  k3 4 3

1 2 1
1
41  k2 422  432
2
2
2

(14)

Differentiating both sides of (14) along the solutions of the
system (13) leads to:

d
m11  m22
1
W r  Msf  E  Mlos
uv  33 r 
m33
m33
m33

m22 vr  d11u  m11ud  k1m1141

k141

We consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
V1 of the system (13):

(8)

43

(12)

2

Step 1: stability analysis of 41 ǃ 4 2 ǃ 43 .
Substituting expressions (9) and (10) into expression (8)
yields:

(7)

where k1 is a positive parameter. Based on the second and
third expressions of (8), the control law for W r can be designed
as:

6

1

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye )2

STABILITY ANALYSIS

m22
d
1
W u  ud
vr  11 u 
m11
m11
m11

Wu

 O4 xeU

where O4 is positive parameter.

M  M sf  E  Mlos

Me  Mlos

(11)
2

(6)

Based on the first expression of (8), the control law for W u
can be designed in the form:

Wr

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye )2
O1  (O2 xe )  (O3 ye )

where ud is the desired velocity. Differentiating both sides of
expression (7) leads to:

° 41
°
°
®4 2
°

°4
3
°̄

O1  (O2 xe )2

2

u  ud

Me  Mlos

O1  (O2 xe )  (O3 ye )

[ O1  (O2 xe ) 2  O4 xe ]U

where O1 ǃ O2 ǃ O3 are positive parameters. The improved
LOS guidance law can adaptively change when the reference
target point changes.
Let us introduce the following new variables:

 41
°
°4 2
®
° 43
°
¯

2

By analyzing the above expression (11), we can design the
virtual control law for s as follows:

s U

O1  (O2 xe )2
O3

and the improved LOS guidance law can be written as:
Mlos

O1  (O2 xe )2

 e  s  U
K ( s ) sy

CONTROLLER DESIGN

'

 e  s  U cos(Mlos )
K ( s ) sy

V1

 k 4 4


414
1
2 2 2  43 43
k1412  k2 4 2 43  k2 4 2 43  k3432
k1412  k3432

(15)

d0
It can be proved, by combining expression (14) and (15) and
applying the Lyapunov stability theory, that 41 ǃ 4 2 ǃ 43
converge to zero as t o f .

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Step 2: stability analysis of xe ǃ ye .
Substituting expression (12) into (11) leads to:

xe

 e
K ( s ) sy

O4 xeU
(16)

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye )2

As was proved in step 1 4 2 convergence to zero, see
reference on the Lasalle invariance principle in [23].
Consequently the second expression of (4) can be rewritten
as follows:

y e

 e  U sin(Mlos )
 K ( s ) sx

O3 yeU

e
 K ( s ) sx

(17)

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye ) 2

In order to verify and illustrate the effectiveness of the path
following control algorithm proposed for the underactuated
USV, a series of computer simulation experiments have been
carried out in the semi physical simulation platform on a
USV model with the following hydrodynamic parameters:
m11 25.8 , m22 33.8 , m33 2.8 , d11 27 , d 22 17 ,
d33 0.5 . The parameters of the designed path following
controller were chosen as: k1 10 , k2 20 , k3 20 , O1 10
O2 0.5 , O3 1 , O4 20 . Two cases were analyzed:
Case 1: The desired path and the initial state of the USV
are chosen as: xsf 50 cos(0.02 s ) , ysf 50sin(0.02 s ) ,
x(0) y (0)=M (0)=0 ˈ u (0) 0.5 m/ s ˈ v(0)=r (0) 0 .
The desired velocity ud is chosen as: ud =5m/s . The obtained
simulation results are shown in Figs. 2-3.

Combining the above expressions (16) and (17) leads to the
following underactuated USV path following error system:

 e
K ( s ) sy

40

O4 xeU

10

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye )2

0
-10

(18)

O3 yeU

e
 K ( s ) sx

actual trajectory
desired trajectory
initial position

30
20

y/m


° xe
°
®
° y
° e
¯

50

-20
-30

O1  (O2 xe ) 2  (O3 ye ) 2

-40
-50
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10

We consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
V2 of the system (18):

V2

1 2 1 2
xe  ye
2
2

0

10

20

30

0.40

(19)

0.35

Differentiating both sides of (19) along the solutions of the
system (18) results in:

xe

0.25

xe/m

0.20
0.15
0.10

xe xe  ye y e
 e ye 
K ( s ) sx


50

Fig.2. USV curved path following control trajectory

0.30

V2

40

x/m

2
e

2
4 e

OxU
2

O1  (O2 xe )  (O3 ye )
2
e

O4Ux +O3Uy

2

 e ye 
 K ( s ) sx

0.05

2
e

O3 y U
2

O1  (O2 xe )  (O3 ye )

0.00

2

(20)

-0.05

0

3

6

9

12

O1  (O2 xe )2  (O3 ye )2

18

21

24

27

30

t/s

(a) Longitudinal position error convergence curve

d0

50
45
40

ye

35
30
25
ye/m

It can be proved, by combining expressions (19) and (20)
and applying the Lyapunov stability theory, that xe , ye , and
Mlos converge to zero as t o f . As 41 converges to zero, the
velocity u converges to the desired velocity ud . As 4 2 and
Mlos both converge to zero, then Me also converges to zero.
Above all, using the control laws for W u and W r in (9) and
(10) in combination with the virtual control law for s in
(12), the underactuated USV path following control system
makes the path following errors pe [ xe , ye ,M ]7 converge to
zero and the velocity u converge to the desired velocity ud ..

15

20
15
10
5
0
-5

0

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

t/s

(b) Lateral position error convergence curve
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0.2

Case 2: The desired path is chosen as: xsf
2s / 2
, ysf
2s / 2 , and the initial state of the USV is chosen
as: x(0) 20m , y (0) 40m , M (0) 0 , u (0) 0.5 m/ s ,
v(0) 0 , r (0) 0 . The desired velocity ud is chosen as:
ud =5m/s . The obtained simulation results are shown in
Figs 4-5.

0.0

Me

-0.2
-0.4

Me/rad

-0.6
-0.8
-1.0
-1.2

80

-1.4
-1.6

0

3

6

9

12

15
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It can be observed in the results of the two cases of
simulation experiments that the path following control of
the underactuated USV is executed quickly, effectively and
reliably by the path following controller, designed based on
the above proposed improved LOS guidance algorithm. The
fluctuations appearing during the longitudinal control force
and yaw moment convergence process, see relevant curves
in Figs. 3 and 5, most likely result from large course changes
introduced by the controller before the USV is driven into
the desired path. These course changes affect the angular and
lateral velocities. The longitudinal thrust and the yaw moment
are sensitive to angular and lateral velocity changes, and this
leads to certain control force and/or moment fluctuations as
a response to the abovementioned course and speed changes.
The control force and moment also reach a stable state when
the course and speed become stable.
Analyzing the obtained experimental results on the
background of the available literature reveals the following
advantages of the designed controller: Compared with the
literature [7,8,11,14], the path convergence speed of the
path following control method is faster, the convergence
performance before entering the path is better, and the
overshoot is smaller. Compared with the literature [9,10,12,16],
the vibration of the controller is relatively smaller and the
stability is better. Compared with the path following controller
designed in the literature [5,19,21], the present controller is
more versatile and can realize both the curve path and the
straight-line path following control. Summarizing the above
analysis, we can get the following results:
1. Compared with other existing results, the designed path
following controller can execute path following control
of an underactuated USV faster and in a more effective,
stable, and reliable way.
2. The speed of convergence and the stability of the system are
improved by the USV path following controller designed
based on the improved LOS guidance algorithm, as a result
of introducing the longitudinal path following error into it.
3. The designed path following controller has global symptotic
stability and can execute path following control of the
underactuated USV quickly and effectively, at the same
time maintaining the stability of the system during the
entire process.
4. The path following control method presented in the paper
is more versatile, and can execute both the curve path and
the straight-line path following control.
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Fig.5 Simulated results of USV straight-line path following control

Based on the traditional LOS guidance algorithm, the
longitudinal path following error in the SF coordinate system
is presented and the improved LOS guidance algorithm which
can automatically adapt to the desired path is proposed, with
an intention to improve the speed of convergence of the state
variables and the control performance of the controller.
The tangent velocity of the reference target in the desired
path has been selected as the virtual control input, and the
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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underactuated USV path following control problem was
converted to a virtual fully actuated control problem. As a
result, the process of designing the path following controller
is simplified and the complex transformation design of the
system model is avoided. The underactuated USV path
following controller, which has global asymptotic stability, is
designed based on nonlinear backstepping and the Lyapunov
stability theory, and can execute path following control
in a quick and stable way. Compared with path following
controllers presented in the literature, the present controller
has faster convergence speed and better control performance.
In addition, the path following control method designed in
the paper is more versatile, as it can execute both the curve
path and the straight-line path following control. Considering
that the USV is always disturbed by wind, waves, and ocean
currents, path following control of the USV in the presence
of the external environment interference will be the focus of
future studies by the authors.
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ABSTRACT

A great circle route (GCR) is the shortest route on a spherical earth model. Do we have a visual diagram to handle the
shortest route? In this paper, a graphical method (GM) is proposed to solve the GCR problems based on the celestial
meridian diagram (CMD) in celestial navigation. Unlike developed algebraic methods, the GM is a geometric method.
Appling computer software to graph, the GM does not use any equations but is as accurate as using algebraic methods.
In addition, the GM, which emphasizes the rotational surface, can depict a GCR and judge its benefit.

Keywords: transoceanic shipping; great circle route; waypoints; celestial meridian diagram

INTRODUCTION
The shortest route is an important topic of maritime
transportation, especially in transoceanic shipping. In
recent years, the trend of maritime transportation shows
that: the fluctuations in energy price may influence the
shipping strategies and developing projects. For example,
when oil price began to rise in 2009, slow steaming (a major
cost-cutting measure) was used to adapt the high price, and
energy-efficient ships were developed in vogue. When the
price of oil dropped in June 2014, ships resumed sailing at
faster speeds to increase their cargo capacity, and the use of
energy-efficient ships was decreased [14]. However, whether
the price of oil are rising or dropping, shipping companies
can get benefit by sailing on the shortest route.
The great circle route (GCR) is the shortest route on
a spherical earth model, and the great ellipse route (GER) is
the shortest route on a spheroidal earth model. The WGS 84
spheroidal model is commonly be used in modern navigation
12
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system, and the spherical model is commonly be used for
instruction and simplified calculation. Hence, the great circle
route (GCR) has still been discussing continuously. Most
navigation textbooks have used Napier’s rules of the rightangled spherical triangle to deal with GCR problems [1, 7, 11].
To reduce calculation steps and to apply to different situations,
many researches have been published. For example, Miller et
al. (1991), Nastro and Tancredi (2010), and Tseng and Chang
(2014) used linear combination to obtain equations [9, 10,
13]. Chen et al. (2004), Earle (2005), Chen et al. (2014) and
Chen (2016) used vector algebra to yield equations [2, 4, 5, 8].
Chen et al. (2015) used rotation transformation to produce
equations [3]. Actually, these studies, which creatively use
different approaches to derive equations, are all algebraic
methods.
Unlike these developed algebraic methods, we propose
a geometric method, namely graphical method (GM), to solve
GCR problems. In celestial navigation, the celestial meridian
diagram (CMD) is an important tool to analyze the position
of a heavenly body on the celestial sphere. However, angle

deviations on the diagram by hand-made may reach 2 degrees
[12]. To overcome the disadvantage, we use computer software
to draw the diagram, which obtained results are as accurate
as using algebraic equations. Hence, we can use the GM to
solve GCR problems without using any equations.
Comparing with the algebraic methods, the GM has two
advantages. The one advantage is that it has an outstanding
ability to display the GCR. The other advantage is that it can
analyze the geographic relationship graphically. Thus, The
GM not only can demonstrates a GCR on the diagram more
direct and clear, but also can help us to analyze the relative
variables and judge the benefit of GCR.

Applying this concept to the GCR, when the earth
coordinate system is known, we can construct a horizon
coordinate system and use variables of GCR to replace
variables of heavenly body. For instance, North Pole (PN)
replaces north celestial pole (P), departure (F) replaces
observer’s zenith (Z), and destination (T) replace heavenly
body (S).
great circle route
(GCR)

Based on the concepts of CMD, we propose the GM to
obtain the relative information of GCR. The CMD provides
two important concepts as follows.
The first concept is the technique which fixed position by
combining two coordinate systems. In celestial navigation,
the position of any heavenly body (S) can be presented in the
celestial equator system or in the celestial horizon system.
As shown in Fig. 1, the red symbols and lines represent the
celestial equator system, and the blue symbols and lines
represent the celestial horizon system.
at
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Fig. 2. Combinded coordinate systems of the GCR

As shown in Fig. 2, the red symbols and lines represent
the earth coordinate system, and the blue symbols and lines
represent the horizon coordinate system. From the viewpoint
of the North Pole (PN), the position of destination (T) is fixed
by using latitude (LT) and difference of longitude (DLo) in the
earth coordinate system.

Dec

S

hour circle

H

N

S

P´
celestial horizon
vertical circle

Q´

Z´

Fig. 1. Celestial coordinate systems

From the viewpoint of the north celestial pole (P), the
position of S is fixed by using declination (Dec) and meridian
angle (t) in the celestial equator system. From the viewpoint
of the observer’s zenith (Z), the position of S is fixed by using
altitude (H) and azimuth angle (Az) in the celestial horizon
system. Because the observer’s latitude (Lat) is equal to the
altitude of the celestial pole (Hp), the CMD cleverly combines
two coordinate systems. Therefore, when a coordinate in
one system is known, its position in another system can be
determined on the CMD.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the azimuthal orthographic projection
(equatorial aspect)

From the viewpoint of the departure (F), the position of
destination (T) is fixed by using great circle distance (D) and
initial course angle (C) in the horizon coordinate system.
Hence, when the destination’s latitude and longitude in the
earth coordinate system are known, great circle distance and
initial course angle can be obtained in the horizon coordinate
system.
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the MOD in the earth coordinate system). According to the
angle values which measure from the outer limit circle to
the projected vertical circles, the vertical circle whose angle
is 90° would appear as a diameter (FF') (this vertical circle
also called the prime vertical), the others would appear as
'). The GCR is the part of the vertical
curved lines (e.g., FF
circle, which is from the departure to the destination (e.g.,
 ). The projected horizon would appear as a diameter (NS)
FT
which includes all azimuths (the north is at the left, the south
is at the right, the west is at the center, and the east is at the
“back” side of the center). The all projected distance circles
(each point on the same circle has the same distance from the
departure to itself) would appear as straight lines (e.g., dd').
They also can unfold as semicircles on the projection plane
' ) . Furthermore, when the great circle plane or the
(e.g., dd
small circle plane on the sphere is orthogonal or parallel to
the light rays, their arcs and angles can be measured on the
projection plane. Therefore, in Fig. 4(b), a latitude (e.g., LT)
can be found by measuring the central angle of the projected
MOD (e.g., סQOl). A difference of longitude (e.g., DLo) can
be obtained by measuring the central angle of the spherical
POL (e.g., סlO'TE ). In Fig. 5(b), a great circle distance (e.g., D)
can be found by measuring the central angle of the projected
principal vertical (e.g.,FOd ). A great circle initial course
(e.g., C) can be obtained by measuring the central angle of
the spherical distance circle (e.g., סdO'TH).

l´
projected parallel
of latitude

d

meridian of departure
(MOD)

O'

The second concept is the technique of azimuthal
orthographic projection (equatorial aspect), which makes the
arcs and angles on the sphere can be measured on the plane.
As shown In Fig.3, the hemisphere of the earth is irradiated by
the light rays at infinite distance from the earth. The equator is
in the centerline, and the sphere is projected onto a plane. The
projection looks like that someone took a picture of the earth
from space. The projected earth coordinate system is shown in
Fig. 4, and the projected horizon coordinate system is shown
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 4(b), the projected meridian of departure
(MOD) would appear as the outer limit circle. According to
the angle values which measure from the outer limit circle
to the projected meridians, the meridian whose angle is 90°
would appear as a diameter (PNPS), the others would appear as
curved lines (e.g., P
N PS). The projected equator would appear
as a diameter (QQ'). The all projected parallels of latitude
(POLs) would appear as straight lines (e.g., ll' ), which are
parallel to the equator. They also can unfold as semicircles
on the projection plane (e.g., ll' ). In Fig. 5(b), the projected
principal vertical of the departure would appear as the outer
limit circle (this circle also represented as the projection of
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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GRAPHICAL METHOD
The latitude of departure (LF), the latitude of destination
(LT), and the difference of longitude between departure and
destination (DLo) are known. How the GM solved the GCR
problems are illustrated as follows:

FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAM
Step 1: construct the fixed horizon coordinate system
As shown in Fig. 6, graph a circle whose center is O and
radius is r. Locate four points (F, F', N and S) on the circle’s up,
down, left, and right direction position. Draw the projected
prime vertical (FF') which goes through the point F and F',
and draw the projected horizon (NS) which goes through
the point N and S. Thus, the two axes of horizon coordinate
are established.
l

F L烕

Q

TE

DLo

PN

Step 3: locate the destination position in the earth
coordinate system
As shown in Fig. 6, draw the point l from measuring an
arc of LT which starts from the point Q along the MOD, and
draw the point l' from measuring an arc of LT which starts
from the point Q' along the MOD. The projected POL (ll')
can be obtained by drawn a line which goes through the
point l and l'. Due to the point l and l' are on the POL, when
the LT is in the north latitude, the point l and l' will be on the
equator’s north side and vice versa. For example, when the
LT is 32.5°N, the point l can be found by measuring an arc
of 32.5° which starts from the point Q towards the point N.
Then, draw the spherical POL ( ll' ) by graphing a small circle
whose center is O' (the intersection of ll' and PNPS) and radius
is O'l. The point TE can be derived from measuring an arc of
DLo which starts from the point l along the small circle. Due
to the point TE only decided by the angle of DLo, no matter
the DLo is in the west longitude or in the east longitude, the
position of point TE which obtained on the small circle is
the same. Then, the point TE can be projected back onto the
tangent plane to mark the point T. Therefore, the destination’s
position is located on the diagram.

T

GCR PROBLEMS

LT

O'
N

O

S

LT
PS
l´
Q´

F´

Fig. 6. Locating the destination in the earth coordinate

Step 2: derive the earth coordinate system
As shown in Fig. 6, the point Q can be derived from
measuring an arc of LF which starts from the point F along
the MOD. Due to the point Q is on the equator, when the
LF is in the north latitude, the point Q will be on its south
side and vice versa. For example, when the LF is 20°N, the
point Q can be found by measuring an arc of 20° which
starts from the point F towards the point S. The point Q' can
be plotted by rotating the point Q 180° around the center of
O. The projected equator (QQ') can be obtained by drawn a
line which goes through the point Q and Q'. Then, draw the
projected polar axis (PNPS)) which is perpendicular to the
equator. The north pole (PN) is the endpoint which lies closest
to the north, and the south pole (PS) is the other endpoint
which lies closest to the south. Thus, the two axes of earth
coordinate are established.

1) Find the great circle distance and the initial course
When the destination (T) is located, the great circle
distance and the initial course can be measured in the horizon
coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 7, draw the projected
distance circle of the destination (dd'), which goes through
the point T and is parallel to the horizon (NS). The point d
is the endpoint which lies closest to the north, and the point
d' is the other endpoint which lies closest to the south. The
great circle distance (D) can be obtained by measuring an arc
of סFOd (orסFOd') which starts from the departure towards
the point d (or the point d) along the MOD. The measured
degrees should convert into minutes because the unit of the
great circle distance is the nautical miles (nm). For example,
when the סFOd is 57.3°, the great circle distance is 3438 nm.
Besides, draw the spherical distance circle of the destination
by graphing a small circle whose center isO' (the intersection
of dd' and FF) and radius is O'd . The point TH can be plotted
by returning the point T on the small circle. The great circle
initial course angle can be obtained by measuring an arc
of סdO'TH (or סd'O'TH) value which starts from the point
'
d (or the point d') towards the point TH along the dd )(use
the סdO'TH when the LF is in the north latitude and use the
סd'O'TH when the LF is in the south latitude). Due to the
prefix of initial course angle is consistent with the latitude
of departure (LF) and the suffix of initial course angle is
consistent with the difference of longitude (DLo), the initial
course angle (C) can convert into the initial course (Cn). For
example, when the סdO'TH is 63.5°, the C is N63.5°W, and
the great circle initial course (Cn) is 296.5°.
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an arc of C which starts from the point dX along the small
'
circle (d
X dX ) . The point X can be marked by projecting the
point XH back onto the tangent plane.
When the waypoint (X) is located, its latitude and longitude
can be measured in the earth coordinate system. Draw the
projected POL of the waypoint (lXlX') which goes through
point X and is parallel to the equator (QQ'). The latitude of
the waypoint can be obtained by measuring an arc of סQOlX
(or סQ'OlX') along the MOD. Besides, draw the spherical
POL of the waypoint (lX
lX ' ) by graphing a small circle whose
center is O' (the intersection of lXlX' and PNPS) and radius is
O'lX. The point XE can be marked by returning the point X on
the small circle (lX
lX ' ). Therefore, the difference of longitude
between the departure and the waypoint (DLoFX) can be
obtained by measuring an arc of סQ'OlX along the small
circle. For example, when the סQOlX is 32.1°, the latitude of
the waypoint (LX) is 32°06.0’N. When the סlXO'XE is 42.8°,
the difference of longitude between the departure and the
waypoint (DLoFX) is 42°48.0'W.

Fig. 7. Measuring the destination in the horizon coordinate
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Fig. 8. Finding the waypoint under condition 1

2) Find waypoints
• Condition 1: giving the great circle distance to obtain
the waypoint position
When the great circle distance, which starts from the
departure towards the waypoint (DFX), and the initial course
angle (C) are given, the waypoint can be located in the horizon
system. As shown in Fig. 8, draw the projected distance circle
of the waypoint (dXdX'), which is parallel to the horizon (NS).
The point dX can be found by measuring an arc of DFX which
starts from the point F towards the point N, and the point dX'
can be found by measuring an arc of DFX which starts from
the point F towards the point S. Besides, draw the spherical
'
distance circle of the waypoint (d
X dX ) by graphing a small
circle whose center is O' (the intersection of dXdX' and FF')
and radius is O'dX . The point XH can be marked by measuring
16
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• Condition 2: giving the longitude of the waypoint to
obtain its latitude
When the great circle initial course angle (C) and the
difference of longitude between departure and waypoint
(DLoFX) are given, the waypoint can be located on the
', the blue curved line)
intersection of its vertical circle (FF
and meridian (P
N PS , the red curved line) as shown in Fig. 9.
At first, sketch out the vertical circle of the waypoint. Assume
that there are three points on the vertical circle, and their great
circle distance are respectively 1800 nm (30°), 3600 nm (60°)
and 5400 nm (90°). The three spherical distance circles can
be drawn. The points G1H, G2H, and G3H can be obtained by
respectively measuring an arc of C along these small circles.
The points G1, G2, and G3 can be marked by projecting the
point G1H, G2H, and G3H back onto the tangent plane. Hence,
the vertical circle of the waypoint can be sketched out by
linking the points G1, G2, and G3. The more points be assumed,
the more complete the vertical circle of the waypoint can be
sketched out. Next, sketch out the meridian of the waypoint.
Assume that there are three points on the meridian, and their
latitudes are respectively 60°N, 30°N and 0°N. The three
spherical POLs can be drawn. The three points can similarly
be marked by respectively measuring an arc of DLoFX along
these small circles. The points M1 M2, and M3 can be marked
by projecting these marked points back onto the tangent
plane. Hence, the meridian of the waypoint can be sketched
out by linking the points M1 M2, and M3. Accordingly, the
intersection of these two sketched out curved lines is the
waypoint position. The latitude of the waypoint (LX) can
obtained by measuring an arc of סQOlX (or סQ'OlX') along
the MOD. For example, when the C is N63.5°W and the DLoFX
is 46°, the latitude of the waypoint (LX) is 32°24.0’N.
• Condition 3: giving the latitude of the waypoint to
obtain its longitude
When the latitude of the waypoint (L X) is given, the
waypoint can be located on the intersection of its vertical

'the blue curved line) and POL (l l '), the red straight
circle (FF
X X
line) as shown in Fig. 10. The vertical circle of the waypoint
can be sketched out by assuming some different points which
have different great circle distances just as in the Condition
2. The projected POL of the waypoint can be drawn by using
the known latitude of the waypoint (LX). Accordingly, the
intersection of the vertical circle and the POL is the waypoint
position (the obtained point number is one or two). The
point XE can be marked by returning the chosen waypoint
(X) on the spherical POL of the waypoint (lX
lX ' ). Therefore,
the difference of longitude between the departure and the
waypoint (DLoFX) can be obtained by measuring an arc of
סlX O'X E along the small circle. For example, when the C
is N63.5°W and the LX is 30°N, the difference of longitude
between the departure and the waypoint (DLoFX) is 29°24.0’W.

Its latitude is 0° and its difference of longitude (DLoFE
) can be obtained by measuring the angle of סQOEE . For
example, when the סQOlV is 32.7°, the latitude of the vertex
(LV) is 32°42.0’N. When the סlV O'VE is 55.5°, the difference
of longitude between the departure and vertex is (DLoFV)
55°30.0’W. When the סQOEE is 145.5°, the difference of
longitude between the departure and equator crossing point
(DLoFE) is 145°30.0’W.
Generally, the GCR between the departure (F) and the
destination (T) has at most one vertex and one equator
crossing point. However, as shown in Fig. 11, a complete
great circle has two vertices (V1 and V2) and two equator
crossing points (E1 and E2). Their values can be obtained by
the method described above.
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Fig. 11. Finding the vertex and the equator crossing point
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Fig. 9. Finding the waypoint under condition 2
XE

lX F

DEMONSTRATED EXAMPLE

Q

In this paper, the GeoGebra, which is a kind of computer
graphing software, is used to execute the graphical method
(GM) to solve GCR problems. Take a voyage as for instance,
its interface is as shown in Fig. 12. A vessel is leaving from
Sydney (AUSTRALIA) to Balboa (PANAMA). The latitude of
departure (LF) is 33°51.5’S, the latitude of destination (LT) is
08°53.0’N, and the difference of longitude between departure
and destination (DLo) is 129°16.0’E [4]. Following questions
are calculated by using the GeoGebra.

G1

X
DLoFX

G2

PN
X´
O'
N
G3

O

S

PS
lX´
Q´
POLISH MARITIME
RESEARCH, No X/2017ġ ġ ġ ġ
F´
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Fig. 10. Finding the waypoint under condition 3

3) Find the vertex and the equator crossing point
As shown in Fig. 11, the vertex is the point which has the
highest latitude on a GCR. Draw the projected POL of the
vertex (lVlv') which is tangent to the GCR and is parallel to
the equator (QQ'). The vertex is the intersection of the GCR
and the projected POL (lVlv'). Its latitude (LV) and difference of
longitude (DLoFX ) can be obtained by respectively measuring
the angle of סQOlV and סlV O'VE. Besides, the equator crossing
point is the intersection of the GCR and the equator (QQ').

Fig. 12. Interface of the GeoGebra
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1) Find the great circle distance (D) and the initial course Cn.
As shown in Fig. 13, the results of calculation are that the
great circle distance (D) is 7635.1 nm (סFOd = 127.252°), the
initial course angle (C) is S73.9°E (סd'O'TH =7 3.943°), and
the initial course (Cn) is 106.1°.

As shown in Fig. 14, the results of calculation are that the
latitude of waypoint (LX) is 34°29.5’S (סQ'OlX' = 34.492°),
and the difference of longitude between the departure and
waypoint (DLoFX) is 51°50.3’E (סlX'O'XE = 51.839°).
• Condition 2: Find the latitude of waypoint (LX) when
the difference of longitude between the departure and
waypoint (DLoFX) is 78°47.0’E.

Fig. 13. Result of the graphical method to find the great circle distance
and initial course in example

2) Find waypoints
• Condition 1: Find the latitude of waypoint (LX) and
the difference of longitude between the departure and
waypoint (DLoFX) when the great circle distance, which
starts from the departure towards the waypoint (DFX),
is 2544.3 nautical miles (nm).

Fig. 14. Result of the graphical method to find the waypoint under condition 1
in example

18
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Fig. 15. Result of the graphical method to find the waypoint under condition 2
in example

As shown in Fig. 15, the result of calculation is that the
latitude of waypoint (LX) is 25°11.8’S (סQ'OlX' = 25.197°).
• Condition 3: Find the difference of longitude between
the departure and waypoint (DLoFX) when the latitude
of waypoint (LX) is 13°30.1’S.
As shown in Fig. 16, the result of calculation is that the
difference of longitude from departure to waypoint (DLoFX)
is 98°46.9’E (סlX'O'XE = 98.782°).

Fig. 16. Result of the graphical method to find the waypoint under condition 3
in example

3) Find the vertex and the equator crossing point
As shown in Fig. 17, the results of calculation are that the
latitude of vertex is 37°03.5'S (סQ'OlV '= 37.059°), and the
difference of longitude between the departure and vertex
(DLo FV) is 27°19.3'W (סlV'O'VE = 27.322°). Besides, the
difference of longitude between the departure and equator
crossing point (DLoFE) is 117°19.3'E (סQ'OEE =117.322°).

direction from Q1Q1' to Q9Q9', and the destination will rotate
in a counterclockwise direction from T1 to T9. Thus, the
latitude of departure (LF) is the variable which links two
coordinates.
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Fig. 18. Variable analysis for the latitude of departure
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Fig. 17. Result of the graphical method to find the vertex and the equator
crossing point in example
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In this example, we found that the results of calculation
by using the computer graphing software to execute the
graphical method (GM) are as accurate as by using the
algebraic methods [4].

N

S
O
T9

PS

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The GM not only can accurately solve the GCR problems,
but also can help us to analyze relative variables. When the
latitude of departure (LF), the latitude of destination (LT), and
the difference of longitude between departure and destination
(DLo) are known, these variables will determine the only
GCR between the departure (F) and destination (T). In
this paper, we assume that the LF is 20°N, the LT is 32.5°N,
the DLo is 63.3°W, and try to change one variable value at
a time. Through this example, we can analyze the relationship
between these variables and the GCR.
First, when the latitude of departure (LF) is changed, as
shown in Fig. 18, the two axes of horizon coordinate will still
be fixed, the two axes of earth coordinate (e.g., the equator)
and the destination (T) will rotate around the center (O)
on the diagram. When the latitude of departure (LF) value
decreases from 90°N to 90°S (e.g., LF1= 90°N, LF2 = 67.5°N,
…, LF9 = 90°S), the equator will rotate in a counterclockwise

Q´

F´

Fig. 19. Variable analysis for the latitude of destination

Next, when the latitude of destination (LT) is changed,
as shown in Fig. 19, the destination (T) will move along its
meridian (P
N PS , the red curved line), and the vertex (V) will
move along a curve (P
N F , the orange curved line) between
the departure (F) and elevated pole (when the departure is
in the north latitude, its elevated pole will be the north pole
and vice versa). The move curve of the vertex validates the
concept of the vertex circle that is proposed by Chiang and
Tseng (1992) [6]. When the latitude of destination (LT) value
decreases from 90°N to 90°S, the destination (T) will move
along its meridian from T1 to T9, and the vertex (V) will move
along the curve between the departure (F) and the north pole
(PN) from V1 to V9. The V1 to V4 are on the diagram, and the
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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V5 to V9 are at the “back” side of the diagram. Furthermore,
use the prime vertical (FF') as a criterion. If the destination
(T) and the elevated pole are on the same side, the voyage will
sail along the GCR towards the vertex (V); if the destination
(T) and the elevated pole are on the opposite side, the voyage
will sail along the GCR away the vertex (V). Choosing the
GCR which sails towards the vertex (V) can obtain more
apparent benefit. For example, the T1 to T4 and the north pole
(PN) are on the left side of the prime vertical so that these four
GCRs are towards their vertex (V1 to V4); the T5 to T9 are on
the right side of the prime vertical so that these five GCRs are
away their vertex (V5 to V9). Hence, the latitude of destination
(LT) is the major variable which decides the benefit of GCR.
l
T1,T2,T3,T4

F

Q
TA1

T5
V5
V4,V6
V3,V7

PN
V1,V9

V2,V8
TA2

N

S

T6

O
PS

T7

l´

T8
T9

Q´

F´

Fig. 20. Variable analysis for the difference of longitude between departure
and destination

Finally, when the difference of longitude between the
departure and destination (DLo) is changed, as shown in
Fig. 20, the destination (T) will move along its POL (ll').
Because of the limit of latitude (LT), the vertex (V) will move
along a curve between the elevated pole and the POL of the
destination. When the difference of longitude between the
departure and destination (DLo) value increases from 0°W
to 180°W, the destination (T) will move along its POL (ll')
from T1 to T9, and the vertex (V) will move along the curve
between the north pole (PN) and the POL of the destination
(ll') from V1 to V9 If the difference of longitude (DLo) value is
smaller (e.g., T1 to T5), the voyage will not through the vertex
(e.g., V1 to V5); if the difference of longitude value is larger
(e.g., T1 to T9), the voyage will through the vertex (e.g., V6 to
V9). Choosing the GCR which sails through the vertex (V) can
obtain more apparent benefit. In addition, if the latitude of
destination (LT) value is lower than the latitude of departure
(LF), increasing sufficient difference of longitude value will
let the destination (T) on the same side of the elevated pole
(e.g., TA1 moves to TA2). It will help the voyage to sail towards
even through the vertex (V). Therefore, the difference of
longitude between the departure and destination (DLo) is the
auxiliary variable which decides the benefit of GCR.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the graphical method (GM) which applies
the concepts of the celestial meridian diagram (CMD) not
only can help us to combine the two coordinate systems
of the great circle route (GCR) but also can let the earth
be projected onto a tangent plane. Because of the latitude
(LT) can be found by measuring the central angle of the
projected meridian of departure (MOD), the difference of
longitude (DLo) can be obtained by measuring the central
angle of the spherical parallel of latitude (POL), the great
circle distance (D) can be found by measuring the central
angle of the projected principal vertical, and the great circle
initial course (C) can be obtained by measuring the central
angle of the spherical distance circle, using the GM can obtain
the all relative information of GCR. Applying the computer
graphing software to execute the GM can obtain accurate
results without using any algebraic equations. In addition,
it can even analyze the relationship between these variables
and the GCR. The three important rules are illustrated as
follows: First, the latitude of departure (LF) is the variable
which links the earth coordinate and the horizon coordinate;
the benefit of GCR is decided by the latitude of destination
(LT) and the difference of longitude between the departure and
destination (DLo). The former is the major variable and the
latter is the auxiliary variable. Second, use the prime vertical
as a criterion, when the destination (T) and the elevated pole
are on the same side, the benefit of GCR is more apparent.
When a GCR sails through the vertex (V), its benefit is
the most obvious. Third, if the latitude of destination (LT)
value is lower than the latitude of departure (LF), increasing
sufficient difference of longitude value will help the voyage
to sail towards even through the vertex (V). Accordingly,
the GM can emphasize the rotational surface and help us to
comprehend the GCR by using the diagram.
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NOMENCLATURE
P
Z
S
Dec
T
H
HP
Az
PN
F
T
TE
TH
X
XE
XH
V
VE
E
EE
LF
LT

north celestial pole
observer’s zenith
heavenly body
declination
meridian angle
altitude
Altitude of north celestial pole
azimuth angle
north pole
departure
destination
destination in the equator coordinate
destination in the horizontal coordinate
waypoint
waypoint in the equator coordinate
waypoint in the horizontal coordinate
vertex (highest point of a great circle)
vertex in the equator coordinate
equator crossing point
equator crossing point in the equator coordinate
latitude of departure
latitude of destination
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ABSTRACT

In the 21st century marine navigation has become dominated by satellite positioning systems and automated
navigational processes. Today, global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) play a central role in the process of carrying
out basic navigational tasks, e.g. determining the coordinates of a vessel’s position at sea. Since satellite systems are
being used increasingly more often in everyday life, the signals they send are becoming more and more prone to
jamming. Therefore there is a need to search for other positioning systems and methods that would be as accurate
and fast as the existing satellite systems. On the other hand, the automation process makes it possible to conduct
navigational tasks more quickly. Due to the development of this technology, all kinds of navigation equipment can
be used in the process of automating navigation. This also applies to marine radars, which are characterised by
a relatively high accuracy that allows them to replace satellite systems in performing classic navigational tasks. By
employing M-estimation methods that are used in geodesy as well as simple neural networks, a software package
can be created that will aid in automating navigation and will provide highly accurate information about a given
object’s position at sea by making use of radar in comparative navigation.
This paper presents proposals for automating the process of determining a vessel’s position at sea by using
comparative navigation methods that are based on simple neural networks and geodetic M-estimation methods.

Keywords: navigation, neural network, radar, M-estimation

INTRODUCTION
For over 20 years, satellite positioning systems have been
an indispensable part in the lives of humans, not only with
regard to determining a given object’s position on the Earth’s
surface but also as regards other spheres of human life. The
rapid development of satellite positioning systems has been
accompanied by the process of automating and robotising
a majority of tasks that have, until recently, been carried out
by human beings. Human life that has been changing this
way is always fraught with many new dangers. On the one
hand, the process of automating everyday life increasingly
leads humans to lose their influence over the functioning of
the devices around them. On the other hand, the temptation
to exert control over various systems and devices in the world
has been growing ever stronger as part of the struggle between
different groups of influence which set various objectives for
themselves. Increasingly more often it can be observed that
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the changing political situation in the world and the rapid
development of technology, which is becoming more and
more widely available to all social groups, are both creating
conditions that make it easier to interfere with and jam, for
example, satellite positioning systems. Over the last several
years, certain initiatives have been developed to counteract
such practices. To this end, one should also search for and
compare new, automated and accurate positioning methods
which would be based on existing or new positioning systems.
A GNSS receiver is the basic tool for determining a vessel’s
position at sea. This receiver must work properly and the
system it utilises must be reliable. Additionally, radars are also
commonly used on vessels. Navigation that employs radarbased positioning methods is full of errors that affect the
quality of the obtained position fix. These errors are indirectly
related to the resolving power of a given navigation radar
system. Moreover, many distortions in radar images, which
are characteristic of radar observations, result from radar

radiation, the duration of the probing pulse and beam width,
i.e. a directional characteristic. There are also distortions that
are caused by the non-linearity of time-base pulses as well
as distortions resulting from variability in wave propagation
conditions and hydrometeorological conditions. As a result of
the development of techniques and technologies for building
radars, the above-mentioned gross errors now affect radar
observations to a much lesser extent than they did 10–15
years ago. The resolutions that have been adopted by the IMO
require that more than one available positioning system be
used on vessels, which is why it seems very natural to also
employ radar.
Comparative navigation, which is currently developing
very rapidly, is one of the new branches of navigation. This
discipline deals with searching for non-satellite positioning
methods. According to the authors of this paper, the
comparative methods that are used in navigation can form
the basis for alternative systems for determining vessel
positions. As for radar navigation, comparative methods
are used to precisely match radar images with the nautical
chart. It is important to demonstrate the mutual relations
between radar and nautical chart images when adopting
these methods. Thus it is necessary to convert radar images
into a form that is as close as possible to that of nautical chart
images because this will facilitate and speed up the process of
matching these images. Another solution is to create a radar
map based on archival radar images showing a selected sea
area, which would make it possible to search for the best
possible match between radar images and the given radar
map by omitting the corresponding nautical chart with its
different cartometric properties. In the authors’ opinion,
a perspective azimuthal projection with a positive projection
point is “the best” cartographic representation of a nautical
chart that makes it similar to a radar image (Wąż, 2009).
Comparative navigation is mainly based on the so-called
minimum-distance methods which implement a range of
similarity functions, i.e. distance, closeness and correlation
functions, in order to calculate the coefficient of the best
match between radar and nautical chart images (Czaplewski
& Wąż, 2009). In other words, this coefficient should point
to the radar image that is the “closest” to a nautical chart
image in terms of a given similarity function. In comparative
navigation, it is also possible to use neural networks to
determine the position of the radar images in relation to the
nautical chart images.
The comparative navigation methods that the authors of the
present paper are familiar with are mainly based on adapted
neural networks which are not able to meet the high accuracy
requirements that are set for marine navigation without
additional support. Modern M-estimation methods allow
to increase the accuracy of the determinations. Those that are
used in geodesy have proved to be interdisciplinary as well
as to have a wide range of applications in navigation, which
is closely related to geodesy. Moreover, robust adjustment
methods allow to make the results of observations that are
generally fraught with gross errors robust. Previous studies,
i.e. (Czaplewski, 2014), have shown that these methods can

easily be adapted so that they can suit the purpose of different
positioning techniques in marine navigation. In the studies
presented herein, there are used the Artificial Neural Networks
of the following types: multilayered perceptron and GRNN
networks (General Regression Neural Networks). The authors
indicate a possibility of combining the neural networks with
robust adjustment methods into the applications, which
can be successfully used in the automated ECDIS systems.
Independence from the external devices of the suggested
interdisciplinary method for comparative navigation results
in its high resistance to jamming and suppression of the
navigation systems’ functioning.

NEURAL NETWORK METHODS
FOR APPROXIMATING THE POSITIONS
OF RADAR IMAGES
The idea of applying artificial neural networks to determine
a vessel’s position by using comparative navigation methods
involves using nautical chart images at the neural network
training stage (Praczyk, 2006A; 2006B). A purpose-built
training set (training images) can be expanded by including
several radar images that cover a given sea area so as to improve
the representativeness of that training set. The preliminary
study that was conducted by the authors of this paper showed
that it is necessary to first compress the images to a smaller
size (Praczyk, 2006A; 2006B). When images were used in their
original sizes, the structure of the neural network was much
more complex, whereas the network training process was
very long and did not produce the desirable results. Figure 1
shows this concept:

Figure 1. Using artificial neural networks to determine a vessel’s position in
radar navigation
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IMAGE COMPRESSION
Neural networks must be fed with images that consist of
an equal number of elements at each input. Therefore, the
compression of images is not only aimed at minimising the
number of input data items but also at establishing a fixed
value of this number which is responsible for the structure
of an ANN’s input layer (Praczyk, 2006B).
Projection is a simple form of image compression. When
processing an original image the values of the image points
along the directions of projection have to be added up. It is
recommended that an image be projected in two directions
for the sake of accuracy of that image’s later reconstruction,
e.g. recorded images can be 1000×1000 square matrices
(1000000 pixels) in their original form, with each element
representing a pixel’s gain (level of brightness). For binary
radar images these values would indicate that an elementary
echo was observed (a pixel’s gain = 1) or that there was no such
echo (a pixel’s gain = 0). Compression is aimed to reduce the
number of elementary data items that are inputted into an
ANN. A projection is made along two straight lines, i.e. the
x- and y-axes, so that the compressed images are not similar
to one another, then an image is obtained that consists of 2000
elements. The degree of radar image compression which is
achieved by means of a projection along these straight lines
is 1:500 (for 1000x1000 pixels).
A compressed image is inputted into a neural network.
First, the values that are projected onto the x-axis are fed into
the network, and then those that are projected onto the y-axis.
Thus the network should have 2000, and not 1 million, input
neurons for uncompressed images. An example compression
process is shown in Figure 2.

THE USE OF NEURAL NETWORKS
TO DETERMINE A POSITION
In the studies presented further in the article, multilayered
perceptron (MLP – multilayered perceptron) and a GRNN
network were used. An MLP network has a layered
architecture consisting of the input layer, output layer and
one or more hidden layers. A task of the element in the input
layer is the initial processing of the input signal, which may
include image normalisation or scaling. The essential neural
processing of the input signal takes place in the hidden layers
as well as the output layers. (Stateczny, 2001; Masters, 1996).
During studies, the input MLP layer contained as many
neurons, as the number of elements of which the compressed
radar image consists. The output layer consisted of two
neurons, the output signal of which corresponded to a value
of the normalised shift vector (x, y) of a position in relation
to a position of the left lower vertex of the analyzed sea
area (nautical chart), for which the positioning system was
elaborated (Fig. 4). Perceptron with one and two hidden layers
was analyzed. A number of neurons in the hidden layers was
assorted stepwise.

a)
b)
Figure 3. Exemplary diagrams of the neural networks:
a) the MLP network b) the GRNN network

Figure 2. Compression of radar images

TRAINING SET
A training set is the collection of images that will represent
the entire range of variation among radar images for a selected
sea area at the system’s training stage.
Therefore, it is very important to properly select the
elements of this set so as to minimise the generalisation error.
A training set should be composed of radar images showing
the entire radar-observed area as well as of representations
of nautical chart images whose structure, scale, sizes and
resolution should correspond to those of the radar images.
This approach to creating a training set increases its
representativeness.
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Figure 4. The use of the MLP network to determine a position
of the radar image

Further studies were carried out for the GRNN network.
The GRNN network is a typical approximation network,
usually with one output. It is a memory network and learning
is based on loading of the training images to the “network’s
memory”.

In the studies, there was used a network with one output
indicating a number of pixel P of an image of the tested sea
area corresponding to a position of the radar image (Fig. 5):

P

y 1  n  x

into the Taylor series and only using the first terms of this
series (Wiśniewski, 2002, 2003, 2014), we obtain
ˆ ) F(X o )  A dX
ˆ
F(X
P
P
P
P

(2)

(1)

where:
where:
x, y – coordinates of the pixels of an image of the tested sea
area in the levorotatory Cartesian coordinate system,
n – a number of pixels in the columns and rows in the image
of the tested sea area.

AP

ˆ
w X F(X oP ) , whereas X
P

ˆ .
X oP  dX
P

When taking into account the above assumption, the
system of adjustment equations can be written as:
D  VP

ˆ )  DV
F(X
P
P

ˆ V
F(X oP )  A PdX
P
P

ˆ  L (3)
AdX
P
P

where:
LP

Figure 5. The use of the GRNN network to determine a position
of the radar image

F(X oP )  D .

Let us assume that the mean errors m1,m2,...,mi of the
mutually independent measurements of the bearings
NR1, NR 2,..., NRn are known. A diagonal cofactor matrix
of the results of the measurement Q D Diag (m12 , m22 ,, mn2 )
will be such an approximation of the covariance matrix
C D Diag (V 12 ,V 22 ,,V n2 ) that (Wiśniewski, 2003):
CD

ESTABLISHING THE ADJUSTMENT
PROBLEM
The M-estimation methods that are employed in geodesy
are also used in a similar manner to carry out navigation
tasks. The bearing or distance measurements perform the
function of observations in radar navigation. As for the
present research problem, radar bearings were used to
illustrate the process of adapting and using the neural network
method and the M-estimation method together as well as to
determine a vessel’s position (Xp, Yp) at sea. Bearings NRi were
taken to distinct radar echoes. In this way, n observations
were obtained (where n>2). The coordinates , of objects
that produce distinct echoes were known. This geometrical
arrangement makes it possible to first create linear matrix
equations and then matrix adjustment equations, as in the
papers written for example by (Czaplewski, 2004) and by
(Wiśniewski, 2003):
NRi  vi

X  Xˆ P ½
Fi ( Xˆ P , YˆP ) arctg i
¾
Yi  YˆP ¿i



D  VP

m02 P 1

(4)

where:
m02 – is an unknown coefficient of variance,

P

Q D1

ª p1
«
«
«
«
¬

p2


º
»
»
»
»
pn ¼

(5)

–is a known weight matrix (pn– weight of the n-th observation)
ˆ ) V T C1V min is the least
Let us also assume that )(dX
P
P
D P
squares estimation criterion. Then the process of determining
an unknown vector of a vessel’s own position can be identified
by solving the classical optimisation problem by using the
method of least squares (Wiśniewski, 2003, 2014):

ˆ L

VP A PdX
P
P
°°
2
2 1
C D m0 Q D m0 P
®
°
T
ˆ
°¯ĭ GX P ) VP PVP min

ˆ ) (1)
F(X
P

(6)

1,..., n

where:
VP

m02Q D

[v1 , v2 ,  , vn ]T – vector of adjustments to the measured

This is the solution to the problem (provided that
ATP PA P z 0 ):

bearings,
ˆ
X
P

[ Xˆ P , YˆP ]T – adjusted coordinates of a vessel at sea.

It is assumed that the vector of approximate coordinates of
o
o
o T
the given vessel, X P [ X P YP ] , is known. Coordinates that
were determined by using the neural network method were
adopted as the vessel’s approximate coordinates. Then, after
ˆ ) in linear form by expanding it
writing the function F(X
P

ˆ
dX
P

( ATP PA P ) 1 ATP PL P

(7)

Moreover, since
VP

 A P ( ATP PA P ) 1 ATP PL P  L P QV PL P ,

where: QV P 1  A P ( A TP PA P ) 1 A TP is an adjustment cofactor
matrix, VP.
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Cofactor matrix QV is understood here as such an
approximation of the covariance matrix CVof vector VP that
2
0

CV

m QV

(8)


P

T(VP )P

The coefficient of variance is given by:

ªt (v1 ) p1
«
«
«
«
¬

t (v 2 ) p 2

º
»
»
»

»
t (v n ) p n ¼

(13)

where:
m02

T(VP ) is a diagonal attenuation matrix with elements

T
P

V PVP
n2

(9)

However, for the purpose of the present discussion it is
assumed that m02 1 ; then CV Q V .
Let us now assume that one of the bearings is fraught
with gross error, e.g. because a radar echo was identified

incorrectly. The so-called equivalent weight pi will be
assigned to this observation; this weight will result from
attenuating the original weight p (resulting from the assumed
mean measurement error). The attenuation process will occur
in accordance with the following formula:


pi

t (vi ) pi

(10)

where t (vi ), i 1,..., n is an attenuation function having the
following basic properties:

[T(VP )]i

t (vi ) .

Optimisation problem Eq.(6) could then be replaced with
an equivalent problem, as proposed in this paper, which would
be expressed in the following form (Yang at all 2002; Zhong,
1997):

VP
°
CD
°

®
P
°
°
ˆ
¯ĭ GX P )

ˆ L
A P dX
P
P
m02Q D
T(VP )P

VPT PVP

m02 P 1
VPT T(VP )PVP

(14)

min

and which would have an iterative solution:
ˆz
dX
P
VPz

( ATP T( VPz 1 )P z 1A P ) 1 ATP T( VPz 1 )P z 1L P ½°
¾
°¿ z
QVz 1T( VPz 1 )P z 1L P

(15)
1, 2 ,......

݂ݒ ݎҧ  אǻݒҧ = ۃെ݇, ݇ۄ
ݒ(ݐҧ ) = 1
ൠ
0 < ݒ(ݐҧ ) < 1 ݂ݒ ݎҧ  בǻݒҧ = ۃെ݇, ݇ۄ

It should be assumed that the iterative process consists of
no more than 5 steps z = 1,2,...,5.

Ranges 'vi  k ; k (e.g. k = 2,5 see Wiśniewski 2014) are
ݒ
acceptable ranges for standardized variables ݒҧ = ߪ where
௩
ߪ௩ = ඥ[C ] standard deviation for i-th adjustment.

SIMULATION STUDY

For the purpose of this study, the Danish attenuation
function in the following form was used in the analysis
(Jianjun 1996, Hampel at all, 1986):

1
t (v ) ®
g
¯exp  O ( v  k )

^

for

`

v   k, k
v ! k

(11)

Therefore, equivalent weight values will be determined
according to the formula:

pi

t (vi ) pi

° pi
for
®
g
°̄exp  O ( vi  k ) pi

^

`

vi   k , k
vi ! k

(12)

It is usually assumed that l = 0.01 ÷ 0.1, g = 2. However, the
values of parameters l and g should be selected experimentally.
If the values of these parameters are chosen incorrectly, this
unnecessarily increases the number of steps in the iterative
process which is aimed to solve the robust adjustment
problem.
By using an attenuation function it is possible to formulate
the following equivalent weight matrix:
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In order to verify the correctness of the conducted
theoretical analyses, it was decided to reproduce the following
navigational situation: a vessel manoeuvred on the sea area of
the Bay of Gdansk, the positions of the observed vessel were
determined on the basis of a sea radar. From the analysis of
the radar image it was concluded that a visible image of the
seashore and marking displayed in the swimming region
is suitable for use in the process of determining the own
position. It has adequately characteristic echoes. Therefore,
the radar image was transferred to a computer in order to
conduct analyses on the basis of the neural network.
The first step of the studies was a process of training the
neural network and selection of its topology. In case of the
MLP, there was used an algorithm of the backpropagation
(backpropagation algorithm) while the GRNN network was
prepared by entering the compressed radar images into its
“memory”. Apart from the training process, in case of the
MLP it was also necessary to determine the optimal network
topology. On the one hand, it was necessary to indicate the
size of an input layer (different size of the compressed radar
images), while on the other hand – to determine a number
of hidden layers and of neurons in these layers.
During the initial studies, the aim of which was to
determine a final optimal MLP topology, the following
networks were checked: 2000-U1-2, 2000-U1-U2-2, 200-U1-2,
where Ui is an i- hidden layer with the following number of

neurons: 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. The studies were conducted in
the following conditions:
– the tested sea area, a nautical chart with a scope of 12 to
12 nautical miles, a region of the Bay of Gdansk.
– images of a training set (140 of the real radar images
with a scope of observation of 6 nautical miles and 10000
simulated radar images evenly distributed on the whole
tested sea area.; The simulated radar images, generated
for the needs of the training set, were created from the
nautical chart with a resolution of 1000×1000 pixels and
covered an area of 6 to 6 nautical miles. The images were
distributed evenly on the whole sea area with an interval
of 10 pixels. With the assumed research sea area, it gave
100 rows of images with 100 columns in each row (10000
images).
– GSD = 158 m; GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) means
the distance between two successive pixel centers measured
on the ground. The bigger the value of GSD, the lower the
spatial resolution of an image and less visible details. GSD
will be related to the scope of observation: the bigger the
scope, the bigger the value of GSD. A position error is
stated in pixels and depends mainly on the resolution of the
original radar images (radar images before compression)
and on the scope of radar observation. GSD=158 m
corresponds to the radar images of a resolution of 100×100
pixels.

Figure 6. Structure of a training set of neural network

For further test, there was chosen one MLP network,
with the lowest value of the learning error. In this case, no
generalization tests were conducted on the basis of the testing
set. The chosen network had the following topology: 20020-2. The learning process of the MLP network with 2000
inputs failed.
The aim of the next stage of the studies was to determine one
neural network, which will be connected with M-estimation.
For this purpose, both the GRNN network of 2000 and 200

inputs, as well as the above mentioned MLP network were
checked. At this stage of the studies, a criterion of a choice of
the specific network was a generalization error and the same
learning data were used for research as on the previous stage.
Moreover, in order to verify the generalization capacities
of each network, there was used a testing set consisting of
1000 randomly generated radar images and 100 real radar
images not included in the training set. The obtained results
are presented on the Fig. 7 and they include mean errors and
maximum errors of a position, obtained for a testing set. The
test results led to a situation that the only neural network
which was tested with M-estimation was the GRNN network
of 2000 inputs (Fig. 7b).

a)

b)

Figure 7. Obtained mean errors and maximum errors of positioning
the radar images:
a) for the input images with 200 elements;
b) for the input images with 2000 elements

In the essential verification part of the studies, a position
mean error for the GRNN network was determined at the
very beginning. This error was determined on the basis of the
images from the testing sequence and it amounted to 8 pixels
for GSD= 15.8 m. Then, a final verification of a connection
of the neural network with M-estimation was conducted. It
consisted in determining the vessel’s position by means of
the suggested method for one real radar image, which did
not occur either in the training set or in the testing sequence.
This process proceeded in three stages. The first stage was
a determination of an initial position observed by means of
the GRNN network. Then, knowing the position’s mean error
for the GRNN network, there were determined the bearings
and distances to the characteristic points described in the
Table 1. The next stage was an application of the M-estimation
for equalization of the determined bearings and distances and
the finally estimated, equalized position of a vessel.
The network’s response, during operation, is the observed
position of a vessel at the time of recording the radar image.
The entirety is transferred to a center position of the recorded
UDGDULPDJH7KXVLWLQGLUHFWO\LQÀXHQFHVWKHSRVLWLRQYDOXH
of all the pixels of the recorded image, as well as those which
are responsible for characteristic points (echoes) (e.g. the pier
ends, breakwaters, buildings etc.).
2QWKHLPDJHVXVHGGXULQJWKHVWXGLHVWKHUHZHUHLGHQWL¿HG
the characteristic points, the data of which are given in the
Table 1 and showed on the Figure 8
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bearing error [ o ]

distance between two points[NM]

Figure 9. Error of a radar’s bearing measurement made by using a GRNN
neural network for a radar range of 6 nmile

Figure 8. Radar image of the Bay of Gdansk; the echoes that were used when
solving the problem are marked
Table 1. Results of the identification of echoes in the radar image
Geographic
coordinates

While analysing the obtained data, it was decided to correct
the own position using resistant bearings. For the purposes of
further determinations, the adopted value of the mean error
of the bearing that was determined at a distance of 6 nautical
miles was mNR = 0,8°. In order to comprehensively illustrate
the navigation problem that is presented in this paper, the
solution was achieved in three ways, i.e. by:
– classically adjusting those measurements that were not
fraught with gross errors;
– using observations that had been made by employing
a neural network;
– using M-estimation when adjusting the observations that
had been obtained by employing a neural network.
We assumed that there were bearings that were not fraught
with gross error. Then the classical adjustment that was
made by using the method of least squares Eq.(6) yielded
the following results:

φ [º]

λ [º]

Radar
bearing
[º]

1

Cape Hel

54º35.6’N

018º48.6’E

059.5

2

Head of the eastern
breakwater in the port
of Hel

54º36.9’N

018º47.0’E

041.0

ˆ
dX
P

3

Degaussing station
building

54º33.0’N

018º34.2’E

272.5

which gave the vessel’s adjusted position with the coordinates:

4

Cape Redlowo

54º29.2’N

018º34.3’E

230.0

Item
no.

Name of echo

The geographic coordinates of these echoes were read from
a nautical chart. Moreover, the bearings and distances to the
distinct points were determined by using artificial neural
networks. Also, the coordinates of the vessel at sea were
determined and were later treated as approximate coordinates
of that vessel, i.e. X oP [ X Po YPo ]T . These coordinates are
presented in Table 2.

ªˆ º
ˆ «X P »
X
ˆ
¬ YP ¼

Gauss-Krüger coordinates

φ [º]

λ [º]

X [m]

Y [m]

54.54918167

18.69014333

6049604.54

350542.21

The error of determination of the distance between two
elements of an image is constant for a given observational
range and independent of the distance between these points,
while the bearing error depends on the distance between two
points, which influences its value. The bearing error decreases
with the increasing distance. Therefore, the navigator should
make measurements relative to objects that are located at the
edge of the radar range.
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ˆ
XoP  dX
P

ª6049604.54º ª 0.504º
« 350542.21 »  « 0.992»
¬
¼ ¬
¼

ª6049604.36º
«350541.215» .
¬
¼

However, this is a hypothetical situation since actual
observations are obviously always fraught with gross errors.
Therefore, when actual determinations which were obtained
by employing the neural network method were used, the
following results were obtained:

Table 2. Vessel’s coordinates determined at the neural network stage
Geographic coordinates

ªdXˆ P º ª 0.504º
« ˆ » «
»,
¬ dYP ¼ ¬ 0.992¼

ˆn
dX
P

ªdXˆ Pn º ª 57.14 º
« ˆn » «
»,
¬ dYP ¼ ¬451.93¼

which gives the following position of the vessel at sea with
these Gauss-Krüger coordinates:
ˆn
X
P

ª Xˆ Pn º
« ˆn »
¬ YP ¼

ˆn
XoP  dX
P

ª6049604.54º ª 57.14 º
« 350542.21 »  «451.93»
¬
¼ ¬
¼

ª6049661.68º
« 350994.14 » .
¬
¼

A position that is obtained in this way is obviously fraught
with gross error, and if it does not meet the accuracy standards
that are defined by the IMO then the navigator must repeat the
measurements. However, by using formulas Eq. (10)–Eq. (15)
one can use observations that are fraught with gross errors

ANALYSIS OF THE TASK’S ACCURACY.
TESTING THE THEORETICAL
ASSUMPTIONS

and can lower their impact on the final determinations. When
setting out to make a robust adjustment in the navigational
situation that is discussed here, one must determine:
a) vector of adjustments of observations:

ª 1.13085 º
« 1.91204»
«
»
« 0.57677 »
«
»
¬  1.37003¼

V

b) adjustment covariance matrix (it is assumed that m02 = 1):
mo2

ªˆ º
ˆ «XP »
X
ˆ
¬ YP ¼

0.1723 º
ª 0.4563  0.1928 0.1300
« 0.1928 0.3275  0.0986 0.2353 »
«
»
« 0.1300  0.0986 0.0448  0.0055»
«
»
0.2353  0.0055 0.4513 ¼
¬ 0.1723

1

CV

QV

d) values of standardised adjustments:
v1
v2
v
1.6740  'v ,
v
3.3411  'v ,
VX
v3

VX

2

1

v3

VX

2.7245  'v ,

VX

3

where: V X

ª
«CV
¬

i

mo2 1

º
QV »
¼ ii

Values of the attenuation function for
particular observations

Values of the standardised adjustments
for particular observations

1

g

t (v1 )

t (v2 )

t (v3 )

t (v4 )

v1

v2

v3

v4

1

0.009

2

0.9999

0.9839

0.9952

0.9883

1,6740

-3,3411

2,7245

0,8584

2

0.09

2

1

0.8534

0.9557

1

1.6814

-3.3268

2.7090

0.8564

3

0.09

2

1

0.8784

0.9711

1

1,5499

-3.2001

2.5708

0,8360

4

1

2

1

0.0493

0.4870

1

1,5734

-3.2266

2.5997

0,8344

5

1

2

1

1

1

1

0,1734

-1.0114

0.3982

0,1991

ª Xˆ Pr º
« ˆr »
¬ YP ¼

ˆr
X oP  dX
P

ª Xˆ Pr º
o
ˆr
« ˆ r » X P  dX
P
¬ YP ¼

ª6049598.65º
« 350772.44 »
¬
¼

ª0.0036º
ª 1.1308 º
ª 0.1016 º
«0.0018»
« 1.9120 »
«
»
» VPn «
» VPr « 3.5526 »
VP «
«0.0004»
« 0.5768 »
« 0.1076 »
«
»
«
»
«
»
as well as the covariance matrices of the measurements:

The following vector of the vessel’s coordinates is the result
of a robust adjustment:
ˆr
X
P

ª6049661.68º
«
»
¬ 350994.14 ¼

Next, the values of adjustments to the bearings for each
of the three cases were determined:

000  'v

4

Table 3. Values of the standardised adjustments and the attenuation function
for particular observations
Parameters of
the attenuation
function

ª Xˆ Pn º
o
ˆn
« ˆ n » X P  dX
P
Y
¬ P¼

c) for a robust adjustment of observations that had been
obtained by employing a neural network:
ˆr
X
P

e) values of the Danish attenuation function:
As can be observed, the standardised adjustments v2 ,v3
fall outside the assumed acceptable range. Therefore the
weights for the first three observations must be attenuated.
For the successive steps in the iterative process, the Danish
attenuation function will assume the following values for
particular measurements:

Iteration
step

ˆn
X
P

2

v4

v4

ª6049604.036º
« 350541.215 »
¬
¼

ˆ
XoP  dX
P

b) for observations that had been made by employing a neural
network:

c) accepted range for standardised adjustments:
According to the IMO’s recommendations, a vessel’s
position fix should be determined at a confidence level
of at least 95%. For this confidence level k = 20 Therefore:
'v  2.0;2.0 ;

1

In order to assess the suitability of the described method,
we calculated the average errors of the fixed position. The
test presented here indicates the possibility of improving
the accuracy of fixing the observed position with the use of
bearings to 4 navigational aids. First, the coordinates of the
given vessel’s position fix were determined:
a) for bearings that were not fraught with gross error:

ª6049604.54º ª  5.890 º
« 350542.21 »  «230.230»
¼
¬
¼ ¬

ª6049598.65º
« 350772.44 »
¬
¼

It should be noted that the obtained result is largely free
from gross error.

CX

ª0.977 0.399º n
«0.399 0.365» C X
¬
¼

ª148682.322 60824.196º r
«
» CX
¬ 60824.196 55496.253¼

ª32098.783 13832.646º
«13832.646 10394.835» .
¬
¼

Given the previous assumption, i.e. m02= 1 , the covariance
matrix takes the following form:

C Xˆ

ª m x2
cov( x, y )º
«
».
m y2 »¼
¬«cov( y, x)

Therefore, the average error of the position fix can be
determined based on the formula:
ܯ = ඥܶ([ݎCଡ଼ (Tr – matrix trace).
Thus it can be stated that the mean error of particular
positions was:
a) for bearings that were
not fraught with gross error:
ଵ
ܯ = [0.9771 + 0.3647]ଶ = 1,158݉

b) for observations that were made by employing a neural
network:
ଵ

ܯ = [148682.322 + 55496.235]ଶ = 451.861݉

c) for a robust adjustment of observations that were obtained
by employing a neural network:
భ

ܯ = [32098.783 + 10394.835]మ = 206.139݉.
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CONCLUSIONS
The accuracy of a position that is determined by using an
ANN depends on, e.g. the resolution of the recorded images,
on their quality as well as on the radar observation range.
Neural network methods are fast due to parallel
information processing. A neural network with optimised
parameters must be trained sufficiently in advance. Proper
selection of the training set ensures that the positions of
radar images will be determined with an accuracy of up to
one pixel. A training set should be representative of all the
radar images that are available for a given sea area.
It can be concluded from the analysis of the above
application of a selected neural network and the robust
adjustment methods that although it is not possible to
determine a vessel’s position as precisely as for error-free
measurements, the quality of the determinations can still
be very significantly improved without the need to repeat
observations.
The results presented in this paper show that the use of
artificial neural networks allows to automate the process
of fixing the ship’s position and that the application of
the M-estimation method further enhances the quality of
the observations obtained. It is obvious that the number
of observed navigational aids affects the accuracy of the
position. The authors conducted a study using a many system
configuration of navigational aids which differed in their
number of leads and geometrical arrangement. All studies
point to an increase in the accuracy of the final determinations
in a range comparable to the test described in section 5 of
this article.
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ABSTRACT

The article presents a method to determine the position of mechanically scanned sonar images by comparing them
with the database of simulated synthetic images. The synthetic images are generated from high-density bathymetric
data coming from the same fragment of water region, using the ray tracing method. The article discusses the issues
related to the choice of the probability function as the method of image comparing which allows to find the correct
georeference of the real image. For the correlation method and the logical conjunction method, which are believed to
give the best results, detailed studies were performed, including boundary cases. The obtained results of matching are
presented in tabular and graphic form.

Keywords: sonar imaging, MSIS sonar, image comparison methods, image simulation

INTRODUCTION
Mechanically Scanned Imaging Sonars, MSIS, are most
frequently used for bottom searching in water regions of
certain navigational interest, for the purpose of building
hydraulic constructions or stocktaking of port areas and
quays [1]. These sonars are specific for high resolution of
the recorded images and relatively small spatial range. The
MSIS images of port areas are full of characteristic objects
or distinctive bottom fragments [2]. In a stationary variant,
the sonar is equipped with a high-frequency converter which
allows it to detect objects with the cubic capacity of some
tens of cubic centimetres. Of certain interest are the attempts
to use MSISs to track moving underwater objects [3]. The
applied technology of converting the acoustic signal echo into
the line of pixels remains the same as for side scan sonars,
SSS. However, due to its independence from the surface
research vessel, which eliminates problems with its motion,
and the use of high-frequency converter, the MSIS sonar
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provides real opportunity to visualise underwater areas in
a way close to that offered by photography. Unfortunately,
the mode of independent operation on the seabed, without
rigid connection with the surface vessel or even without any
relation with it, makes establishing a precise position of the
image recorded by MSIS a problem. A number of underwater
positioning systems are being widely used now, but their high
cost and time consuming operation of setting them up make
the use of these systems unreasonable for the abovementioned
tasks. The issues of underwater positioning are discussed in
[4-6], among other sources.
The article proposes to use comparative navigation
methods for establishing positions of stationary MSIS images
with the aid of the model of seabed and the synthetic sonar
image simulator. It is assumed that precise and up-to-date
bathymetric data for the port area of interest are available and
that these data will allow to generate the database of synthetic
images with the resolution close to that of the original images.

The article discusses the issues of MSIS imaging and
generation of their artificial seabed model based equivalents
for the purposes of MSIS positioning. The presented method
of sonar image positioning bases on comparing the real
image with the database of the generated synthetic images.
The flowchart of this process is included. In the performed
simulation experiment, different probability functions are
compared to find the function which returns best MSIS
image matching.

BACKGROUND
Fig.1.Image representation in polar space (left) and Cartesian space (right)

MSIS IMAGING OF PORT AREAS
The operating principle of imaging sonars bases on echo
energy measurements of the acoustic wave emitted, per unit
time, by the converter and reflected from seabed elements.
Series of amplitudes of successive pulses are recorded as lines
of pixels and, after geometry correction and amplification,
can be presented as a single-channel image of the seabed. The
stationary MSIS performs mechanical scanning in horizontal
plane by rotating the converter. During the scanning process,
the scanning head rotates step by step by a given constant
angle ε, each time emitting the beam of acoustic waves and
recording the reflected echo. The emitted acoustic wave has
the form of a fan, narrow in the horizontal plane and wide
in the vertical plane. The main maximum axis of the wave
directionality characteristic is directed downwards of the
horizon line, by ten to twenty degrees, as a result of which
most of the acoustic energy is directed towards the seabed.
The record of the imaging signal having the form of successive
lines of pixels can be presented in the way similar to that used
in side scan sonars (Fig. 1a); with the only difference that in
MSIS imaging all sonar lines have common origin at the sonar
head position. This origin is simultaneously the centre of the
image, and when we know the head rotation angle ε we can
determine relative positions of particular lines with respect
to each other. This Cartesian mapping of the image is very
convenient from the point of view of photo interpretation
(Fig.1b). Image correction is not necessary, except pixels
situated very close to the converter and being part of the
so-called dead zone of the sonar image. The orientation, with
respect to North, of the image recorded by the scanning sonar
is obtained from the compass integrated with the sonar head.
If certain objects with known locations (part of quay, bridge
pillar) or those which provide an opportunity to be precisely
localised (mooring post) are recorded in the image, they can
be used as markers to calculate the position of the receiver,
based on the known range of the beam. However, this is not
a universal solution.

SIMULATING SONAR IMAGES
There are a number of documented studies on generation of
simulated sonar images based on the known seabed shape [7].
The research studies upon these issues performed at the West
Pomeranian University of Technology, Szczecin, resulted
in building a complete simulator making use of the raytracing method [8]. Although it was built with the intention
to cooperate with SSS images in marine applications, the
simulator makes it possible to take into account the model
of an arbitrary sonar and arbitrary seabed shape via full
implementation of the physical model of the environment
and acoustic wave propagation in water.
Table1.Comparing input data for SSS and MSIS image simulators.
Input parameters for simulation
SSS images
1
2
3
4

MSIS images

Model of sonar converter
and settings: pulse length,
DPSOL¿FDWLRQHWF
Route, speed and inclinations of
the unit
Layered hydrological model of
water depth

Hypothetical location of the
converter, rotation angle İ
6LPSOL¿HGK\GURORJLFDO
model of water depth

Geometric model of the seabed
with information on surface type

Geometric model of the
seabed in GRID form

Model of sonar converter
with scanning parameters

For the purpose of generation of synthetic MSIS images,
part of input parameters of the simulation is intentionally
omitted or averaged. This mainly refers to parameters
describing the motion of the vessel and to the hydrological
model of water depth. The route of the vessel is replaced by a
point which defines the sought position of the sonar and the
attributed course. This course changes after each converter
rotation by the angle ε. The environmental conditions in
shallow port areas allow to simplify the curvilinear model
which relates the speed of sound with the water depth to one
value assumed for the entire water depth (the stationary sonar
is located on the seabed and works within a small observation
range, as a result of which minor speed-of-sound differences
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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can be neglected). When the sonar images are recorded in
the port area of high salinity, the software used for data
acquisition can attach the additional information on the
speed-of-sound profile in water, recorded by the SVP (Sound
Velocity Profiler) probe, to the raw sonar data. The remaining
parameters, such as: frequency of the generated signal, spatial
range, amplification, breadth of the beam, and other recording
data which are needed to generate the synthetic image, are
stored in real sonar data files and can be read each time we
want to generate a new series of simulated images.
HIGH-DENSITY BATHYMETRIC DATA
The sonar search over the seabed is most frequently
performed in a water region with known bathymetry. The
bathymetric measurements are usually made immediately
before sonar measurements, which means that these two
databases are relatively consistent in spatio-temporal terms.
Due to high changeability of water environment, the above
data consistency is very important, as the seabed shape
affects directly both types of data. To make the generation
of synthetic sonar images possible, an accurate GRID model
of seabed is to be acquired in the form of a depth grid with
the mesh size close to that of a pixel in the original image.
The numerical model of seabed [9-15] is constructed by
interpolating the depth values at the measuring points with
the aid of the selected interpolation algorithm. Most usually,
the model has the form of a grid of regular squares with depth
values attributed to each grid node. The map constructed in
this way does not reflect precisely the characteristic of the
seabed, nor it allows to identify objects on it; it only represents
an approximate shape of the seabed. The accuracy of this
approximation depends on the applied technology and
physical characteristics of the converter(s) [16].

Fig.2. Scheme of finding geographical location of the real image.

The model of seabed GRDBAT and the information on the
approximate sonar position (xest, yest) are used for determining
the boundaries for the rectangular area of search BOUND. The
images for the area BOUND are generated by the simulator
in series. All parameters defined for one series are constant,
regardless of the position at which consecutive synthetic
images are generated. When starting the georeferencing
process, all input data are read and generation of the series
of reference images begins. The generator saves the results as
images in polar coordinate system. Each subsequent image
is simulated based on GRDBAT data with the set position shift
(Δx, Δy) and saved in a separate file. The real image and each
simulated image in the series (Fig.3) are subject to: (1) further
transformation to the Cartesian space and visualisation using
the polar linear interpolation [17] to the OSYM form (Fig.4),
and (2) averaging with the aid of the convolution filter with
mask 5×5 (OSYMF form) and thresholding which emphasizes
cutting-off of the average values from shadows in the image
(OSYMP form) (Fig. 5).

CONCEPT OF THE POSITIONING METHOD
Comparative navigation methods consist in comparing
different available data sets, some of which have certain spatial
references. The general concept of the method assumes that,
based on the bathymetric model of the seabed, a synthetic
image can be generated for an arbitrary point within the
spatial range of this model using the sonar image simulator.
The generated images constitute the database of images, which
is then used for comparing with real images. Finding the best
matching pair of images with the aid of a given similarity
function provides the information about the geospatial
position of the real image.

PROCESS FLOWCHART
Figure 2 shows a full scheme of sonar image georeferencing.
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Fig.3. Sample pair of corresponding images OSON_BT and OSYM_BT.

functions, as well as correlation and logical conjunction
methods [18]. The research reported in the article focuses
on methods generating best results for SSS images and
those which after transformation can take into account the
specificity of MSIS imaging. The basic method here is the
Euclidean distance:
(1)

and the closely related basic difference algorithm:
Fig. 4. Sample pair of corresponding images OSONT and OSYMT.

(2)

where:
OSONn and OSYMn – values of pixels,
N – total number of n pixels in the image.
However, the methods which are most frequently used
for comparing images are the correlation methods. They
analyse correlations between matrices. The most common
is the linear correlation:

(3)

where:
Fig.5 Sample pair of corresponding images OSONPT and OSYMPT

The result of each operation is saved in a separate file. The
images prepared in the above way are ready for comparing.
Depending on the selected similarity function, relevant
transformations of the real image and the simulated image
are compared with each other. The simulated image with the
highest similarity coefficient is considered the best matching,
and the position T(xBOUND, yBOUND) for which it was
generated indicates the position of the sonar head during
real recording. That means that the position of the sonar
image matrix centre position has been established and full
georeference has been attributed to all pixels of the image. If
the value of the selected similarity coefficient is not sufficiently
high, the position is considered unknown.
COMPARATIVE NAVIGATION METHODS
The comparative navigation methods have been mainly
used, so far, for positioning with the aid of a radar and
electronic navigation maps [18-20], although in recent years
the comparison methods are becoming more and more
frequently used in underwater positioning [21-26]. The
research direction which has recently been very popular in
this area refers to mobile navigation [27-29].
There are a number of similarity functions which make it
possible to identify relations between images. In those cases,
the comparison between the real image and the synthetic
image as a whole is done using a method which allows to
determine global difference, or global similarity between
them. The deterministic methods include comparative
navigation, mainly performed using distance and proximity

POSYM, POSON – arithmetic means of image elements.
To make the method insensitive to image rotation, phase
correlation can be used after applying the Fourier-Mellin
transformation to image invariants. The phase correlation
function:

(4)

is the discrete two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform
(2D IDFT):
(5)

where
is the mutual phase spectrum between
two discrete Fourier transforms (2D DFT):
(6)

and
(7)

of the analysed images. In formulas (6)-(7):
– the compared images, each of
dimensions MxN, with the indices ranging within: m=-M2..
M2 (M2>0) and n=-N2…N2 (N2>0).
k1=-M2.. M2; k2=-N2.. N2,
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(8)
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,

(9)

Table2. Sample results of comparison of the real sonar image with a series of
generated synthetic images. Comparison made using different
similarity functions.
Similarity function value (F)

The most effective tools in comparative navigation making
use of SSS images appear to be the algorithms making use
of the logical conjunction method as the similarity function
>@7RDGDSWWKLVIXQFWLRQWRWKHVSHFL¿FLW\RI06,6LPDJHV
the areas without sonar information are to be eliminated from
calculations, as they would always make good match. The
¿QDOPDWFKLQJFRHI¿FLHQWWDNLQJWKHYDOXHVIURPWKHLQWHUYDO
<0,1> can be described by the formula:
(10)

where:
– pixel matching coefficient, equal to one for each pair of
corresponding pixels when their values in OSON and OSYM
images are the same.
– pixel matching coefficient, equal to zero for each
pair of corresponding pixels in the OSON and OSYM areas
without sonar information,
N, – total number of n pixels in the image,
No– total number of n0 pixels in the image (without sonar
information).

EXPERIMENT
The experiment made use of real MSIS images recorded by
sonar MS1000 on the selected area of the Szczecin-Świnoujście
port complex. The model of seabed was created using highdensity bathymetric data obtained from the interferometric
system GeoSwathPlus for the area of interest. The issues of
processing of high-density data obtained using remote sensing
methods are discussed in [30-41], among other sources.
Synthetic sonar images were generated using a simulator
built at the West Pomeranian University of Technology as
part of PhD research [8]. After collecting all needed data, the
database of synthetic images was created.
EXAMINING COMPARISON METHODS
As the first stage of experiment, comparison was
made between all comparison methods mentioned in the
previous section. It consisted in comparing four real test
images with 22-30 sets of simulated images (along with their
transformations), including those generated from correct
position. Depending on the selected comparison method,
relevant pairs of transformations of corresponding images
were compared. The basic criterion when evaluating the
correctness of image finding was the value of the matching
coefficient F which determined the degree of similarity.
Selected sample results for this comparison series are collated
in Table 2.
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Item

Linear
correlation

Logical
conjunction

Euclidean
distance

Difference
algorithm

Phase
correlation

1

0.354694

0.608413

89723

99.854805

0.845871

2
3

0.503885

0.642764

79685

91.09513

0.85291

0.535903

0.633744

70318

93.395388

0.827095

4

0.589224

0.637099

68991

92.539793

0.824445

5

0.522007

0.714866

65595

72.709124

0.808766

6

0.450099

0.634971

85592

93.082478

0.855178

7

0.438632

0.647589

66355

89.864901

0.78797

8

0.523224

0.62137

65531

96.550526

0.787347

9

0.551668

0.654039

70826

88.220075

0.805705

10

0.430721

0.604436

56726

100.86882

0.793401

11

0.597485

0.608913

63594

99.727073

0.780116

12

0.43882

0.614555

97864

98.288475

0.891996

13

0.512393

0.57534

85751

108.28837

0.876169

14

0.480533

0.550385

61188

114.65181

0.807209

15

0.485056

0.603464

82092

101.11679

0.797731

16

0.509599

0.674935

75940

82.891698

0.785828

17

0.574519

0.656217

78636

87.664545

0.790364

18

0.557915

0.666906

78698

84.938988

0.79083

19

0.633638

0.712073

73344

73.421287

0.786941

20

0.685932

0.749959

70092

63.760347

0.78894

21

0.57764

0.684403

78292

80.477266

0.793146

22

0.483482

0.709421

67611

74.097772

0.763108

23

0.580108

0.699905

68792

76.524333

0.768687

In the presented series the sample No. 20 was the image
generated from the real sonar position - TH (0,0). Three
methods indicated this sample as the image matching
position. The phase correlation method, which is believed to
be most promising for circular MSIS images, did not provide
expected results. This method operates on images in the form
of invariants, i.e. images transformed to the polar coordinate
system (Fig. 3).

Fig. 6. Original image rotated in polar system (left) and two samples with the
highest phase correlation coefficients (right).

Theoretically, along with eliminating the image rotation
error, (Fig. 6) it can indicate a possible image shift direction.
Unfortunately, its use for identification purposes in the
reported tests failed in all examined test cases, which could
be an effect of the nature of the bathymetric test data used for
image simulation. Local data errors resulting from the applied
acquisition method affected the quality of the generated
synthetic image by generating gentle linear changes in the
image, which in turn affected considerably the calculated
phase correlation coefficient.
Due to excessively large differences in values of
corresponding image pixels, the simplest method, i.e.
the Euclidean distance method turned out useless for
georeferencing of both OSON and OSYM images, and their
filtered versions. On the other hand, the difference method,
used after image binarization, allowed to identify correct
positions in 77% of test images. The linear correlation and
logical conjunction methods returned the best results. Each
time they correctly selected from the series the synthetic
image which corresponded to the selected real image. The
correlation was performed for pairs of OSON and OSYM
images, and their OSONP and OSYMP versions obtained
after thresholding.
L I N E A R C O R R E L AT I O N
CONJUNCTION METHODS

AND

L O G IC A L

As the further step of examination, matching coefficients
were checked for the linear correlation method and the
logical conjunction method. The RMSD (Root Mean Square
Deviation) error was also calculated:

Additionally, tests were performed for a series of images
generated in direct vicinity of the real image position TH(0,0)
(Table 4). The image generation position was gradually shifted
by the multiples of 0,5 m in 8 directions, up to the maximal
distance of 2,5 m. The matching function values decreased
with the increasing shift from the initial position TH(0,0).
Table4. Comparing the correlation and logical conjunction methods via
comparing pairs of images shifted with respect to each other.
F
Item

Shift
[m]

1

0.5

0.597820

0.726448

0.830210

2

1

0.643427

0.701464

0.814532

3

2.5

0.541339

0.513479

0.699780

4

0.5

0.695637

0.734348

0.835071

5

1

0.677591

0.713156

0.821616

6

5

0.614527

0.616787

0.759780

7

0

0.729991

0.744989

0.841871

Linear
correlation

Linear
correlation
(thresh.)

Logical
conjunction

Finally, the two methods were tested for possible
introduction of a real sonar image which did not come from
the area defined by the matrix BOUND. Selected sample
results are given in Table 5.
Table 5. Sample results of matching of the real sonar image which was not
recorded in the test area with the series of generated samples.

(11)

where:
Fn
– matching coefficient value for n-th comparison,
Fśr
- matching coefficient average,
N
– number of comparisons.
The matching coefficient average was much higher for the
logical conjunction method (Table 3). Low value of the RMSD
error confirmed correct selection of methods for finding
corresponding pairs of images.
Table3. Comparing correlation and logical conjunction methods, with
selected matching function values for corresponding pairs
of images.
F

F
Linear
correlation
(thresh.)

Item

Linear
correlation

1

0.373771

0.277592

0.446179

2

0.322291

0.182071

0.508113

3

0.416403

0.29997

0.459867

4

0.422898

0.282476

0.429769

5

0.389624

0.225019

0.420389

6

0.362077

0.185763

0.40462

7

0.296578

0.08056

0.366817

Logical
conjunction

Linear
correlation

Linear
correlation
(thresh.)

Logical
conjunction

8

0.257341

0.194632

0.275026

1

0.729991

0.744989

0.841871

9

0.348041

0.228477

0.309079

2

0.685932

0.608394

0.749959

3

0.78813

0.73441

0.82319

10

0.328448

0.152326

0.343959

4

0.64534

0.67392

0.79147

5

0.73458

0.79421

0.87519

11

0.431186

0.257881

0.433348

12

0.369198

0.245872

0.415836

Item

FĞU

0.71

0.71

0.83

ı)

0.054

0.071

0.047
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13

0.328325

0.233356

0.273214

14

0.251602

0.130849

0.380071

15

0.360699

0.142585

0.33828

16

0.404924

0.205724

0.348561

17

0.229483

0.043314

0.489395

18

0.409045

0.140118

0.360576

19

0.317168

0.203989

0.252424

20

0.29442

-0.015052

0.214406

21

0.121923

-0.21945

0.300226

22

0.36964

0.217668

0.257096

23

0.36904

0.19259

0.386883

24

0.423177

0.216471

0.358698

25

0.419089

0.238363

0.37089

26

0.434638

0.20227

0.413055

27

0.451125

0.21614

0.450957

28

0.433396

0.247289

0.382619

29

0.348118

0.249353

0.488499

30

0.409815

0.230515

0.467359

In this final test the values of the matching coefficients for
the two examined methods turned out low. For the correlation
method they did not exceed 0,5 which is interpreted as
indication that, according to this method, none of the
analysed image pairs are similar to each other, which is true.
Also the logical conjunction value is not satisfactorily high
to identify the image position. Thus the final limit of the
method can be formulated which says that the image position
can be identified provided that certain value of the similarity
coefficient is reached.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of the performed research allow to conclude
that the linear correlation method and the logical conjunction
method are most useful for finding similarities between the
images obtained from stationary scanning sonars. This
conclusion is in line with that resulting from their common
application for radar image based comparative navigation.
The obtained results have revealed that the similarity function
which returns best matching is the logical conjunction
method, adapted to the specificity of MSIS images. The
threshold value of the matching coefficient which allowed to
decide whether the similarity is sufficiently high for assuming
the hypothetical position T as the sonar position TH(0,0), was
assumed at the level of 0,75.
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Fig.7. Numerical models of seabed fragments corresponding to selected
georeferred test images.

The proposed positioning solution, which bases on
the above comparison methods, is part of wider research
performed by the authors upon improving the interpretation
potential of sonar images. Precise data georeferencing allows
to link these data with other pieces of information, which
can be attached as successive channels of the sonar image.
Additionally, the developed method is of great practical
importance in supporting the process of high-resolution
imaging of underwater port areas with the aid of the
stationary MSIS.
The implemented stand-alone module for comparing real
images with the database of synthetic images allows to analyse
different similarity functions for different forms of input data,
which is of certain importance for future tests of the method,
to be performed on the data coming from other water regions
with different seabed types.
The method presented in the article was the essence of the
patent application submitted by the authors [42].
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A METHOD FOR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATION OF THE LENGTH
OF MIDSHIP BODY BLOCK
TO BE INSERTED DURING SHIP’S CONVERSION
Jan P. Michalski, Prof.
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT
The paper presents a method for preliminary estimation of the length of the midship body block, which inserted in
the original hull, increases the deadweight of the ship in line with a required quantity. The method may be useful for
establishing the scope of conversion to better adjust the ship for transportation tasks. The problem is formulated by
using a mathematical model so selected that its solution, under set of assumptions, is obtained in a closed analytical
form. The presented method can be useful for application to pre-investment analysis of the ship conversion costs and
functional profits.

Keywords: ship design, ship conversion, increase of ship deadweight, lengthening of ships

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM,
ASSUMPTIONS AND AIM OF THE WORK
Profitability of the maritime transport depends on
adjusting functional features of the ship to its operation in
given sea navigation and market conditions. The functional
adjustment of the ship consists in the appropriate selecting of
both its functional type and technical parameters, that can
be made either by commissioning the building of a new ship
of required features or purchasing of an existing ship which
satisfies the given requirements or by the commissioning
of an appropriate conversion of owned ship. In many cases
such conversion is capable of satisfying given requirements
to an acceptable degree and it usually represents the cheapest
solution. Decision on purposefulness of ship’s conversion
may result e.g. from necessity of increasing the following
ship parameters:
– ship deadweight;
– ship speed;
– capacity of ship holds or cargo tanks;
– number of shipped containers;
– length of cargo trails;
– under-deck space volume.
To satisfy the requirements it is usually enough to perform
conversion of the ship, which consists in its lengthening by
inserting a hull block into midship zone.
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In the available subject-matter literature any description
of a parametric method for a simple assessment of an extent
of lengthening the ship in order to reach a required increase
in deadweight of the ship after its conversion, is still lacking.
In shipyard’s realconditions [1], [2] the issue in question is
solved by iterative increasing the block length, determining
its structure and weight in order to obtain a proper length
of the hull block, which is rather very labour – and - time
consuming.
The assumed cognitive aim of this work consists in
elaborating an original parametric method suitable for
preliminary estimation of length of hull block to be inserted
within midship zone in order to increase deadweight of the
ship and (optionally) its speed (by replacing the existing
propulsion engine with a new one of a greater output and
mass) by a quantity required by ship owner, as well as
preliminary estimation of mass of the block in question.
The utilitarian aim consists in providing a solution useful
for application in real shipbuilding conditions.
The considered range of conversion concerns the case when
ship draught, breadth and depth would not be changed after
conversion. The solution of the issue is presented analytically
in the form of a relation which explicite expresses dependence
of the cylindrical block length ΔL on the required deadweight
increase ΔPn and (optionally) the required speed increase
Δv as well as the ship parameters before conversion. Also,

is presented evaluation of the method’s error in case of
linearization of the issue, as well as a determined relation
which introduces correction into linear expression and
significantly improves accuracy of the method.
Usefulness of the presented method may deal with its
application for analyzing relations between profits and
expenditures – depending on the assumed parameters of
ship conversion, i.e. the method useful for pre-investment
considerations in ship owner offices, consulting offices and
also in ship design offices. The issue in question may be
considered important in the light of the opinion expressed
by the consulting agency Clarkson’s, stating that the world
market of ship conversion oders is estimated to be worth
about 3 mld Euro [3] of investment per year, in which the
lengthening of ships by inserting cylindrical block for
increasing ship deadweight, takes a significant share.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE ISSUE
Parametric description of the ship before conversion is
defined by a vector of its significant technical parameters, x ,
of known numerical values:
x w x1, x 2, ...x n w L, B,T,CB,CM,H,Pn, v, Ne

(1)

where the following notation is used :
L – ship length between perpendiculars;
B – ship breadth;
H – ship hull depth;
T – ship constructional draught;
CB – ship hull block coefficient;
CM – midship section coefficient;
Pn – ship deadweight;
V – ship speed;
Ne – main engine output.
Changeability of ship mass components can be expressed in
an approximate way by using approximate module functions
such e.g. as given in [4], [5], which determine dependence of
ship mass components on its main dimensions and speed:
M 1 x  c1 ¸ L ¸ B ¸ H

M 2 x  c2 ¸ L ¸ B ¸ H

2/3

1/2

M 3 x  c3 ¸ Ne 1/2

2/3

¬
 D x
¸ v 3 


 c3 ¸ 


CA
®


M 4 x  const

gdzie:
M1 – hull mass;
M2 – outfit mass;
M3 – power plant mass;
M4 – superstructure mass;
CA – factor stands for proportionality coefficient, and
D – ship displacement.

(2)

Proportionality coefficients of the module functions
are determined on the basis of ship parameters before its
conversion:
c1 

M1
L¸B ¸H

c2 

M2
L¸B ¸H

2/3

c3 

M3
Ne

CA 

1/2

D 2/3 ¸ v 3
Ne

(3)

As ship hull longitudinal bending moment increases along
with square of ship length, therefore, in case of lengthening
the ship, its hull section modulus W in bending should be
so increased, within the range of the inserted block, as not
to impair overall hull strength.
In accordance with the relation for the required value
of the hull section modulus W in bending, given e.g. in [6]:
W 

CwO
k

¸ L2 ¸ B ¸ CB

0, 7

(4)

the unit mass of the inserted block structure is adjusted by
the factor b which increases hull section area within the range
of the inserted block :
2

 L %L ¬

C  
 L ®

(5)

with not taking into account a rather low influence of change
of the block coefficient CB resulting from inserting the block
into ship hull.
Ship length extension affects value of convention freeboard.
Its preliminary, simplified estimation with taking into account
the following [7]:
– change of table value of freeboard;
– correction which covers change of the coefficient CB;
– correction connected with the required bow height;
leads to the relation which expresses change of the minimum
value of the summer freeboard MSFB:
ª
º
«15  CM  CB 250 »
» [mm]

'MSFB  'L  «
« 1.36  § L  1· 15 »
¨
¸
© 'L ¹
¬«
¼»

(6)

where L, ΔL are given in[m].
As the estimation provides a negative value it is not
necessary to account for any increase of MSFB.
The issue in question has two interesting utilitarian aspects
consisting in determination of:
– the length, ΔL, of the cylindrical insertion block, which
corresponds with the assumed increase of the ship
deadweight ΔPn and (optionally) of the ship speed Δv;
– the deadweight increase DPn resulting from the insertion of
the ΔL – long block, e.g. an additional hold of the required
length ΔL.
The insertion of the cylindrical block of the length ΔL is
associated with the change of:
– the initial hull block coefficient – by the value of ΔCB;
– the initial ship displacement – by the value ΔD;
– the initial ship mass – by the value of ΔM.
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Moreover, it was used to increase the insertion block
mass ΔM by adding the technological margin of mass R –
proportional to mass of the block.
Buoyancy equation expressed by balance of displacement
and mass components after conversion of the ship can be
written as follows:

of the error resulting from the linearization; the error value
was then assessed with taking into account the aspect of
applications in engineering.

D x

By taking into account only the linear parts of the increases
of the ship mass Mi(x) and ship displacement D(x), which
result from the changes Δxi in ship parameters, the balance
of mass increases after conversion can be expressed by the
general linear relations as follows :

%D x  Pn

%Pn

M x

%M x

R x

(7)

where: Pn, D and M stand for deadweight, displacement and
mass of the ship before conversion, respectively, and ΔPn, ΔD
and ΔM are values of the same parameters of the ship after
its conversion; R  M  1 ¸ %M1 %M 3 is the technological
margin of ship mass. Value of the mass margin is usually
contained within the range M  1, 02 u 1, 03 , and depends on
applied shipyard’s standards.
Solution of the issue in question is presented in the form of
the closed formula which expresses the cylindrical insertion
length depending on a required ship deadweight increase and
speed, together with the formula for estimating the insertion
block mass.

NON-LINEAR MODEL
If the ship conversion has to concern both the ship
deadweight change ΔPn > 0 and its speed Δv > 0 which
leads to replacement of existing main engine by other one
of a greater output and similar rated rotational speed, then,
under taken assumptions, the buoyancy equation of the ship
after its conversion (7) can be expressed as follows:

D ¸ 1


CM ¸ %L ¬
  Pn
CB ¸ L ®

c2 ¸ ¡ L
¢

%L ¸ B ¸ H ¯°
±

%Pn

c1 ¸ L

3

%L ¸ CM ¬
  Pn
L ¸ CB ®

c2 ¸ ¡ L
¢

%L ¸ B ¸ H ¯°
±

%Pn

M4

2/3

2

M ¸ %L  L %L ¬

¸
L
 L ®

¡
¡1
¡
¢

¡D
c3 ¸ ¡
¡
¡¢

2/3

i 1

3¯
M ¸ %v °
°
°
CA
°±

¸ v

sD x
sx i

4

¸ %x i  %Pn

4



(10)

sM j x

j 1 i1

¸ %x i

sx i

(11)

On substitution, into Eq. (11), of the linear mass
increases resulting from the modular formulae as well as
the displacement increase, the buoyancy equation of ship
after conversion takes the following form:
D CM
¸
¸ % L  % Pn
L CB

¡M ¸ %L ¸ M
1
¡
L
¢

2 ¸ %L
¸ M2
3¸L

M¸

¯
3 ¸ %v
¸ M3 °
°
2¸v
±

(12)

On determination the value ΔL from Eq. (12), the searched
formula is reached as follows:
3 ¸ %v
¸ M3
2¸v
%L 
¸L
CM
2
D¸
 M ¸ M1  ¸ M 2
3
CB
%Pn

M¸

(13)

1/2

¯
°
° ¸ M1
°
±
M4
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VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD

(8)

(9)

The insertion block length ΔL can be determined
by solving the above given non-linear equation with
the use of numerical methods, that is rather not very
convenient in practice. It is much more useful to
have a formula for determining ΔL – value explicite.
To obtain such relation the non-linear segments of the
buoyancy equation (9) was linearized providing this way
the formula for determining ΔL – value. Applicability merits
of the determined formula was verified by evaluating value
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4



%M x

1/2

¦²
¦¦
»
¦¦¦
¼

By substituting the factor β which adjusts the hull section
modulus in vertical bending it is possible to express the
buoyancy equation as follows:

D ¸ 1


%D x  %Pn

M ¸ C ¸ %L ¸ B ¸ H

£¦ 2/3
¦¦ D ¸ v M ¸ %v
c3 ¸ ¤
¦¦
CA
¦¥

2/3

LINEARIZED MODEL

On the basis of the set of the data dealing with built ships
(of known values of x and Mi) was conducted a series of
calculations consisting in comparison of the results obtained
from the linear formula (13) with the results of solving the
non-linear equation (9). From the performed investigations
can be concluded that linearization error value depends on
values of the relative increases : ΔPn/Pn and Δv/v. In the range
of the increases from 5 % up to 30% the relative percentage
error of the ΔL is contained in the interval from about 1%
to about 7%, that is illustrated by the results given in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1
The mean relative percentage error
ΔPn[%]
Δv[%]

5

10

15

20

25

30

0

0.73

1.54

2.38

3.26

4.18

5.15

5

0.92

1.68

2.50

3.37

4.29

5.26

10

1.28

1.92

2.70

3.55

4.45

5.41

15

1.78

2.24

2.95

3.77

4.65

5.60

CONCLUDING PART – EXAMPLE
OF APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

The mean relative percentage error
ΔPn[%]
Δv[%]

5

10

15

20

25

30

20

2.38

2.64

3.27

4.03

4.89

5.82

25

3.05

3.10

3.63

4.34

5.17

6.08

30

3.78

3.61

4.03

4.69

5.47

6.36

It was concluded that in the considered issue the accuracy
of the results obtained from Eq. (12) does not satisfy
demands of engineering applications especially in case
of greater values of the relative increases ΔPn and Δv. To
improve the accuracy of the formula, the function Fc(x) for
correcting Eq. 13 was formed; the ΔL – values corrected
this way more better approximate the results from the nonlinear model. The function Fc(x) was determined from the
condition of minimizing value of the linearization error.
The correcting function in question was obtained by applying
the method of least squares of deviations. As a result it reached
the following form :
1


%Pn
%v ¬

Fc x  1.002645  0.160408 ¸
 0.055994 ¸

Pn
v ®

(14)

The corrected formula (13) took finally the form as follows:
3 ¸ %v
¸ M3
2¸v
%Lc  Fc x ¸
¸L
2
CM
 M ¸ M1  ¸ M 2
D¸
CB
3
%Pn

M¸

(15)

Eq. (15), on inversion, may serve to estimate value of ship
deadweight increase after inserting the block of the required
length ΔLc, e.g. one-hold block :

%Pn 

 CM
¬
2
%Lc ¸ D ¸
 M ¸ M 1  ¸ M 2 


CB
3
®
Fc x ¸ L

The presented question consists in preliminary estimation
of insertion block length and mass as well as power plant
mass (in advance of designing the block structure) in case
when the required increase of ship deadweight is equal to
3500 t, and the main engine should be replaced with other
one of a greater output so selected as to increase ship speed
by 1.50 knots. The parameters of the considered ship before
conversion are given in Tab. 3.
Tab. 3.
Deadweight

12450

t

Speed

16.80

knots

Length

143.12

m

Breadth

20.20

m

Draught (max)

8.92

m

Depth

11.80

m

Main Engine Power output

5740

kW

Mass of Steel Hull

2917

t

Mass of Superstructure

308

t

Mass of Outfit

1524

t

Mass of Machinery

774

t

Block Coefficient

0.680

–

Midship Section Coefficient

0.983

–

Length of the insertion block:
The length of the block is obtained by substituting the
values of ship parameters into Eq. (15):
1

M ¸

3 ¸ %v
¸ M 3 (16)
2¸v

The calculations analogous to those included in Tab. 1,
performed by means of the corrected formula, show much
lower values of error of the method (see Tab. 2).
Tab. 2.
The mean relative percentage error after correction


¬ 
¬
1.002645  0.160408 ¸ 3500  0.055994 ¸ 1.50  ¸ 3500 774 ¸ M ¸ 3¸1.50  ¸ 143.12

12450
16.80® 
2¸16.80®
%L 
! 24.63 m
2
0.983
1.02¸ 2917  ¸ 1524
17974 ¸
0.680
3

Mass of the insertion block together with its technological
margin:
2¯
2/3
¡ M ¸ %L L %L ¬ °
¯
¸ 
MB  ¡
 ° ¸ M1 c2 ¸ ¢¡ L %L ¸ B ¸ H ±°  M2 
 L ® °
¡ L
¢
±
2¯
2/3
¡ 1.02 ¸ 24.63 167.75 ¬ °
¸ 
¡
° ¸ 2917 1.449 ¸ ¡¢167.75 ¸ 20.20 ¸ 11.80±¯° 1524  704 170  874 t

¡ 143.12 143.12 ® °
¢
±

ΔPn [%]
Δv [%]

5

0

0.19

5

0.10

10

0.19

15
20

10

15

20

25

30

0.21

0.25

0.33

0.45

0.63

0.06

0.08

0.16

0.28

0.45

0.02

-0.01

0.04

0.15

0.32

0.41

0.06

-0.03

-0.02

0.07

0.23

0.74

0.19

0.00

-0.03

0.03

0.17

25

1.14

0.37

0.09

0.00

0.02

0.14

30

1.60

0.61

0.22

0.07

0.05

0.14

Mass of the ship’s power plant:
¡D
M M  c3 ¸ ¡
¡
¡¢

2/3

3¯
M ¸ %v °
°
°
CA
°±

¸ v

1/2

¡ 17974
! 10.216 ¸ ¡
¡
¡¢

2/3

3¯
1.02 ¸ 1, 50 °
°
°
566.82
°±

¸ 16.80

1/2

 882 t

Mass of the empty ship after conversion:
MS

M1 +'M1  M 2 +'M 2 +M 3 +'M 3 +M 4 =2917+704+1524+170+ 774+ 108+308=6505 t
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Displacement of the ship after conversion:
DS

D  U CM  'L  B T # 17974 1.025  0.983 24.63 20.20  8.92 22446 t

Deadweight of the ship after conversion:
PnS # Pn  M S

22446  6505 15941 t

The required ship deadweight after conversion is equal
to 15950 t, hence in the considered case the total error
in estimating ship mass is equal to 9 t and results from
linearization of the issue (in this example the assumed
technological mass margin amounts to about 19.7 t).
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the way of identifying the influence of the tolerance of model pumps (TYPE 3PWR-SE) construction
on the total efficiency. The identification of sensitive control dimensions (Value / Tolerance) of examined pumps has
been made by means of the multi-valued logic and inductive decision trees. In order to confirm the obtained results,
multiple-valued logic trees have been used in the paper according to algorithms for the minimization of individual
logic functions. What is more, a specific monotonicity of values of the most key parameters has been determined for
the investigated set of pumps having individual specification numbers.
Keywords: multiple-valued logic function, optimization, gear pump after tooth root undercutting, degree of parameters importance

1. INTRODUCTION
The gear pump constructions have been developed for
over 400 years. Johannes Kepler was the creator of the first
gear unit and he patented his solution in 1604. The primary
application of the patented solution at that time was to
pump water in dewatering of mines [1, 30-31]. The valve-less
and self-priming gear construction resistant to numerous
contaminations present in the water removed from shaft
wells very quickly replaced used at that time and hard to
use piston pumps. The author of this solution saw a wider
application of his invention. He did not exclude using his
idea to remove bilge water on ships, force the water flow
in park and garden fountains but also to compress air in
the construction of blowers and exhausters. In 1636 Daniel
Schwenter in his paper entitled Deliciae mathematicae oder
mathematische und philosophische Erquickstuden presented
a complete description of an external gear pump operation
with the construction sketch. Particular attention was paid
in this description to maintain the internal tightness “teeth
of one of the wheels attack teeth of the second one and they
do it so precisely that neither air nor water can go through the

hull or in the middle, between the co-operating teeth or sides
because there is no space between wheels and casing walls”.
This is why in the 17th century much attention was paid to
keeping appropriate dimension tolerance of co-operating
displacement elements with the casing. The improvement
of internal tightness is connected with the minimization of
energy losses, increasing the transferred power and energy
efficiency of the generator [14 - 27, 30]. In addition, there
are analytical methods to design the commutation unit in
a hydraulic satellite motor [31, 32]. The total efficiency of
gear pumps which are produced nowadays is equal to about
80-90% (for nominal pressured reaching 28 MPa). Such a large
span is mainly connected with the adopted manufacturing
tolerance. Due to a significant difficulty of establishing a
precise relationship, the influence of the manufacturing
tolerance of particular elements on the energy efficacy of
the created pump, this paper tries to select critical deviations
using the multiple-valued logic trees method.
The article focuses on the use of the multivalent logic trees
to determine the validity of the parameters n and pt and
the most important values of these parameters - from the
viewpoint of optimum total efficiency ηc.
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In turn, the optimal values of efficiency hc were determined
by analyzing the impact of the tolerance of the pumps
production. In the analysis a heuristic method and the
method of induction of decision trees were used as the first.
Control dimensions related to the five elements of particular
pumps are: a drive gear wheel, an idler gear wheel, a set of
bearings, a machine body and a plate. It was assumed that, the
degree of sensitivity of control dimensions (value / tolerance)
implies the differences in the efficiency of the tested pumps.
The article presents only the results of a part of the research
concerning the identification of the impact of tolerances on
the pump design model (3PWR-SE) on the overall efficiency.
A performed identification of sensitive control dimensions of
pumps surveyed by various heuristic methods suggests that it
is reliable - then subsequently the multivalent and inductive
decision trees were used.
The Quine Mc-Cluskey algorithm of minimizing the
partial multivalent logic functions allows to use the tree
structures as the tools of application and support design
process, optimization and decision-making [6, 25]. If the
design and/or operating parameters, hosting numeric values
from a specific range, were designated by a set of logic
variables, you can perform discretization of such numerical
ranges. The set of all number combinations is a variants tree
with the number of levels equal to the number of design and/
or operational parameters.

Table 1. Tested gear pumps

Lp.

Pump model

Serial number

1.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10001

2.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10002

3.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10003

4.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10004

5.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10005

6.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10006

7.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10007

8.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10008

9.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10009

10.

3PWR – SE – 32/28 – 2 – 776

A 150 10010

THE RESEARCH OBJECT
Gear pumps of the prototype series 3PWR-SE belonging to
III group [17] were the research object. Wrocław University of
Technology in co-operation with the company HYDROTOR
S.A. designed the units. The experimental pump has been
designed taking into consideration technological possibilities
of the company HYDROTOR S.A. The innovation of the
prototype unit is based on using oblique gears with a involute
teeth modified in the lower and upper part of the profile. The
modification in the lower part was made using the so-called
tooth root undercutting. The outline has an elongated
shape in the normal plane and its application causes the
shortening of a part of the buttress and decreasing of the
sealed area [14, 18]. The area has been increased by cutting the
oblique teeth. The inclination of the tooth line also favours
the decrease in the pressure pulsation. The application of
correction in the region of the apex was made in order to
improve the co-operation of gears at the moment of entering
the subsequent pair of gears into co-operation. In the end,
gears got the polyevolvent outline. In order to determine the
influence of the manufacturing technology on the level of the
emitted noise [14, 29] it has been decided to produce gears
using the grinding technology.
Pumps prototypes were entirely executed by the company
HYDROTOR S.A. The research types of gear pumps with
serial numbers and performance are summarized in the
table 1.
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Figure 1. The exploded view of the prototype gear pump
type 3PWR-SE

The analysed pump is characterised with a three-part
construction. The consecutive parts are composed of:
– a plate with sealings of a roller, flanges fastening the pump
to the coupling casing, holes for screws connecting the
pump elements, dowel holes,
– casing, gears, slide bearing casings, discharge and suction
ports, flow holes for screws connecting the casing elements,
holes for screws of the flange connections and dowel holes.
IDENTIFICATION OF INFLUENCE OF PART
TOLERANCES OF 3PWR-SE PUMP ON ITS TOTAL
EFFICIENCY TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION MULTIVALUED LOGIC TREES
Constructions of model and prototype pumps of 3PWRSE type can be used in particular in machines and marine
machinery, deck and underdeck machinery as well as safety
equipment. It is worth to mention here the hydraulic systems
for life raft davits, control systems for anchoring systems and
anchor-mooring systems (in particular micro pumps of the
new generation) [12] and application in the construction of
horizontal ramps of loading systems (it concerns in particular
the integrated valve systems) [3]. There is a possibility of using
the analysed pumps in hydraulic drives of winches.

It is particularly worth paying attention to the
possibility of applying given pumps in hard hydraulics used
for underdeck ships’ cranes [26]. There are many constructions
of main and auxiliary displacement pumps used in hydraulic
drive systems [4].
The optimization in the analysed units of model
pumps was composed of two parts: The first part concerned
the optimization of the pump tooth outline with the use
of multi-valued logic trees. The second part was based on
the use of logic decision structures in the optimisation of
processing technology of elements having an influence on
the total efficiency of the newly designed unit (the issue has
been more deeply analysed in this article). It resulted in
the limitation of dimensions and size tolerance where it is
necessary and decreasing the accuracy class in places of little
importance. The optimization of the technology caused a
lowering of pumps production cost and an increase in their
effectiveness. An advantage of shaved pumps is their higher
total efficiency caused by low hydraulic and mechanical losses.
Low values of roughness parameters of the tooth profile
contribute to the improvement of the lubrication conditions
of co-operating teeth. Beside the increase in the volumetric
efficiency, the increase in the total efficiency as well as in
the hydraulic and mechanical efficiency also took place. It is
of particular importance in control distributors in difficult
working conditions, designed for marine drilling equipment
where there is high flow and small drop in pressure. It is also
worth to mention here the hydraulic systems of the propeller
pitch change, pump application in the control system and
fuel systems for ship engines.
An example of the use of model pumps of the new
generation is the drive system and the system of hydraulic
control of the deck crane with heave compensator [13]. The
hydraulic power unit is located separately on the deck near
the crane. The unit is composed among others of the pump
sub-unit. The application of model pumps of 3PWR-SE type,
among others in the hydraulic power unit ZZH and the swivel
feature unit ZMO can have an influence among others on:
– the possibility of decreasing the productivity pulsation,
– the application of three evolvent gears with an inclined
outline and a zero lateral play has the biggest effect,
– decreasing vibrations,
– increasing the total efficiency,
– ameliorating conditions of reducing the sealed area by
ensuring the covering level ε.
Besides, it can have an influence on the amelioration
of the smooth and precise operation of the compensator.
Its operation has not been smooth until now due to the
mechanical and hydraulic loss in the passive compensator
unit ZKB and changes in the direction of movement of the
cylinder’s piston with the change in the loading value. The
crane presented in the paper [13] is the subject of research
works in the Marine Mechatronics Department, the Faculty of
Ocean Engineering and Ship Technology, Gdansk University
of Technology.

MEASURING RIG
The static characteristics of the pump with multi-evolvental
profile were determined using the rig shown in fig. 2. In the
rig, tested pump 1 is driven by 100 kW DC motor 2 working in
tandem with SCR control system 20. The Pxob-94a motor and
the DSI-0360/MN-503 thyristor control system make possible
the smooth changing of pump rotational speed from 0 to
2000 rpm [14, 18].
Preliminary pressure pump 3 and tested pump 1 are
protected by safety valves 7 and 8. Tested pump 1 is loaded
through throttle valve 10. The pump’s actual delivery Qrz
is measured by PT-M1 turbine flowmeter 16 with a PT15100 flow sensor with a measuring range of 0-100 dm3/min.
Instantaneous flow rates are recorded using a METEX
microammeter type M-3650B. Pump output torque M is
measured by Mt1000 torque sensor 21 with a measuring
range of 0-000 Nm and a Beta 2002 recording system. The
pump’s number of revolutions n is controlled on the driving
motor shaft by a measuring system consisting of a photocell
and digital counter 22. For this purpose a disc with internal
holes is mounted on the motor shaft. There is a light source
on one side of the disc with holes and a photocell on its other
side. The photocell counts the number of electronic pulses
dependent on the shaft rotational speed. This set is used solely
to fix the prescribed speed of the driving system. Temperature
t of the liquid in the tank was measured by a set of thermistors
(sensor PU 391/2 and meter PU 381/1).

Figure 2. Schematic layout: 1 – tested pump, 2 – driving DC
PRWRU±IHHGSXPS±$&PRWRU±VXFWLRQ¿OWHU±FXWRII
YDOYH±VDIHW\YDOYHV±FXWRIIYDOYHGUDLQ¿OWHU
±PDQRYDFXRPHWHU±SUHVVXUHJDXJH±ÀRZPHWHU
ZLWKPLFURDPPHWHU±PHDVXULQJPLFURSKRQHV±VRXQG
chamber, 19 – tank, 20 – electronic rpm adjustment system,
±WRUTXHVHQVRUZLWKUHFRUGHU±SKRWRFHOOZLWKPHDVXULQJ
counter.
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Tests were carried out after the trial starting of the rig,
i.e. after the operation of the pump and the safety valve and
the indications of all the measuring instruments had been
checked. Measuring began with setting the prescribed shaft
rotational speeds n = 500, 800, 1000, 1500 and 2000 rpm.
Pump loading was effected for pt = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18,
20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32 MPa [19]. The maximum forcing
pressure was limited by the measuring range of torque meter
21. The static characteristics were tested at a constant working
fluid temperature of 50oC. Kinematic viscosity hydraulic oil
was 36 mm2/s.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE IMPACT OF
TOLERANCES ON THE PUMP DESIGN
MODEL (TYP 3PWR-SE)
The object of the analysis was the control measurements
( value / tolerance ) for gear pumps prototype series listed
in Table 1. The aim of the analysis was to identify sensitive
dimensions of the controls ( value / tolerance ) tested the
pumps. Check dimensions of six pieces of data related to
pumps: active gear KZP , corps KR, passive gear KZPn , cover
PKr , plate PLt , a set of bearings KL and KLa .
The values and ranges sensitive dimensions of the audits
have not been given due to data protection and tolerance
design of the company producing the tested pumps. Therefore,
the following designations were adopted:
– the strength of the tightening PDsij (measuring points
from PDs11 to PDs10
, where: i= 1, 2, ..., 4; j= 1, 2, ..., 10;
4
– active gear - KZPi j (measuring points from KZP11 to KZP1610
, where: i= 1, 2, ..., 16; j= 1, 2, ..., 10);
10
– corps- KRi j (measuring points from KR11 to KR22
, where:
i= 1, 2, ..., 22; j= 1, 2, ..., 10);
– passive gear - KZPnij (measuring points from KZPn11 to
10
, where:: i= 1, 2, ..., 16; j= 1, 2, ..., 10);
KZPn16
– cover- PKri j (measuring points from PKr11 to PKr210 ,
where: i=1, 2; j= 1, 2, ..., 10);
– plate- Plti j (measuring points from to Plt710 , where i=1,
2, ..., 7; j= 1, 2, ..., 10);
10
set of bearings- Kli j (measuring points from Kl11 to Kl39
1
10
and measuring points from Kla1 to Kla39 where: i=1, 2,
..., 39; j= 1, 2, ..., 10), which adopted the i- pump number
, j- another measuring point.
The degree of sensitivity of control dimensions (Values/
Tolerance) implies differences in the values of the analyzed
pumps efficiency. The value or tolerance change vulnerability
during the measurement of control dimensions of details for
particular pumps determines their importance rank. The
determination of the most important places of particular
details would make it possible to create a range of pumps
characterized by the best efficiency parameters in the
manufacturing process. The following 5 classification and
optimization methods were used in the analysis: heuristic
method, greedy algorithm, application of the neural network
and application of the evolutionary algorithm [5].
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A detailed calculation analysis of each of the methods will
be presented in separate publications. Control measurements,
both the most important ones and the less important ones,
were determined in the identification of control measurements
analysis. Especially important is the correct evaluation of
tolerance during the construction of integrated decisionmaking methods [2, 6-8]. The most important measurements
are those specified by all applied research methods. Less
important measurements are control measurements
determined by at least one of the applied research methods.
As a result of calculations, 23 most important control
measurements and 56 less important measurements were
obtained.
Figure 3 shows the most important and less important
control points for the detail set of bearings KL. Figure 4 -6
shows the most important and less important control points
for the details: active gear KZp and passive gear KZpn (Figure
4), corps KR (Figure 5), plate PLt (Figure 6).
The most important control points are highlighted in red
whereas less important ones in yellow.

Figure 3. The most important and less important control points for details
– set of bearings KL

a)

b)

Figure 4. The most important and less important control points for details:
a) active gear KZP, b) passive gear KZpn

Figure 8. Total efficiency ηC gear pumps 3PWR-SE for n=800 [rev /min]
Figure 5. The most important and less important control points
for details corps KR

Figure 6. The most important and less important control points
for details plate PLt

Figure 9. Total efficiency ηC gear pumps 3PWR-SE for n=1000 [rev /min]

The Figures 7-11 show a comparison of the efficiency of
the total ten gear pumps 3PWR – SE – 32/28 –2 – 776 for
n = 500, 800, 1000 , 1500 , 2000 [rev/min].

Figure 10. Total efficiency ȘC gear pumps 3PWR-SE for n=1500 [rev /min]

Figure 7. Total efficiency ηC gear pumps 3PWR-SE for n=500 [rev /min]

)LJXUH7RWDOHI¿FLHQF\ȘC gear pumps 3:56( for n=2000 [rev /min]
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Using a genetic algorithm one can get a better rank of
decision parameters validity. However, this requires obtaining
at least 200 to 300 or more results for pumps with the same
number of cases, because it involves the correlation matrix
inversion method. Due to the complexity of computing the
exact methods (formal) of identification and classification can
be used only for a small number of decision variables. Genetic
algorithms were used in the analysis of the sensitivity control
measurements, which are described in the reports on the
development of innovative gear pumps with reduced emission
of noise - implemented under the Operational Programme of
Innovative Economy - carried out at the Technical University
of Wroclaw. The results have not been published yet.
Therefore, the sequential determination of the validity
rank for the most important parameters can be performed by
using a multivalent logic trees method. Then, the algorithm
of minimizing the individual logic functions is applied.
Additionally, for this purpose, the monotonicity of the value
of the most important parameters according to the numbers
of pumps is determined, as well as Helwig’s algorithm of the
optimal selection of variables.

APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE-VALUED
LOGIC DECISION TREES
If each structural and/or operational parameter, which
takes the numerical values of the specified range will be
marked with a fixed two - or polyvalent logical variable, we
can perform discretization of such numerical ranges. The
set of all number combinations creates a variants tree on
the number of levels equal to the number of design and/or
operating parameters, as in the case of traditional logic tree
on a single level there can be only one logical variable.
The number of numerical values of a given interval is the
number of branches in a single bundle and the number of
all tracks from the bottom to the top of the logic tree equals
exactly to the number of all combinations of the considered
discrete intervals. Then it is due to extract real options only,
that means achievable, ie. meeting the requirements of
optimization. If in the logic trees there will be calculated
by the number of branches of the real problems of discrete
optimization with the possibility of exchange of levels of logic
variables then only logic trees with the smallest number of
branches can describe at the same time the true status of the
validity of such parameters from the most important at the
bottom to the least important at the top.
Using a multivalent logic, trees designated rank of
importance of structural and operational parameters was
established, taking into account the effect of tolerances
construction. The study focused on two selected parameters:
discharge pressure Pt and rotation speed n.
Determination of the rank of the validity of parameters
using multiple-valued trees logic requires the application of
appropriate coding.
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QU I N E-MCCLUSK EY A LGOR ITH M OF THE
MINIMIZATION OF MULTIPLE-VALUED LOGIC
FUNCTIONS
The Quine-McCluskey algorithm makes it possible to find
all prime implicants of a given logic function. It means that
there is a shortened alternative, normal form SAPN [25, 34].
The terms of incomplete gluing and elementary absorption
have the main role in the search of prime implicants and are
used for the APN of a given logic function.
Complex, multiple-valued logic functions determine the
degree of importance of logic variables by changing the levels
of the logic tree, from the most important (near the root) to the
least important (on the top) because there is a generalisation
of a Boolean quality index into a multiple-valued one; (Ck
– kimi) + (ki+Ki), where Ck – the number of branches of
k- level, ki – multiplicity of simplification on k-level, mi – value
of i- variable, Ki – the number of branches (k-1) – level, out
of which branches of k-level were formed which cannot be
simplified. In this way it is possible to obtain the minimum
complex alternative normal form. All transformations are
described by the so-called Quine-McCluskey algorithm based
on the minimization of individual partial multiple-valued
logic functions.
The following transformation is called the consensus
operation:
Ajo(xr) + ...+ (Ajm (xr) = A

(1)

r–1

where: r = 1 and A – a partial elementary product, the
literals of which possess variables belonging to the set:
^x1 , ... , xr  i , xr  i , ... , xn ` .
The following transformation is called the operation of
reduction:
Aju(xr) + A = A

(2)

where: 0 < u < mr –1, 1 < r < n and A– partial elementary
product, the literals of which possess variables belonging to
the set: ^x1 , ... , xr 1 , xr 1 , ... , xn ` .(If the above equation
takes place, then A absorbs Aju(xr). In the case of multi-valued
weighting factors, we get [6-8]:

wo Ajo xr  ...  wmr 1 Ajmr 1 xr
min wo ,..., wmr 1  A  ¦

^

`

ws  A  js xr

(3)

s io ,...,imr 2

where: wi – polyvalent weighting factor.
For example using the formula:
Ajo(xr) + ...+ (Ajm (xr) = A, Aju(xr) + A = A
r–1

where: A

A x1 , ... , xr 1 , xr 1 , ... , xn ,

(4)

ju x r

m  1 ,
°
®
° 0
,
¯

u

xr

in terms of the validity rank of structural and/or exploitative
parameters.

0 d u d m 1
(5)

u z xr

ªj x ª j x j x  j x j x  j x
1 2 o 3
2 2
« o 1 «¬ o 2 2 3
«
«
 j x  j x ª jo x j x  j x 
1 1
2 1 ¬«
2 1 3
1 2
¬

f x ,x ,x
1 2 3

successive stages of the multi-valued logic function
minimization [25]: 020, 101, 200, 021, 111, 201, 210, 022,
121, 202, 211, 212, 221 can be presented in the following way
(Table 2):

º
»
».
j x j x º»
2 2 1 3 ¼» ¼
º
¼»

(6)

The next steps to minimize shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

Table 2. NAPN and MAPN of a given logical function
212

*

*

221

211

202

*
*

121

*

022

201

111

111

210

021

*

201

200

02201-1
21-21
2-1

021

101

101

020

200

020

Steps to minimize

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

210
022
121
202
211

*

212
221

*

Finally, we receive both NAPN and MAPN of a given
logical function saved in the form of numbers of m-position
system [6]:
{(02-), (20-), (1-1), (21-), (-21)} and {(02-), (20-), (1-1), (21-), (2-1)}.
In the isomorphic interpretation of the Quine- McCluskey
algorithm three steps are taken for the graphic matrix
formalization [5, 25]:
– putting decision (m1 ,..., mn ) - valued variables x1 ,..., xn in
a certain order,
– creating the n! primary matrices, relative to all combinations
of variables,
– prioritising the numbers relative to (m1 ,..., mn ) the valence
in the increasing order from the left side of the matrix,
– combining numbers and removing them (minimization).
For example multiple-valued logical function f(x1, x2 , x3),
where x1, x2 , x3 = 0, 1, 2, written by means of numbers KAPN
(Canonical Alternative Normal Form): 100, 010, 002, 020, 101,
110, 021, 102, 210, 111, 201, 120, 022, 112, 211, 121, 212, 221,
122, there is one MZAPN (Minimal Complex Alternative
Normal Form) after the application of the Quine– McCluskey
algorithm based on the minimization of individual partial
multi-valued logical functions having 13 literals.
Logic trees with the smallest number of branches are called
optimal and represent the structural guidelines for a designer

Table 3. The first stage of minimization logical function for x3 and x1
v
x1 x 2 x 3
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 2
0 2 0
1 0 1
1 1 0
0 2 1
1 0 2
2 1 0
1 1 1
2 0 1
1 2 0
0 2 2
1 1 2
2 1 1
1 2 1
2 1 2
2 2 1
1 2 2

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

v
x1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
2
1
2
2
1

x2 x3
0 0
1 0
0 2
2 0
0 1
1 0
2 1
0 2
1 0
1 1
0 1
2 0
2 2
1 2
1 1
2 1
1 2
2 1
2 2

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
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Table 4. The first stage of minimization logical function for x2
x1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
2
1
2
2
1

v
x2
0
1
0
2
0
1
2
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2

x3
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
1
2
1
2

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Figure 12. A multi-valued decision tree for the parameters x1, x2 , x3
with an appropriate layout of levels

V
V
V
V

The calculation of literals in the first step to minimize:
x1 : 19 - 2 · 3 + 2 + 7 = 22, x2 : 19 - 4 · 3 + 4 + 5 = 16, x3 : 19
- 5 · 3 + 5 + 4 = 13.
Table 5. The second phase of minimization logical function for x2 and x1

-

x1
0
1
0
0
1
2
2
1
2

v
x2
0
0
1
2
1
0
1
2
2

V
V

V
V

-

V
V
V
V
V

-

v
x1
0
1
0
0
1
2
2
1
2

x2
0
0
1
2
1
0
1
2
2

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

The calculation of literals in the second stage to minimize
the x1 : 9 - 0 · 3 + 0 + 3 = 12, x2 : 9 - 1 · 3 + 1 + 2 = 9
Signs (v) mean that the partial elementary product written
by numbers of m1 , ... , m n -position system participates in
sticking with those products that have a sign (v) in the same
column.
Signs of splicing operation notation are written separately
in columns, not in one column as in previous studies of
literature cases of divalent.
In the case of identical multivalency of variables x1 ,..., xn of
a given logical function, a set of prime implicants is obtained
as a special case of various multivalency of variables
Figure 12 shows all possible the service stations multivalued logic function and not only optimal - MZAPN.
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DETERMINATION OF THE RANK OF THE VALIDITY
OF THE DESIGN PARAMETERS / OPERATING PUMPS
MODEL (TYP 3PWR-SE) , TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
THE EFFECT OF TOLERANCES CONSTRUCTION
Engineering practice requires correct evaluation of the
mathematical model describing a given system with some
variables. A proper mathematical model contains a group
of functions joining different variables and describing
connections between quantities in the system. Decision tables
and logical functions [4,6,8] can be applied in simulation
of machine or in data classification and scheduling of
measurement points [6, 7, 27-28]. Besides, there are
dependence digraphs of the signal flow [9-15]. The game
structure describes a space of possible solutions in order to
find optimum objective functions [4-5, 15]. Determination of
the rank of the validity of parameters using multiple-valued
trees logic requires the application of appropriate coding. The
values of arithmetic discharge pressure Pt and the rotation
speed n , taking into account the efficiency of the pumps
model, were coded logically of the respective periods of the
Tables 6-7: n ~
= 0,1,2,3,4,
Pt ~
= 0,1,2, for n{500,800,1000,1500,2000}min-1,
Pt = {2,4,6,8,10}, {12,14,16,18,20}, {22,24,26,28} MPa.

Table 6. General and specific logical encoding for the full range of change of the pressure Pt and n= 500 and 800 [rev/min]

A 150
10001

A 150
10002

A 150
10003

A 150
10004

A 150
10005

A 150
10006

A 150
10007

A 150
10008

A 150
10009

A 150
10010

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

2

64.1

61.6

66

63.3

54.5

60.5

66.9

67.3

67.3

62.4

4

73.5

71

70.3

66.9

59

68.2

70.6

71.5

74.4

68.4

6

77.5

70.6

69.5

69.3

56.3

69.4

71.9

71.4

74.4

68.3

8

78.5

72.4

66.9

67

54.5

69.4

70.9

70.3

75.9

70.4

10

77.6

72.2

64.2

66

51.8

69.4

72.9

69.9

74.8

69.7

12

78.5

73.4

63.5

66.5

50.8

68.8

71.4

68.3

71.8

68.5

79.7

74

61

66.9

51.2

67.4

71.4

66.9

72.3

69.4

16

78.2

74.2

60

65.9

51.5

67.6

71.8

66.9

70.6

67.9

18

78.3

73.9

58.4

65.2

50.3

66.3

71

64.4

69.9

66.8

20

78.5

73.1

56

65.1

51.6

66.5

70.3

61.7

68.2

65.7

22

76.6

72.1

55.6

64.5

50.3

66.3

68.1

61.4

64.6

64.6

24

77.5

71

54.4

63.9

53.1

65.4

66.1

59.4

62.1

63.1

26

76.2

66

51.1

60.6

51.3

60.9

61.2

56

52.9

55.9

28

73.3

66.1

51.5

62.1

53.8

62.5

61.4

56.5

50.7

51.5

2

67.1

64.8

65.6

62.9

59.2

63.4

66.1

66.6

67.4

65.8

4

73.7

69.4

73.5

71.4

63.7

69.5

72.8

73.1

76.6

69.7

6

78.6

72.6

66

72.2

66

71.1

75

66.5

79.7

64.2

8

79.3

74.1

65.7

71.5

60.4

71.8

75.9

67.9

72.7

63.4

10

80.3

74.1

66.2

70.7

59.1

71.5

76.5

64.3

71

61.8

12

79.6

72.3

65.5

61

59.1

69.1

75.1

65.1

73.5

61.4

80.1

70.8

64.3

61.5

58.5

68

75.8

65.1

73.6

62.2

16

79.5

71.3

63.7

62.4

59.1

66.2

75.6

65.1

72.7

62.9

18

79.5

69.6

63.4

62.8

59.1

66.4

75.7

67.1

72.3

63.9

20

79.9

68.1

63.1

63.3

59.1

65.9

75.3

67

71.7

63

22

79.4

70.8

63.9

63.4

59.8

65.3

75.6

67.9

70.7

63

24

80.1

69.9

63

62.6

59.6

65.6

75

67.1

70.4

61.4

26

80

66.6

60.2

58.6

59.4

64.6

72.9

64.8

66.4

57

28

78.8

65.3

60.2

57.6

61.5

62.3

72.9

64.3

65.1

54.1

Pt
c*

0

n
MPa

c*

min-1

14
0
1

500

2

0

14
1
1

800

2
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Table 7. General and specific logical encoding for the full range of change of the pressure Pt and n= 1000, 1500 and 2000 [rev/min]
Pt

c*

0

1

2

0

2

0

2

A 150
10003

A 150
10005

A 150
10006

A 150
10007

A 150
10008

A 150
10009

A 150
10010

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

62.9

67.3

57.5

53.8

60.5

63.9

64.3

60.1

62.9

4

74.2

70.7

70.3

66.2

61.4

70.5

72.6

75.5

69.6

70.7

6

77.6

72.5

70.4

69.3

62.6

70.4

76.4

77.7

74.3

71.5

8

77.9

73.1

72.8

70.8

62.8

70.2

77.9

73.8

73.8

68.7

10

79.4

72.6

71.8

70.9

61.8

71

77.4

75

74.5

68

12

81.5

75

72.2

70.8

62.4

70.5

77.2

74.5

72.8

69.2

14

81.4

75.9

70.8

70.9

62.1

70.1

77.2

73.6

73.2

67.8

82

73.6

70.3

70.2

61.1

69.6

77.2

73.3

72.1

67.6

18

80.3

74.4

70.9

69

61.9

69.2

76.5

71.8

69.9

66

20

80.2

72.7

68.5

68.3

60.7

68

76

70.7

69.1

64.1

22

80.7

72.4

69.3

68.3

61.4

66.7

76.1

72

68.7

63.7

24

81.1

73.3

69.6

66

62.7

67

75.5

71.7

68.2

62.8

26

81.3

70.2

65.2

62.2

60.1

63.4

72

69.3

64.4

59.4

28

80.5

72.5

65.8

64.2

62.3

66.7

73.3

71.3

62.2

59.6

2

66

60.8

64.6

61.4

55.1

57.8

61.6

61.3

64.6

60.1

4

75.2

71

72.6

67.3

62.1

66.8

72

69.1

73.4

67.7

6

79

74.9

77.4

70.8

65

70.2

76.1

75.5

78.2

70.4

8

77.8

77.2

76.6

71.3

65.4

70.7

76.7

76.1

78.6

71.6

10

80.8

76.1

75.9

71.7

65.1

70.9

78.3

77.5

76.3

71.1

12

79.8

76.3

74.5

72

64.5

71

77.4

75.6

75.6

70.8

16

c*

2

min-1

1000

80

75.6

73.7

71.5

65.7

70.9

77.3

74.9

74.3

70.4

80.1

75.9

73.7

71.2

65.3

70

76.8

75

72.7

69.3

18

79.5

75.3

73.9

70.9

64.9

69.2

76.4

74.4

72.8

68.2

20

79.9

74.9

71.8

70.2

64.5

69.1

76.1

73.5

72.3

67.4

22

79.7

74.1

72.4

69.5

64.5

68.2

76.7

72.7

71

66.9

24

78.2

73.8

71.4

68.8

64.1

68.9

75.2

73.3

71.4

66.6

26

77.6

71.7

67.9

65.6

61.9

66

73.4

70.5

68.3

62.9

28

77.9

73

69.3

66.1

64.4

68.4

74.2

72.1

68.9

64.2

2

52

54,7

56,9

51,8

52,5

51,7

52,5

54,7

54,2

53,9

4

67

66,9

65,9

62,5

58,9

62,6

67,7

65

66,2

63,5

6

70

71,8

68,9

64,4

62,3

67,3

73

69,1

69,1

64,5

16

3

1500

8

73,3

73,2

69,3

66,5

62,4

68,7

73,1

70,1

71,8

66

10

75,7

73,1

72,5

67,8

61,1

68,4

72,1

71,7

73,5

65,8

12

77,3

74,9

72,9

68,7

63,1

68,9

74,9

74,6

73,8

65

77,8

74,5

71,8

68

62,9

69,3

75,5

75

72,6

64,9

76,8

74,9

71,5

67,6

63,4

68,8

75,7

74,6

72,1

65,3

18

77,4

74,6

71,8

68,1

64,2

68

75,5

74,2

71,8

63,3

20

77,5

74,3

72,7

67,4

64,2

68,2

74,8

72,8

71,7

62,1

16

4

2000

22

78,2

74,2

73,4

70,1

64,1

68,2

75,2

77,6

71,9

64,2

24

78,8

74,9

73,2

73,1

64,1

68,7

75,7

73,2

72

63,7

26

79,8

72,3

69,1

72,3

61,4

65,4

72,2

70,9

68,5

60,5

28

78,4

72,2

71,1

72,2

63

67,1

72,6

72,9

68,7

62,3

F multivalent logic coding

56

A 150
10004

64.9

14
1

A 150
10002

2

MPa

14
1

A 150
10001

n
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Table 8 show the specific and general logical coding for
ranges of changes Pt and n . in which at least 6 correspond
pump efficiency defined with a tolerance of 5 % and exactly 10
pumps meets prescribed performance with a tolerance of 5 %.
Table 8. General logical coding for ranges of changes Pt and n . in which: a) at
least 6 correspond pump efficiency defined with a tolerance of 5 %

General logical coding

Pt

n

1

0

1

2

0

3

3

0

4

maximum efficiency ηc. There were determined optimum
values for Pt a range: {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} MPa, and the optimal
values for n: 800, 1500, 2000. In addition, multivalent logic
trees designated parameter Pt as more important, which is
at the root of the optimal tree, i.e. with the fewest real twigs.
This means that the most important measurement points
(i.e. the value of control dimensions) should be searched in
these value ranges which changes in the most significant
way impact on the overall efficiency ηc. Using the logical
decision structures there has been optimized the technology
of processing elements affecting the overall efficiency of
a newly designed unit.

Figure 13 shows multiple-valued logic trees for the table 8.

CONCLUSION

)LJXUH0XOWLSOHYDOXHGORJLFWUHHIRUWKHWDEOH

General two or n value logical coding is performed based
on the tables of combinations of n logic variables which has
2n or mn of all the rows.
Each logic variable corresponds graphically to a bundle
of twigs coded by numbers 0,1 or 0,1, .., m-1. Logic variables
are assigned to construction and exploitation parameters,
so that their values describe the subsequent changes in such
parameters. Two multivalent decision trees shown in the
Figure 13 were received after applying the Quine Mc-Cluskey
algorithm. In the case of discharge pressure Pt every branch
{0, 1, 2} refers to an appropriate range of arithmetic values i.e.
0- {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} MPa, 1- {12, 14, 16, 18, 20} MPa, 2- {22, 24,
26, 28} MPa. Optimal twigs (in bold) in the picture means
the true (optimal) ranges of Pt and n- for which the criterion
condition is met, i.e. max. 5% deviation and the value of

The analysis of dimension tolerances and shape permitted
in the end to select the control dimensions are: critical,
important and less important. This resulted in a rational
narrowness of the dimension tolerances and shape where it
is necessary and in a reduction in an accuracy class in nonessential points.
The article focuses on the use of the multivalent logic trees
to determine the validity of the parameters n and pt and
the most important values of these parameters - from the
viewpoint of optimum total efficiency ηc.
In turn, the optimal values of efficiency hc were determined
by analyzing the impact of the tolerance of the pumps
production. In the analysis heuristic method and the method
of induction of decision trees were used as the first. Control
dimensions related to the five elements of particular pumps
are: a drive gear wheel, an idler gear wheel, a set of bearings,
a machine body and a plate. It was assumed that the degree
of sensitivity of control dimensions (value / tolerance) implies
the differences in the efficiency of the tested pumps.
A performed identification of sensitive control dimensions
of pumps surveyed by various heuristic methods suggests that
it is reliable - then subsequently the multivalent and inductive
decision trees were used. The obtained parameters as adequate
control points are repeated in the results of the identification
with different multiplicity, but mostly steadily. Determination
of the most important sites of individual details would allow
for production of the best efficiency pumps in the series
production process.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents the results of numerical calculations of stress distributions in the gear micropump body for
applications in hydraulic systems, especially in the marine sector. The scope of the study was to determine the most
favorable position of bushings and pumping unit in the gear pump body in terms of stress and displacement distribution
in the pump housing. Fourteen cases of gear pump bushings and pumping unit locations were analyzed: starting
from the symmetrical position relative to the central axis of the pump, up to a position shifted by 2.6 mm towards
the suction channel of the pump. The analysis of the obtained calculation results has shown that the most favorable
conditions for pump operation are met when the bushings are shifted by 2.2 mm towards the suction channel. In
this case the maximal stress was equal to 109 MPa, while the highest displacement was about 15μm. Strength and
stiffness criteria in the modernized pump body were satisfied.
Keywords: gear micropump, microhydraulics, finite element method

INTRODUCTION
Gear pumps are the most common group of positive
displacement pumps used in hydrostatic drive systems as
power generators, as well as in lubrication systems in various
onshore and offshore applications. The gear pump design
presented in the paper is frequently used in ship machines
and devices, rescue equipment, and oil rigs. In particular,
the asymmetric-body micropumps can be used in hydraulic
units of davit lifeboats, ramps of horizontal loading systems,
as well as in control units of anchor and mooring systems.
The main advantages of these pumps include: simple and
compact design, high durability, and relatively low price.
Furthermore, they are characterized by high reliability and
resistance to working medium impurities, high efficiency,
and small size, compared to other pumps. These features
are of special importance in marine engineering. Currently,
a wide variety of gear pump and engine designs provide
improvement of hydraulic and acoustic properties, the
description of which can be found in the literature [2, 7, 15,
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17, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The development of modern gear units is
associated with the following trends: increasing operating
pressure [6, 18], improving total efficiency [4, 10, 15, 18, 23],
reducing pressure pulsations [3, 18, 25], minimizing weight
[15] and noise [11, 14, 16], and reducing dynamic loads [7, 12,
13, 19]. Introducing certain modifications to the pump design
and searching for the optimal design is possible through the
use of modern computer aided design (CAD) techniques and
numerical methods [5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 24]. In recent years, a strong
trend can be observed towards reducing the size and weight
of hydraulic elements and systems, which stimulates intensive
development of a new area of hydraulics bearing the name of
microhydraulics. Reducing the size of the gear pump may be
associated with the resultant reduction in production costs,
however it is necessary to adequately determine the strength
of the construction during the operation of the system.
Therefore, the below reported numerical calculations have
been performed to allow initial optimization of geometric
dimensions of the micropump body. The main object of the
analysis was the influence of bushing and pumping unit

locations in the micropump on the stress and displacement
distribution in the micropump body.

GEOMETRIC MODEL
AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The geometric model of the micropump body was prepared
on the basis of technical documentation of the gear micropump
prototype PZ0 manufactured during the implementation of
the developmental grant No. 03 0032 04/2008 (Figure 1). The
prototype unit consists of three-parts, which are: flange, pump
body, and cover. All the components are bolted together. The
elements mounted in the pump housing include: two gear
units, i.e. drive gear and idler gear-pumping unit, bushings,
suction and pressure ports for connection to the drive system,
and sealing.

Figure 2. Gear micropump body: a - basic model, b - maximal shift of bushings

The prototype of the gear micropump body is made
of aluminum alloy PA6 (EN-AW-2017A). This alloy is
characterized by good strength properties and high tensile
and fatigue strength. Mechanical and physical properties
of the alloy, taken from Polish Standard PN-84/H-93669,
are presented in Table 1. These parameters were used for
numerical calculation and further analysis of the results.
Table 1. Properties of aluminum alloy PA6 (EN-AW-2017A)
Property [unit]
Tensile strength R m [MPa]

390

Yield strength R0.2 [MPa]

250

Density ρ [g/cm3]
Figure 1. Photography of the pump PZ0 prototype

Tensile modulus E [MPa]
Poisson’s ratio ν [-]

The dimensions of the pump body prototype were modified
based on the results of the previously performed numerical
analyses [8]. The overall output dimensions of the body were
reduced by 25%, in comparison to the initial dimensions,
while maintaining the shape and fixed dimensions - the
size of the suction and discharge channels, and the size
of the bushings. The modified gear micropump body was
found to satisfy the strength and stiffness criteria, and
therefore this micropump was used as a base model for
further modifications. The geometric model of the pump
body was initially prepared in Autodesk Inventor software
and then subsequently modified in Ansys Multiphysics
software. During successive program loop iterations, the
location of bushings in the pump casing was shifted toward
the suction channel, thus introducing an asymmetry in the
pump body. The housing with asymmetrical position of
gears was previously described in [1]. The calculations were
performed for fourteen cases of bushing positions, with their
shift ranging from 0 mm to 2.6 mm relative to the symmetry
axis of the pump body. Figure 2 shows extreme positions of
bushings and the pumping unit: a - basic position “0”, b maximum position “2.6”.

Value

2.79
72500
0.33

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
For the purpose of numerical stress calculations in the
gear micropump body with different bushing and pumping
unit locations, the calculation procedure in APDL language
was prepared and implemented in Ansys Multiphysics
environment. The procedure includes a few steps. At the
beginning the core geometry of the micropump body is loaded
as a parasolid file, then the offset of bushings in the suction
channel direction is to be introduced - this value is given in
millimeters and ranges from 0 to 2.6mm. The maximum
offset of the bushings is limited by the holes for screws bolting
together particular pump parts - flange, pump body, and back
cover. After entering the desired value the program modifies
the basic geometry of the gear pump body by performing
appropriate Boolean operations on solids. Once the geometric
model is prepared, the discrete mesh is generated. Material
properties of the model which are needed for calculations are
implemented based on the values listed in Table 1. Then the
model is fixed and properly loaded. The calculation results are
saved in a .db file. During the analysis, the entire calculation
cycle starting from entering the bushing location offset was
repeated fourteen times for different bushing positions. The
calculation algorithm is schematically shown in Figure 3.
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Loading geometry

Entering offset value

Inputting material
properties
Generating a discrete
mesh
Inputting loads and
boundary conditions

Running the simulation

Figure 4. Schematic of circumferential sealing of gears and graph of
circumferential pressure distribution measured in the tooth space: a - discharge
side, b - suction side

Saving the results

Figure 3. Algorithm of micropump body stress calculations

DISCRETE MODEL, LOADS
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The geometric model of the micropump body was divided
into higher-order tetrahedral finite elements (solid187). Each
element includes ten nodes - at the vertices and at each edge
of the tetrahedron. The element is adapted to model irregular
meshes, especially for complex geometries from CAD/
CAM systems. In each node of the element, three degrees of
freedom, representing possible movements in three axes: x,
y and z, are defined. The applied mesh elements ensure high
accuracy of calculations in the complex model geometry [26].
The discrete model of the pump body is shown in Figure 6.
The previous research [6, 7] has shown that the
pressure along the gear circumference has different character
depending on the pump design (Figure 4). In the case of
radial clearance compensation, the pressure and suction
spaces are tightly separated at the discharge side. The sealing
effect within a small area is associated with sharp pressure
increase over a short distance in the small chamber. This
is advantageous for the pump body strength; however, the
abrupt pressure jump is always accompanied by increased
sound emission into the environment. For this reason, in
modern pump designs a trend towards sealing along the
circumference at the suction side is observed. Moreover, this
type of sealing is a natural consequence of the resultant force
originating from fluid pressure acting on the circumference.
The main disadvantages of this solution are slightly lower
hydraulic-mechanical efficiency and greater stress in the
pump body, nevertheless slow pressure increase decreases
the level of the emitted noise by as much as 10dB.
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The analyzed pump design belongs to the group in which
sealing is applied at the suction side. Thus, the theoretical
time-history p(t) of pressure changes in the gear pump during
one full gear rotation (2π) is similar to that shown in Figure
5. Here, four specific zones may be distinguished:
– suction zone
φ1
p(t)=ps
– zone of linear pressure increase
φ2
ps<p(t)<pt
– zone of constant discharge pressure
φ3
p(t)=pt
– zone of pressure change in the trapped volume
φ4
p(t)=pz=pt+Δpz

Figure 5. Theoretical pressure time-history in gear pump during full gear
rotation

Properly designed units are characterized by marginal
surplus pressure Δpz in the ϕ4 zone. In this case pz=pt and
the model of pump can be simplified to three pressure zones:
suction zone ps, linear pressure increase zone, and constant
discharge pressure zone pt.

Therefore, the existence of two pressure zones were assumed
in the model, which were: the zone of linear pressure growth,
and the zone of discharge pressure. Additionally, the zone of
bearing pressure on the pump body was modeled (Figure 6).
The values of pressure increase angles were determined from
circumferential pressure measurements. The zone of pressure
increase covers the angle of 73° in which the pressure rises
from 0MPa to 28MPa (marked red in Figure 6). The suction
pressure is negligibly small, compared to the discharged
pressure, and therefore was not included in the model. The
pump body was loaded symmetrically on the drive and idler
gear side. In the model, the reaction force on the bearings was
considered (green zone in Figure 6). The model was pinned
in four holes for screws connecting the pump elements.

results of numerical simulations for the initial and optimized
model are shown in Figures 7 and 8 as contour plots.

Figure 7. Distribution of stress(a) and displacement (b) in micropump body –
initial position of bushings

Figure 8. Distribution of stress(a) and displacement (b) in micropump body bushings location „2.2”

Figure 6. Schematic of discrete gear pump body model and load distribution

RESULTS OF FEM ANALYSIS
Numerical simulations were performed to determine
optimal positions of the bushings and the pumping unit in
the pump body. The bushing locations were moved from
0 mm to 2.6 mm, with the step of 0.2 mm, toward the suction
channel of the pump. The linear static strength calculations
were performed using the finite element method. The stress
distributions in the pump housing model were evaluated
against the Huber-Mises hypothesis and the displacement
vector sum. In each simulation case, the discrete model,
loads and boundary conditions were introduced in the same
manner.
The performed numerical calculations have shown
that the most preferred location of bushings and pumping
unit in the gear pump housing is when they are shifted by
2.2 mm from the pump symmetry axis position. In this case,
the values of stress and displacement in the pump body are
the smallest. In the asymmetrical pump body with 2.2 mm
bushing offset the maximum stress decreased by nearly 18%,
compared to the symmetric pump body configuration. The

Figure 8a shows the stress distribution in the gear pump
body with bushings shifted by 2.2 mm toward the suction
channel. The highest stress values can be observed in the
contact area of the pump body and the bearing, and along
the edges of holes for fastening screws on the discharge side
of the housing. The maximum stress in the pump body equals
109MPa and is significantly smaller than the yield strength
(250MPa) and the tensile strength (390MPa) of aluminum
alloy PA6 (Table 1). In the remaining parts of the body, the
stress values are much lower than the maximum value.
On the suction channel side, the stress values are close to
zero. The safety factor for the modified micropump body is
approximately equal to 3.58.

The displacement distribution in the micropump body
with bushing location offset equal to 2.2 mm from the axis of
symmetry toward the suction channel is shown in Figure 8b.
The largest displacements can be observed in the upper and
lower part of the pump housing, above bushings. This results
from the pressure increase during pump operation, which
at these points reaches the maximum value of 28MPa. The
maximum displacement occurring in the pump body equals
0.015 and does not exceed the clearance limit specified in the
papers [6, 16]. The optimized design of the pump housing
fulfills the strength and stiffness criteria.
The results of the subsequent numerical simulations for
all analyzed geometries are shown in the graph in Figure 10.
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This comparison of the results bases on the maximum stress
and displacement values. The nodes at which these values
occur are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Location of measuring points of the maximum stress and
displacement in the pump body

When analyzing the stress and displacement curves as
functions of pumping unit offset from the axis of symmetry,
the maximal stress and displacement values are observed for
the basic symmetrical position (offset equal to 0). The maximal
stress is equal to 132 MPa, while the largest displacement
equals 0.016 mm. In each subsequent simulation, the stress
and displacement values decrease until the offset of 2.2 mm
is reached. In this case the maximum stress value is about
109MPa, and the maximum displacement value is about
0.015mm. In the two remaining cases, in which the bushing
offsets toward the suction channel was set equal to 2.4 mm
and 2.6 mm, respectively, significant increase of maximal
stress value is observed. This is caused by too extensive shift
which leads to unacceptably small material layer between the
bolt holes and the bushings.

maximum stress in the pump body reaches 109MPa and does
not exceed the yield and tensile stress limits for aluminum
alloy PA6. In the gear pump body model, the safety factor
of 3.58 was assumed. The recorded maximum stress in the
modernized pump housing with bushing location shifted
by 2.2 mm from the axis of symmetry is lower by 18% than
that in the symmetrical pump. The largest displacements
appear in the zone of constant discharge pressure along the
gear circumference. The maximum displacements do not
exceed 16 μm, and should not have a negative impact on leak
tightness of the pump during its operation. Consequently,
the space increase between the tooth tip and the pump body
should not lead to the decrease of volumetric efficiency. The
results presented in the paper are the introduction to the
experimental research and determine the direction of future
work. As part of further research, their verification will be
provided by experimental stress measurements in pump
bodies during the operation of prototype units.
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ABSTRACT
The article is a preliminary to a modification concept of the sliding watertight bulkhead door used on ships and vessels.
Hydraulic or electro-hydraulic drives used to move these doors require complicated and extended pressure installations
with large amounts of hydraulic fluid. Well-known operational drawbacks of these installations include high level of
noise and possibility of various leaks in the hydraulic system. Being the first in a series, the present article describes
and analyses critical states which can take place during evacuation of people through openings in the watertight
bulkhead doors on seagoing ships and vessels.
Keywords: sliding watertight bulkhead door, evacuation of individuals, safety, modelling of elements and relationship of evacuation

REGISTER’S REQUIREMENTS
AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CONCERNING BULKHEAD DOORS
Register’s requirements [11]: Each power-operated sliding
watertight bulkhead door: shall have a vertical or horizontal
motion and shall be normally limited to a maximum clear
passage width of 1,2 m. The Administration of the flag State
may allow a wider door, but only to the dimension considered
necessary for proper operation of the ship, provided that other
safety measures, including those below listed, are taken into
account. In particular, special consideration shall be given
to the strength of the door and its closing devices to prevent
leakages. The door shall be situated beyond the damage zone
B/5. It shall be kept closed when the ship is at sea, except for
limited periods established by the Administration of the flag
State as absolutely necessary. The door shall be fitted with
necessary equipment to open and close it using electric or
hydraulic power, or any other form of energy considered
acceptable by the Administration of the flag State. Moreover,
the door shall also be provided with an individual handoperated opening and closing mechanism. It shall be possible
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to open and close the door by hand at the door itself from
either side, and, additionally, to close it from an accessible
place above the bulkhead deck using an all-round crank
motion or some other movement providing the same degree
of safety approved by the Administration of the flag State.
The direction of rotation or other movement of the controller
is to be clearly indicated on all operating positions. The time
needed to close the door completely using the hand-operated
system shall not exceed 90 sec when the ship is in upright
position. The door shall be provided with controllers for
power-operated opening and closing from both sides, and for
closing it from the central operating console at the navigating
bridge [3, 4, 12, 14].
Technical characteristics assume that: the watertight
bulkhead door meets the requirements of the SOLAS
Convention and those of Classification Societies and
Institutions. The regulations and approval of the Classification
Societies are agreed with the producer. The door structure
is made of steel and welded. The door is installed by direct
welding of its frame into the watertight bulkhead. The
direction of motion of the door slider is horizontal. The closing
direction is defined when looking at the watertight door from

the drive unit side (Fig.1). The permissible load capacity of the
door is determined by the buyer when ordering. It is expressed
as the maximal water head which can load the door [2, 3, 5,
6, 10]. This water head is measured from the lower edge of
the door to the lower bulkhead deck surface in the centre
plane of the ship. The electro-hydraulic or electric drive is
installed on the door [11].
Use: The watertight door is used for watertight blockage of
communication passages in watertight bulkheads on seagoing
passenger and cargo ships, yachts, and drilling platforms.

Fig.1.View of the bulkhead door being the object of critical evacuation state
analysis [Remontowa Hydraulic Systems Sp. z o.o. Gdansk]

The reported research aimed at describing and analysing
critical states occurring when closing a single door opening, or
a sequence of door openings. The goal of the research has been
reached via analyses and assessments of models of probable
states/relations between door openings and individuals.

MODEL OF EVACUATION ELEMENTS
AND RELATIONS
It was assumed for the purpose of the present analysis
that the initial model of an individual passing through the
opening is the 1D individual, and that the individuals are
always configured with their longer axes perpendicular to
the direction of motion of the door.
The state of individuals is described by the probability
distribution of shape features (overall dimensions) of the
evacuated people [3, 9, 15]. Since the individual in the door
is subject to the same danger process in each door opening,
the state is indexed by the number of doors in particular
bulkheads along the evacuation route (n) and the number
of danger (m):

U nm : 0, l max @ o >0,1@,

³

lmax

0

U nm dl 1.

(1)

where:
U nm – probability distribution of shape features,
lmax – maximal shape dimension of the evacuated individual.
Since moving to the next door involves passing through
the danger process, n ≤ m, then the safety state in the first

door opening before the first danger is U 0 and is the initial
state. Hence, it can be described using a function concentrated
around lmax.
Safety state changes depend on two mechanisms, which
are: closing the analysed space, and removing individuals of
given size from it. Ultimately, the model of individuals should
take into account three degrees of freedom of their position
and motion with respect to the door opening. In the examined
case, the space occupied by the same number of individuals
can vary depending on their size and shape distributions.
A basic goal of modelling was to obtain a mathematical
relation providing an answer to the problem question about
filling of the door opening, i.e. how particular factors, such
as design and performance features for instance, affect the
dynamics of door passing by individuals, and what is the
capacity of evacuation of individuals, for the watertight
bulkhead door structure produced by the Remontowa
Hydraulic Systems, Sp z o.o. [4] selected as an example.
Additionally, the research was expected to bring more details
on the complexity of phenomena, processes, and relations
observed during emergency evacuation of individuals in
multi-bulkhead and multi-door variants.
Passage conditions: The motion of individuals through the
bulkhead door opening is uneven, due to design properties
of the structure and individual features, including danger. It
starts when the surface of the sliding door does not coincide
with the surface of the bulkhead door opening. Then, the
cross-section of the door opening becomes smaller due to
sliding motion of the door, until the opening is completely
closed. When the door surface closes effectively the opening
cross-section, the passage process ends. For the purpose of the
present analysis the following simplifications were adopted:
1) the door opening cross-section is a convex [8, 13],
2) the volume of the opening is a cuboid (Cartesian product
of opening cross-section and door thickness),
3) at a given time, the opening can lead to only one opening
in the adjacent door.
Moreover when calculating the evacuation capacity Ve,
the following parameters and symbols were adopted in
mathematical considerations:
0

()

ܸ݁ = ݂(ݕ , ݕ , ܸ )

(2)

where:
Ve – evacuation capacity,
yn – thickness of door n,
()
ݕ – minimal height (at door end) to which the individual
fills the opening in the n-th door after k-th successful
passage,
ܸ – volume of the individual in the n-th door opening after
m-th passage.
To verify the adopted conditions in practice, the analysis
was performed for a structure in which the doors in successive
bulkheads labelled with even numbers have the velocity equal
to v0=0, while the doors with odd numbers have the identical
linear velocity equal to v1.
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Conditions for filling and passing capacity. The passing
capacity of the door opening is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 2.

The cuboid G(a) × [0, yn] ؿԹ 3 was divided by the plane ܪሬԦ .

The volume obtained below the plane was identified as

ܸሬԦವ (ܽ) =  ݉݅݊ ቄݕ , ܪሬԦ (ݏ )ቅ ݇ ή ݐ ή ݏ


Fig. 2. Functional scheme of evacuation bulkhead door:
1 – sliding door, 2- bulkhead wall

When the intersection (common area Sc) of the opening
in the bulkhead wall and door opening areas is maximal,
its starts to decease. In a general case, the opening is fully
opened and cannot be closed, as the entire intersection area
can be filled with individuals. To determine the critical state
of evacuation, a phase of relative motion of individuals is to be
found for which the entire intersection of the door plate and
opening areas is filled with individuals. Here, the following
simplifications were adopted:
1. Each opening was unambiguously assigned its cross-section
point, the geometrical centre for instance. Thus, phases of
relative motion of the bulkhead door with respect to the
opening in the bulkhead wall can be described by the linear
distance a between the geometrical centres of the door and
the opening. Limits for the range of a were marked ap, ak.
Functions (CW, D, G) were defined which, for the assumed
Δa, return the intersections of the door/opening areas in
the successive bulkhead walls, according to the evacuation
direction. The symbol amax represents the distance for
which the function |CW| reaches the maximum (if the
function reaches more than one local maximum a, then
amax is the highest of them). A simplification was assumed
that the acceleration components ݃Ԧ , ݃Ԧீ are parallel to
each other (they only differ by value, as a result of door
motion with respect to the opening). Symbols VG,VD,SG,SD
denote, respectively, the volumes of door and bulkhead
wall openings, and their areas.
ܪሬԦ  Թ 3, the plane ܪሬԦ was established
2. For the given vector


which is parallel to this vector and tangential to the
boundary of the set CW(a)×{0}. Two planes of this type
can be found, one positioned below the set CW(a)×{0} and
one above it (the existence of exactly two tangent planes
results from the intersection of the cross-sections). For the
purpose of the present analysis the plane was chosen which
crosses the space of the door opening. It represents the
area of the individual at the time when the closing begins.
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(3)

where:
ܸሬԦವ – design volume of the door opening,
yn – thickness of the n-th door (opening),
ܪሬԦ – plane of varying division of the door opening,

sD – door opening width
kD – door opening height,
tD – door opening thickness.
In the relative motion phase, this function assigns the
individual its volume remaining in the evacuation opening
when the closing starts.
4. In the similar way the cuboid D ǻĮ ×[í\n+1,0]ؿԹ 3 was
divided by the plane ܪሬԦ . The volume obtained below the

plane was identified as
ܸሬԦீீ (ܽ)  ݊݅݉ ீቄݕାଵ , ܪሬԦ ( ) ீݏ+ ݕାଵ ቅ ݇ீ ή  ீݐή ீݏ
ீ

(4)

where:
ܸሬԦீீ (ܽ) – design volume of the opening in the bulkhead

wall
–
division plane of the opening in the bulkhead
ீ
wall,
yn+1
– thickness of the n+1-th opening (bulkhead wall),
sG
– width of the opening in the bulkhead wall,
kG
– height of the opening in the bulkhead wall,
tG
– thickness of the opening in the bulkhead wall.
In the relative motion phase, this function assigns the
individual its volume remaining in the bulkhead wall when
the closing starts.
The expression
, is a decreasing function within
the range of α (amax, ak). After its inversion, the phase of
motion is obtained in its image at which the closing starts,
for a given volume of individuals in both door openings.
ܪሬԦ

ିଵ

ܽ (ܸ) = ൫ܸሬԦವ + ܸሬԦீீ ൯ (ܸ)

(5)

where:
ac(V) – instantaneous horizontal dimension of bulkhead
door opening,
V
– door opening volume.
This function was extended to include the set [0, VD+ VG],
by moving ak to the left and amax to the right of the primary
domain of the function.
When the closing begins, the area of the intersection for
the given volume is:
ିଵ

ܵ ୀ ቚቀ ݓܥή ൫ܸሬԦ + ܸሬԦீ ൯ ቁቚ : |ܱ, ܸ  + ܸ ீ | ՜ Թ

(6)

where:
Sc – intersection area of the door opening and the bulkhead
wall,
VD – maximal volume of the door opening,
VG – maximal volume of the bulkhead wall.

This is an increasing function – for higher numbers of
individuals in the door openings the danger of blocking
(appearance of critical state) begins earlier, when the
intersection area is relatively large.
The obtained function can be considered the function
of four variables, which are: total volume of individuals in
the openings, direction of the effective component, and
values of the acceleration components in the adjacent door
openings (if exist) Sc: [0, VD+ V G] × S1× Թ+× Թ+ĺԹ. This
function is to be determined numerically and interpreted as
the representation of the coded effect of shapes of openings
on the evacuation process for different directions of effective
evacuation acceleration vectors.

MODEL DISCUSSION
It was assumed that the density of distribution of
individuals in the evacuation openings is known for the
given door mechanism (object) and does not depend on
the distribution of overall dimensions of the individuals
moving through the bulkhead door opening, and that the
evacuation is only executed in the direction perpendicular to
the bulkhead surface. After passing through the door opening
in a bulkhead on the evacuation route (Fig.3), the intersection
of the evacuation cross-sections decreases and the closing
process starts. For safety reasons it was assumed that none
of the individuals passing through the opening becomes
jammed. When analysing possible evacuation variants it was
also assumed that the positions of individuals with respect to
the plane on which the door is sealed is random with uniform
distribution.

The probability that, after closing, the individual appears
on the other side of the bulkhead, in the volume behind the
division plane (x, x + dx) is:


௫

ߩ ݀ ݔെ ߩ ವ +  ೌೣ


 ௗ௫
ವ 

ߩ(݈)݈݀

(9)

where: x, x + dx – crosswise shape dimension limits of the
passing individuals.
The first term represents the probability before closing. It
should be decreased by the probability that the individual
of size x appears in the closing area. This probability is
expresses by the product of the probability of appearance of
the individual of size x and the ratio x/hD (the individual has
to get within the range (0, x) (0, hD)). The third term is the
probability, integrated from x to lmax , that the individual of
size l(ρ(l)dl) appears in the closing plane l/hD.
After adopting the above assumptions, the distribution
of sizes (overall dimensions) of individuals which appear in
the space in front of the (n + 1)-th bulkhead door, changes
in the following way:
௫



ଵ

ߩାଵ (ܣ = )ݔ, ߩ = ቀ1 െ ವ ቁ ߩ ( )ݔ+ ವ ௫ ೌೣ ߩ (݈)݈݀

(10)

An,m – stochastic operator of the equation.
In the same way, the distribution of sizes (overall
dimensions) of individuals which appear in the space behind
the bulkhead door is:
௫
ଵ 
ߩାଵ (ܤ = )ݔ෨, ߩ = ቀ1 െ ವ ቁ ߩ ( )ݔ+ ಸ ௫ ೌೣ ߩ (݈)݈݀



(11)

ܤ෨, – stochastic operator of the equation.

It is noteworthy that the volume of individuals which
are subject to passing is, in general, integer. The volume of
individuals which passed to the next space is Scx hD, while
the volume of the entire group of individuals which crossed
the bulkhead door opening is:
That means that the second and third term in (11) are to
be multiplied by the ratio of these volumes:

Fig. 3. Scheme of filling of the bulkhead/door unit

The danger always occurs in the space of the door opening
and in the intersection area
. Thus the
critical distance in front of the closing plane is:

݄ = ௪(ఈ ) ݉݅݊ ቄݕ , ܪሬԦ (ݏ )ቅ ݇ ή ݐ ή ݏ




(7)

D

h – design thickness of bulkhead door.

ሬԦ
ሬ


ೌೣ

න


ீ

ߩାଵ ( = ݔ݀)ݔ1 െ



(8)

+  ವ(ఈ
ሬԦ
ሬ


ௌ


 )ିశభ

ೌೣ

௫

ߩ (݈)݈݀ (12)

The obtained functions are nonnegative, as the sums of
two nonnegative components. By integrating them from 0 to l
we can easily check that they have the form of probability
distributions:

While behind the closing plane:
݄ீ = ௪(ఈ ) ݉݅݊ ቄݕାଵ , െܪሬԦ () ீݏቅ ݇ீ ή  ீݐή ீݏ

ௌή௫

 ቇ ߩ ()ݔ
 )ିశభ

ߩାଵ (ܤ = )ݔ෨, ߩ = ቆ1 െ  ವ (ఈ

ݔ
ݔ
1 ೌೣ ೌೣ
+ ீන
න
ߩ (݈)݈݀݀ = ݔ1 െ ீ
ீ
݄
݄
݄ 

௫

+

1 ೌೣ
1 ೌೣ
ݔ
න
න ߩ (݈)݀ = ݈݀ݔ1 െ ீ + ீ න
ߩݔ (݈) ݀ = ݔ1
݄ீ
݄
݄

hG – design thickness of bulkhead wall.
and identically for the distribution ߩାଵ. Hence the operators
An,m and ܤ෨, are correctly defined stochastic operators.
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Assuming, for simplification purposes, that after closing
the door the distribution behind the (n+1)-th opening is
uniform, it is expressed by the weighted average of zߩାିଵଵ
and
.

ߩାଵ (= )ݔ


శభ

ವ

ߩାିଵଵ +


 ವ ିశభ

ವ

ܤ, ߩ ()ݔ

(13)

The scope of evacuation group filling, i.e. the efficiency
of the passing process depends on the values of the volume
functions (V D, V G) for the door and bulkhead wall openings,
and on the intersection of these openings (Sc), which depends
on the direction of effective evacuation and on the total
volume of individuals in those openings
.

CONCLUSIONS
The term “watertight” with respect to a structure means
that it does not allow water to penetrate through it in any
direction, under the water head pressure which can occur in
undamaged or damaged state [1, 7, 14, 15].
The watertight emergency door meets the requirements of
the SOLAS Convention and those of Classification Societies
and Institutions. For the time being, the issues of critical
states during evacuation of large numbers of individuals
through a single opening of the closing bulkhead door have
not been analysed.
Based on the analysis and evaluation of the proposed
models, the article presents formal description and
geometrical and kinematical analysis of critical states of
single and sequential door openings during their closing,
thus reaching the assumed goal of the research. The scope
of the analysis includes models of probable states/relations
between openings and individuals, when evacuating the
individuals, in critical conditions, through single and multiple
door openings.
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CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP AS A TOOL FOR COLLECTING LARGE
HEAT FLUXES FROM ELECTRONIC DEVICES ON WARSHIPS
Dariusz Mikielewicz, Prof.
Paweł Szymański, PhD
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT

The combat potential of future warships will be directly related to the use of modern electronic devices being parts of
advanced systems, such as, for instance, radar systems, fire aiming systems, fire detection systems, electric drive systems,
and even electronic and radio-electronic weaponry, railguns and lasers, installed on these warships. The capacity and
functionality of these devices is continually increasing, at decreasing mass and dimensions, which results in higher
power consumption. Heat collection becomes a growing problem in operation of these devices.
The paper presents a concept of the use of the CPL (Capillary Pumped Loop) cycle for passive heat collection from
precise electronic devices used on warships. It also includes the description of the experimental rig and discussion of the
results of laboratory tests performed on this rig and confirmed using the mathematical model developed by the authors.

Keywords: Loop Heat Pipe, Capillary Pumped Loop, Porous Media, Multiphase Flow, Heat Transfer

INTRODUCTION
The majority of electronic systems which are presently
used on warships and whose correct operation is essential
for the operation and performance of the whole ship, (radiocommunication systems, for instance) require special heat
collection methods and devices. Those systems generate large
amounts of heat and should be cooled using devices which
are, at the same time, highly efficient and reliable, do not emit
electromagnetic disturbances, and are maintenance-free and
able to operate in harsh environmental conditions.
To meet the challenge of designing such heat collection
devices, an experimental rig was built in the Engineering
Testing Laboratory, Gdansk University of Technology, and
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a series of experimental tests were performed on the CPL
(Capillary Pumped Loop) cycle.
The CPL concept was developed in NASA laboratories
in the 1960’s, bur real progress in studies upon CPL started
twenty years later, as a response to large demand for space
technologies. At that time, NASA employed American
scientists and research companies to start designing and
testing highly efficient heat transfer devices which would be
resistant to orientation changes in the gravity field and able to
operate in harsh conditions. An introductory overview of this
subject has been given in earlier articles by the authors [1-3].
The CPL cycle is a passive two-phase heat transfer device
in which the flow of liquid is generated by capillary forces
created in the evaporator (this is the basic advantage of this

Subscripts
I– internal;
ll– liquid transport line (tube);
knot – wick;
O – external;
otoczenie – environment;
parownik – evaporator;
płyn – fluid;
skraplacz – condenser;
ścianka – wall;
sat – saturation (temperature/ pressure);
wlot – inlet;
woda chłodz. – cooling water;
wylot – outlet;
vl – vapour transport line (tube);

solution, as it does not need pumping work and does not
consume electric energy). The evaporator is filled with porous
wick material, which is responsible for capillary transport of
fluid in the system
The classical CPL consists of the evaporator and the
condenser, connected with each other by a system of liquid
and vapour transport lines, and the compensation reservoir.
The capillary pumping cycle is schematically shown in Fig.
1. Compared to similar two-phase heat transport devices,
such as the LHP (Loop Heat Pipe) for instance, CPL has much
wider ability to adjust and control the operating temperature
in the system. This ability is ensured by the presence of the
compensation reservoir in the system, which is situated at
a relatively large distance from the evaporator and beyond
the working fluid flow loop. As a result, the fluid returning
from the condenser to the evaporator does not flow directly
through this reservoir [4]. The compensation reservoir is filled
with the working fluid in two-phase state, and remains in the
saturation state during system operation. By controlling the
temperature in the compensation reservoir we control the
operating temperature of the CPL (for instance, the saturation
temperature in the evaporator wick) [5]. Due to this wide
ability to adjust and control the operating temperature, CPL
systems have become frequently used for heat collection
in numerous heavily thermally loaded precise electronic

Fig. 1 Typical single-evaporator CPL

devices, and not only in space industry [6-9]. Separating the
compensation reservoir from the remaining part of the system
makes the CPL more tolerant to heat loss, which facilitates
its installation. Detailed descriptions of CPL systems can be
found in [10-11], for instance.

EXPERIMENTAL RIG
The experimental rig for examining passive heat collection
from precise electronic devices which has been built at the
Gdansk University of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, Department of Energy and Industrial Apparatus,
is capable of collecting thermal power of up to 100W (which
is approximately the amount of heat generated by a mediumpower radio communication device) and transport it over a
distance of about 0,5 m.
The basic component of the capillary pumping cycle
is the evaporator filled with porous wick material. This
evaporator, playing the role of heat collector, makes use of
the phenomenon of capillary pressure generated in the porous
medium, with the resultant flow of fluid moistening the wick
surface. Within the framework of the here reported research,
two evaporators filled with different porous wick materials
were tested.
Evaporator 1 consisted of a cylindrical tube filled
with porous wick material based on nickel powders with
aluminium admixture. This material is fully permeable, the
diameter of its pores is 5 μm, and its total porosity is equal
to 55%. Evaporator 2, in turn, was filled with porous wick
material based on nickel powders with cuprum admixture.
This material is also fully permeable, the diameter of its pores
is 5 μm and total porosity is equal to 60%. The structure
of both evaporators is the same: each evaporator has 10
vapour tubes, of 1,7 mm in diameter, drilled in the porous
material just below the evaporator casing surface. Geometrical
dimensions of the evaporators are shown in Fig. 2, and their
external appearance in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Dimensions of the evaporator with porous wick material

Fig. 3. Evaporators with porous wick materials: Ni-Cu (left) and Ni-Al (right)

The casings of both evaporators are made of stainless steel,
and their walls are 1 mm thick. This material was selected
to provide opportunities for examining various fluids, by
eliminating possible damage (corrosion) of the casing in
tests performed in the environment of incompatible fluids.
In the here reported tests the attention was focused on two
working fluids, which were water and acetone.

Fig. 4. Scheme of the experimental rig.
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Generally, the CPL cycle element which is most important
and most difficult to design is the compensation reservoir. This
element is responsible for hydrodynamic control of the system,
as well as for the adjustment and control of its operating
temperature and pressure. The compensation reservoir should
be designed in such a way that, at the maximum operating
temperature of the tube with the working loop, it will be able
to compensate thermal expansion of the working fluid (from
the operating conditions corresponding to
the lowest temperature, up to the harshest
conditions and highest temperature). Here,
the overall dimensions of the compensation
reservoir have been selected experimentally
using the trial-and-error method. The
reservoir was connected with the CPL system
by a tube of 3,87 mm in internal diameter. The
scheme of the research rig used for examining
CPL cycles with selected evaporators is given
in Fig. 4, and the real appearance (photo) of
the installation prior to its insulation is shown
in Fig. 5
Liquid and vapour transport tubes are
made of acid-resistant stainless steel. They
are 3,87 mm in internal diameter and 50 mm
long. The condenser section is a typical shelland-tube heat exchanger of double-pipe type
in which the liquid and vapour transport lines
are round tubes of 3,87 mm in diameter and
1,24 mm thick. The condenser was cooled by
a water jacket supplied from the water-pipe

Fig. 5. General view of the installation for examining CPL evaporators with porous wick materials (prior to placing external
insulation). 1-Evaporator, 2-Compensation chamber, 3-Compensation, reservoir, 4-Vapour transport line, 5-Visualisation window,
6-Condenser, 7-Liquid transport line, 8-Differential pressure transducer, 9-Pressure transducer.

network, and the cooling water flow rate was controlled using
a rotameter.
The heat source which generated the temperature difference
in the vicinity of the wick and, as a further consequence,
initiated the effect of capillary pumping, was a 100W resistive
heating element installed on the evaporator casing. The heater
was fed from a laboratory DC power supply with controlled
output voltage and current.
Another heat source needed for making the CPL operate
was a resistive heater installed on the compensation reservoir.
For this purpose a 300W elastic silicone heating mat produced
by Watlow was used. The mat was fed from a laboratory DC
power supply with controlled output voltage and current. The
advantage and characteristic feature of the electric heating
mat is its easy forming into arbitrary shapes, which ensures
good adaptation to the heated surface and, consequently,
better thermal contact. The heating mat was used for longlasting heating and keeping a constant temperature in the
condensation reservoir.
Thermodynamic and electric quantities which were
measured on the test rig during examination of evaporators
with porous wick materials were the following:
a) absolute pressure in the system – measured by the
pressure transducer installed on the liquid transport
line.
b) pressure difference between points in front of and
behind the evaporator – measured by the differential
pressure transducer connected to the system via
tubes of 3,87 mm in diameter. Pressure difference

measurement is one of most significant measurements
in the here reported experiment.
c) temperature – for this purpose a set of 10 T-type
thermocouples was used. The measuring range of
the thermocouples was from –200°C to +350°C, while
their sensitivity was 30μV/K. They were distributed
in such a way as to be able to measure temperatures
at key points of the research rig.
d) electric power – measured using a laboratory DC
power supply with controlled output voltage and
current.
e) cooling water flow rate – measured by a rotameter
installed at cooling water inlet.

CALCULTIONS
The performance and operating parameters of the capillary
pumped loop are assessed based on the mass flow rate of the
working liquid and the heat balance of the CPL installation.
DETERMINING THE MASS FLOW RATE OF THE
LIQUID IN THE CPL INSTALLATION
The information on the flow rate of the liquid inside the
installation is essential when assessing the CPL performance
and calculating the balance heat. In the here examined case
of a single heat tube, direct measurement of this quantity is
extremely difficult, therefore is was indirectly determined, for
steady-state conditions, from the heat balance calculated for
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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the known values of the heat flux delivered to the evaporator
and the temperatures at key points. The mass flow rate
was calculated as the ratio of the heat flux delivered to the
evaporator and the heat of evaporation of the liquid in the
evaporator:

m

Q parownika
hlv

The next step in calculating the heat balance for the CPL
installation was assessing the heat loss to (or gain from) the
environment in the liquid and vapour transport lines.
These values were calculated using the following formulas:
• for the liquid transport line:

(1)

(6)

•

for the vapour transport line

CPL HEAT BALANCE
(7)

Calculating the heat balance for the CPL installation
aims at assessing: losses (or gains) of the heat delivered to
the installation, losses (or gains) of the heat passed to the
environment, and the heat transfer between particular
installation components. In the present case, the heat balance
was calculated using an in-house mathematical model being
a modification of the model proposed by Kay and Hoang
[12]. To calculate the heat balance for an installation we need
such data as: basic parameters of structural components of
the installation, the type and parameters of the working
fluid (at a given measuring point), the mass flow rate of the
working fluid, working fluid temperatures at key points of
the installation, the saturation pressure and temperature of
the fluid in the installation, heat transfer coefficients, the
mass flow rate and temperature of the cooling water in the
condenser, and the power delivered to the system.
The heat balance was calculated assuming that the working
medium in the installation is in a single-phase state, i.e. either
liquid or vapour.
During the steady-state CPL operation the following
condition is to be met:

Q parownik

Q skraplacz

(2)

The amount of heat delivered to the evaporator was
determined by measuring the electric power consumed by
the heater, while the heat collected by the condenser was
calculated from the cooling water heat balance.
(3)

The heat penetrating through the evaporator casing wall
was calculated as:
(4)

while the heat flux penetrating through the wick was
calculated from the formula:

(5)

where
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'Tknot is the temperature difference in the wick.
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL CPL TESTS
The experimental tests were performed using two
evaporators and two different working media, at different
thermal loads. To calculate the heat balance for the entire
installation, the effect of the delivered heat flux on the
temperature increase in the installation was firstly examined.
The first series of tests referred to the CPL system with
the evaporator filled with porous Ni-Cu wick material. The
working medium in the installation was water.
One measuring session in these tests lasted 12 hours.
During the initial 3 hours the installation was prepared
(heated) to reach the steady state and constant temperature.
After this time, the temperature in the compensation reservoir
was approximately equal to 120oC. Once the steady state
of system operation was reached, the evaporator started to
be heated by a small-power heater of 20 W power capacity.
It is noteworthy that the temperature at condenser outlet
slightly decreased after switching the cooling water flow on.
This temperature decrease was caused by cooling the liquid
transport line inlet as a result of conductive heat transfer
between the condenser and the liquid transport tube. The
analysis of temperature distribution as function of the
delivered heat flux, for water as working medium and the
evaporator filled with porous Ni-Cu wick material is shown
in Fig. 6.
The absolute pressure in the system was measured using
the pressure transducer installed on the liquid transport
line. This pressure was approximately equal to 3,24 bar and
remained unchanged during system operation (i.e. from the
time when the CPL start-up was observed). In the loop the
saturation state was reached, for the given pressure and the
corresponding temperature equal to 136,2oC.
The start-up of the installation (i.e. the flow of the
working medium) was confirmed by flow observation in
the visualisation (inspection) window installed on the vapour
transport line, and by measuring pressure difference in front
of and behind the evaporator. Another way to detect the
installation start-up was observing the temperature increase
in the vapour transport line.
With time, the temperature in the vapour transport line
also became steady and approximately equal to 115oC. This
temperature was measured using a thermocouple installed

Fig. 6. The effect of heat flux on temperature distribution, for water as working medium and evaporator filled with Ni-Cu wick material

on the outer wall of the vapour transport tube. Consequently,
the measurement was burdened with some error resulting
from conductive heat transfer through the tube wall and heat
loss to the environment.
The evaporator temperature was measured on the outer
evaporator wall by the measuring element (thermocouple)

placed under the heater. The temperature increased
sequentially, as a response to the increase of the delivered
thermal power. The initial thermal power delivered to the
system was 20 W and then, after each hour its value was
gradually increased by 10 W until it reached 100 W. When
this final level was reached, the temperature in the evaporator

Fig. 7. The effect of heat flux on temperature distribution, for acetone as working medium and evaporator filled with Ni-Al wick material
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Fig. 8. The effect of heat flux on temperature distributions, for acetone as working medium and evaporator filled with Ni-Cu wick material.

stabilised at the level of about 230oC and power delivery was
not increased any longer. The measurement was terminated.
The analysis of temperature distribution as function of the
delivered heat flux, for acetone as working medium and the
evaporator filled with porous Ni-Al wick material is shown
in Fig. 7, while for the evaporator filled with porous Ni-Cu
wick material it is given in Fig. 8
The installation with the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Al wick material was prepared for operation (heated)
during 2 hours, and the entire measuring session lasted 6,5
hours. The time of preparing the installation for operation
(heating) was chosen individually for each installation using
the trial and error method. As a consequence, compared to
the previous test with water and the evaporator filled with
Ni-Cu wick material, the preparation time was shortened
by one hour, to shorten the total time of a single measuring
session. For the first two hours, the compensation reservoir
was heated with constant heat flux until its temperature
stabilised at around 80oC and the pressure in the loop
reached an approximate level of 2,3 bar (corresponding to
the saturation pressure of acetone in the temperature of 80oC).
As stated by Tomlinson [13],in typical CPL installations filled
with acetone as working medium the temperature in the
compensation reservoir should stabilise at the level of about
80oC, before the evaporator heating can start.
The installation with the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Cu wick material was heated (prepared) for 1,5 hour
(until local parameters stabilised), and the entire measuring
session lasted 10 hours. As already mentioned, the preparation
(heating) time for each installation was different, as
determined experimentally in the trial and error tests.
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The installation with porous Ni-Al wick material was
heated using the heat flux the initial value of which was 20 W
and then, after each half-hour it was gradually increased by
10 W until the final, maximal level of 100 W was reached.
The installation with porous Ni-Cu wick material was heated
using the heat flux the initial value of which was 7 W and then,
after each hour it was gradually increased by 5 W until the
final, maximal level of 50 W was reached. The maximal power
used for heating the evaporator in this installation differed
from those in other installations, as this system was equipped
with a heater connected to the laboratory power supply the
maximal power of which was 50 W. As can be seen in Fig. 8,
the flow (motion) of the working medium was only observed
when the delivered thermal power equalled 30 W. This motion
manifested itself as the temperature increase in the vapour
transport line, with simultaneous temperature decrease in
the liquid transport line. Moreover, the flow of working
medium was observed in the visualisation window and in
pressure difference values recorded by the differential pressure
transmitter. When the thermal power of 20 W was delivered,
the flow was not observed and the temperature increase at
evaporator outlet resulted from heating the evaporator by
the heater (heat conduction). During the entire measuring
session, the temperature in the compensation reservoir
was kept at the approximate level of 80oC. At the end of the
session, i.e. for thermal power equal to 100 W, the temperature
on the heater exceeded 190oC, but the pressure inside the
installation was equal to the saturation pressure of about
2,15 bar, which corresponded to the saturation temperature
of 82,45oC. After delivering 100 W of thermal power to the
evaporator, the temperature inside the evaporator stabilised

at the approximate level of 195oC and the measurement was
terminated.
In the installation with the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Cu wick material, the flow of working medium was already
observed when the delivered heat flux was equal to 7 W. After
starting the evaporator heating, the temperature in the vapour
line increased and the flow was observed in the visualisation
window. At the beginning of the measuring session, i.e. at 7 W,
the temperature on the evaporator surface (i.e. on the heater)
was about 100oC, while at the end of measuring session, at
50 W, it reached approximately 150oC. After the temperature
stabilised at this level, the measurement was terminated.

Figure 10 compares the calculated and experimentally
recorded mass flow rate values as a function of the delivered
heat (heater power) for the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Cu wick material and acetone as working medium. The
presented diagram shows that the maximal mass flow rate
measured in the installation with acetone as working medium
is 0,08 [g/s], while the theoretical value calculated for the
same heater power is 0,015 [g/s].

COMPARING RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
WITH THE EXPERIMENT
MASS FLOW RATE
Figure 9 compares the calculated and experimentally
recorded mass flow rate values as a function of the delivered
heat (heater power) for the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Cu wick material and water as working medium. The
presented diagram shows that the maximal mass flow rate
measured in the installation with water as working medium
is 0,067 [g/s], while the theoretical value calculated for the
same heater power is 0,055 [g/s]. For the heater power equal
to 90 W the values obtained from the mathematical model
and from the experiment are comparable. In cases of larger
powers delivered to the evaporator we can observe the twophase flow in the system. In those cases the flow losses should
be calculated based on the so-called two-phase multiplier. For
smaller contents of vapour in the flow this multiplier takes
values from within 2 to 4. Taking this fact into account in
the calculations would lead to better convergence between
the calculated results and those recorded experimentally.

Fig. 10. Mass flow rate of acetone as working medium in the installation with
evaporator filled with porous Ni-Cu wick material vs. heat flux.

Fig. 11. Mass flow rate of acetone as working medium in the installation with
evaporator filled with porous Ni-Al wick material vs. heat flux.

Fig. 9. Mass flow rate of water as working medium in the installation with
evaporator filled with porous Ni-Cu wick material vs. heat flux.

Figure 11 compares the calculated and experimentally
recorded mass flow rate values as a function of the delivered
heat (heater power) for the evaporator filled with porous
Ni-Al wick material and acetone as working medium. The
presented diagram shows that the maximal mass flow rate
measured in the installation with acetone as working medium
is 0,25 [g/s], while the theoretical value calculated for the
same heater power is 0,35 [g/s].
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Taking into account the accuracy of the differential
pressure transducer used for measuring pressure differences
(±0,05 kPa) and the loss of heat dissipated to the environment,
we can state that for installations with acetone as working
medium the applied in-house mathematical model well
predicts the values recorded in the experiment.

CONCLUSIONS
CPL is an effective device for passive transport of heat
over relatively large distances. Its basic advantages refer to
the absence of external circulation pump (no electric power
consumption), the absence of disturbances, maintenance-free
operation (no moving parts), and wide range of adjustment
and control of operating temperatures in the system. Among
other places, CPL can be widely used in military industry
for heat collection from devices which are prone to high
temperatures.
The article presents the results of experimental tests which
aimed at determining abilities to collect in a passive way the
heat from precise electronic devices, at heat power generation
ranging up to 100 W, which is the value of heat generated by a
medium-power radio communication device, and transport it
over a distance of about 0,5 m. Further research plans in this
area include enlargement of heat fluxes and heat transport
distances.
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ABSTRACT

The article presents results which indicate that the use of catalytic reactors to reduce emissions of harmful compunds
contained in the exhaust gas is important in the operation of vehicle motors operation. Efforts of the shipbuilding
industry to reduce the toxicity of exhaust gas emitted by the main engines have been indicated and pointed to the
desirability of the use of these catalysts in maritime transport. It has been pointed out that studies of the harmful
substances in exhaust gases performer at vehicle inspection stations have an impact on increasing the safety of drivers
and other road users and contribute to preserving the natural environment by reducing the danger coming from cars
operating on Polish roads. An opinion has been expressed that the most serious threats to the environment are emitted
by car transport exhaust fumes, which are characterized by significant emission of toxic compounds excreted into the
atmosphere from tailpipe emissions.
It has been demonstrated that a fully functioning catalytic reactor, operating in a steady state at appropriate temperatures
and the composition of the mixture close to stoichiometric ratio, can reduce emissions of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides by more than 90%. Also, an assessment has been presented reporting the efficiency of catalytic
reactors of spark ignition engines operating in a test vehicle inspection station. The results of research in the evaluation
of their performance were correlated with their operation waveforms. Such an approach is justified by the fact that
during the operation of each vehicle the wear of its assemblies and components is different – including the catalytic
reactor. The catalytic layer undergoes aging so that there are changes in the structure and chemical composition of
the catalyst bed, while the overlapping of layers of different chemical compounds that block access to the active layer
of the reactor.
An opinion has also been expressed that it would be advisable to take steps to use research results presented in this
article for research of catalytic reactors similar use in diagnostic systems of marine combustion engines, especially the
main ones, which exhaust emissions are incomparably greater than in the case of car engines.
Keywords: ship engine, catalytic reactor, the catalytic reactor efficiency, harmful compounds

INTRODUCTION
In maritime transport, the most important factor is the
activity aimed to reduce the pollution in the exhaust gases
of combustion engines used for the propulsion of ships (i.e..
main engines). Therefore, the modern ship main engines,
especially large of great power, are designed and built taking
into account the requirements for environmental protection
(maritime especially). The requirements imposed by the
regulations of the International Maritime Organization
(IMO), which is under pressure from countries pursuing
environmental policies developed the Annex VI of the Marpol

73/78 Convent, ordering the protection of the atmosphere of
the marine environment from pollution by ships [5, 10, 11]. In
this respect, there is significant progress [5]. However, during
the operation of the engines, their ecological properties
deteriorate, forcing the use of appropriate systems diagnosing
adoptees to identify the harmful ingredients contained in
the exhaust gas. Particularly important is the determination
of such harmful substances contained in the exhaust gases,
such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur oxides (SOx), carbon
monoxide (CO), total emissions of hydrocarbons (THC),
volatile organic compounds (VOC) and particulate matter
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(PM). Less important is the noise generated by the main
engines, especially high powered, because they are low-speed
engines. Noise is a major detrimental factor in the case of
using engine speed, both as auxiliary power generators and
in particular to a high-speed drive of small vessels (e.g.
Hydrofoils). It can be expected that a significant acceleration
of the process of improving diagnosing these systems to
identify the composition of the exhaust gases of these engines
might be in the case of adopting the achievements in this
regards on car engines.
The car engine research, important from the environmental
point of view, currently allow to control emissions and the
composition of exhaust gases in the engine with spark
ignition, exhaust gases in a diesel engine, correct functioning
of the OBD system and the level of external noise [15]. For
the most serious threat to the environment they are emitted
by motor vehicle exhaust fumes. In order to reduce these
pollutants catalytic exhaust gas reactors are used, which
during operation of internal combustion engines of these
vehicles wear out like other assemblies as well as components
and elements of the car, so evaluation of their performance
by diagnosticians is very important.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE
CONDITIONS AND ASPIRATIONS OF
MARINE MAIN ENGINES PRODUCERS TO
REDUCE EXHAUST EMISSIONS
Marine vessel propulsion engines produced today are being
increasingly equipped, instead of a cam control timing and
fuel injection valve, depending on the angle of rotation of the
crankshaft, the electronically controlled hydraulic system.
This improves the combustion process in the work areas of
such engines, which influences their environmental friendly
properties as it lowers the amount of emissions of harmful
components contained in the exhaust gas. Such engines are
also equipped with a device monitoring emissions and other
equipment necessary to identify the technical condition of
these engines. A diagram showing the surveillance capabilities
of the engine, with regard to its technical condition, is shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 General scheme of the ship’s main engine including the possibility of
monitoring of its operation and the mode of emission control [5, 12]
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Manufacturers of such engines strive to provide [5]:
opacity exhaust gases which are as such when the
combustion in the engine operating areas is close to
stoichiometric,
• minimalization of the specific fuel consumption [g/kWh]
and thereby reduction of emissions of harmful substances
in the exhaust gases (which are contained in the fuel),
• minimalization of the unit consumption of oil [g/kWh]
and thereby the reduction of emissions of harmful
substances in the exhaust gases (which are included in
the lubricating oil).
Conducted studies have led to the determination of
impurities, for example such as nitrogen oxides (NOx),
sulfur oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons
(CH), particulate matter (PM) and other like derived from
the combustion of lubricating oil. The results of these tests
allowed to divide the exhaust gases of marine engines to
groups, both in terms of quantity as well as the possibility
of controlling the process of their formation [5]. Chemical
elements and compounds shown in Table 1 [5, 9] have been
accounted to the group of “common – main” exhaust gas
components. By contrast, chemical elements and compounds
shown in Table 2 [5, 9] have been accounted to the group of
“extra” exhaust gas components.

•

Tab. 1. Concentration of main components of exhaust gases of marine engines
with regard to the composition of dry air under natural conditions
[5, 9]

Component

Symbol

The scope of
concentration in
the exhaust gases

Concentration
in dry air
under natural
conditions

Nitrogen

N2

75÷77 % - vol.

78,08 % - vol.

Oxygen

O2

11,5÷15,5 % - vol.

20,95 – vol.
about . 350 ppm
- vol.

Carbon
dioxide

CO2

4,0÷6,5 % - vol.

Water

H2O

4,0÷6,0 % - vol.

Argon

Ar

0,8 % - vol.

0,934 % - vol.

SUMARILLY

-

> 99,7 % - vol.

-

Limit values of harmful compounds are as follows [5]:
• nitrogen oxides (NOx) – IMO - 17 g/kWh,
• sulphur oxides (SOx) – special areas (IMO) to 1,5 % S,
local limitations e.g. Sweden to 0,5 % S, MAN B&W 600 ppm (3 % S), Wartsila - 13,6 g/kWh (3 % S),
• carbon oxides (COx) – IMO – no limits, MAN B&WCO - 60 ppm, Wartsila - CO - 0,4 g/kWh CO2 - 0,5
kg/kWh,
• hydrocarbons (HC) – IMO – no limits MAN B&W 180 ppm, Wartsila - 0,4 g/kWh,
• particulate matter (PM) – IMO – no limits, MAN
B&W - 120 mg/Nm3, Wartsila - 0,6 g/kWh.
The endeavours of manufacturers of marine combustion
engines to reduce the value of such harmful substances
contained in exhaust gases, such as CO, HC and NOx could
be supported by the achievements of manufacturers of
automobile engines obtained in cooperation with scientific
institutions which investigate operational properties of

vehicles with regard to the possibility of use of catalytic
reactors.

which type of catalysts shown in Fig. 2 should be applied
primarily.

Tab. 2. Concentration of additional exhaust components of marine engines
and their level of concentration with respect to the factors that
influence the combustion process [13]

Component

Symbol

The level of
concentration
with regard to the
factors affecting
the combustion
process

The scope of
concentration in
the exhaust gases

Nitrogen
oxides

NOx

1000÷1500 ppm
- vol.

Relatively high if
not controlled

Sulphur
oxides

SOx

30÷900 ppm
- vol.

Depending on the
sulphur content of
the selected fuel

Carbon
oxides

CO

20÷150 ppm – vol

Relatively low with
good combustion

Total
emission of
hydrocarbons

THC

20÷100 ppm - vol.

Relatively low with
good combustion

Volatile
organic
compounds

VOC

20÷100 ppm - vol.

Relatively low with
good combustion

PM

20÷ 100 mg/Nm3
dry, at 15 % O2

Relatively low with
good combustion,
depending on the
ash and sulphur
content in the fuel

-

Linked with small
load, start of the
engine and the
rapid increase in
load

Particulates

Smoke

-

POSSIBILITIES OF TRANSFORMATION
OF SOME HARMFUL EXHAUST GASES
EMITTED BY ENGINES INTO HARMLESS
SUBSTANCES BY MEANS OF CATALYTIC
REACTORS
It is expected that the achievements in reducing harmful
emissions in car engines can be successfully included in
forming properties of ecological marine engines when using
catalytic reactors. Catalytic reactors allow such a significant
reduction in emissions resulting from the combustion process
in the engine cylinder that it is possible to comply with the
rigorous standards for emissions applicable in road transport.
Currently, catalytic reactors are used in a wide variety of
transport devices powered by internal combustion engines,
including commercial vehicles (trucks, buses), means of
handling (forklifts), locomotives, etc. . The modern catalytic
reactor is part of the exhaust gas system of all modern
passenger cars. It acts outside of the motor system, reducing
the amount of harmful chemicals in the exhaust gas.
The catalytic monolith, especially its outer surface promotes
the creation of new non-toxic compounds. Depending on the
needs and opportunities in shipbuilding one may consider

Fig. 2 Classification of catalytic reactors [4]

In the case of motor vehicles with spark ignition the task
of the catalytic reactor is to transform harmful exhaust gases,
mainly hydrocarbons HC, carbon monoxide CO and nitrogen
oxides NOX into harmless substances. Reducing emissions of
HC and CO is carried out by oxidation and reduction reaction
of NOX by HC. The purpose of the catalytic reactor is also the
acceleration of a chemical reaction or its proper orientation.
In the process of purifying exhaust gas the following chemical
reactions occur in the catalytic reactor [1]:
• oxidation of CO and HC in a singular reactor,
• oxidation of CO, HC and reduction of NOX in a double
reactor,
• oxidation and reduction in a multimode reactor.
A single catalytic reactor is characterized in that the exhaust
gas is supplied with additional air to an oxidizing carrier. The
source of additional air blower is usually rotary or special
valves (SLS). Hydrocarbons contained in the exhaust has are
converted to water vapor and carbon monoxide to carbon
dioxide. In this type of reactor, the nitrogen oxides are not
reduced. Due to increasing demand from emission standards,
single catalytic reactors are replaced with systems of several
reactors. The double catalytic reactor consists of two carriers
arranged in series: a reducing agent, wherein the absence of
air is followed by reduction of nitrogen oxides and oxidizing
agent, in which the oxidation of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide occurs. The advantages of the catalytic reactor
include a high tolerance fluctuations in the composition of the
fuel-air mixture and low cost implementation of the system.
Simultaneous oxidation of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide
and nitrogen oxide reduction takes place in a multimode
reactor but if the air-fuel ratio in the combustible mixture
is near the stoichiometric air excess ratio (λ=1). Important
here is the continuous adjustment of the composition of the
fuel-air mixture in the feedback circuit. The catalytic reactor
includes a carrier made as a monolithic ceramic or metal
honeycomb, coated with the intermediate layer, the active
layer and the sealant layer and insulating heat in the form
of mats and closing the entire heat-resistant housing made
of corrosion-resistant steel (Fig. 3).
Table 3 shows a comparison of some of the parameters
of catalytic reactors with ceramic monoliths and metallic
materials.
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of this model could rely on the inclusion in the s2 stage of this
process not only the content of CO in the exhaust gas, but
also HC and NOx, or on the formulation of a new stage of the
process corresponding to only the content of HC and NOx
in the exhaust gas. In addition, the use of catalytic reactor
could contribute to a better use of semi-markowski model of
marine diesel engine start-up process developed in order to
determine the expected value of the mass of pollutants in the
exhaust gases [3]. It is clear that in both cases it is necessary
to determine the effectiveness of the catalytic reactors.
Fig. 3. Elements of the catalytic reactor [8]

METHODS FOR ASSESSING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF CATALYTIC REACTOR
TO REDUCE TOXIC EMISSIONS OF
ENGINES WITH SPARK IGNITION

Tab. 3. Comparison of selected monolith parameters [8]
Monolith

Parameter
Number of channels [1/
cal 2]

ceramic

metallic

400

500

Length [m]

0,1

Unit area [m 2/m3]

2100

Precious metals [g/dm3]

3700
1,76

Hydraulic diameter [mm]

1,12

0,88

Filling level

0,69

0,73

Thermal conductivity [J/m∙s]

1,657

14

Specific heat [J/kg∙K]

1089

500

Monolith material density
[kg/m3]

2500

7300

Operation of the catalytic reactor is the reaction of
substances in the exhaust gases with the catalyst. With the
engine control based on data from the lambda probe optimum
performance of the catalytic reactor is selected. In combustion
engines:
• with spark-ignition usually trifunctional TWC (Three
Way Catalyst) reactors are used reducing nitrogen
oxides and simultaneously oxidizing hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide; for those reactions to occur at
the same time it is necessary to maintain the excess
air ratio of approx. λ=1,
• with self-ignition oxidation reactors are used which
causes the oxidation of HC and CO; simultaneous
reduction of NOx in this case is impossible because of
the work of these engines on poor mixtures.
The use of catalytic reactors enables the development of
a model of the combustion process in the workspace of the
marine engine piston in which one distinguishes the following
stages: s1 – full combustion (total and utter) s2 – incomplete
combustion, s3 – non-total combustion (incomplete and nontotal), s4 – quasi-detonation combustion [2]. The development
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The work of an engine with spark ignition causes the
emission of toxic substances contained in exhaust gases into
the environment. One way of reducing exhaust emissions
is to treat with a properly selected chemical reactions of
oxidation and reduction, which are carried out using the
catalytic reactor. It includes (in its construction) chemicals
that stimulate the components contained in the exhaust gas
to overlap in responses between them. During operation of
the vehicle it comes to deactivation processes of the reactor
which have an impact on the change of the structure and
chemical composition of the catalyst bed. It may also come
to overlaps of various compounds on the catalytic layer of
the reactor. Checking the efficiency of the catalytic reactor
can be performed using several methods [1, 6, 7]. One of the
methods of monitoring the performance of the reactor in
OBDII system is the evaluation of the instantaneous oxygen
concentrations before and after the reactor. It is based on
analysis of the decline in aerobic capacity of the reactor by
evaluating the signals from the oxygen sensor (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The voltage signal of the lambda sensors placed upstream and
downstream of the reactor [1]

The oxygen content is measured by a lambda sensor, which
acts as a galvanic cell. Placement of the sensor in the exhaust
system is shown in Fig. 5.

RESEARCH ON THE EFFICIENCY
OF CATALYTIC REACTORS

Fig. 5. Car exhaust gas system [15]

One part of the lambda probe is placed in the exhaust
stream while the second is in contact with the surrounding air.
The oxygen concentration in the exhaust gas is measured at a
frequency of approx.. 100 times per second and the correlation
of the composition of the fuel-air mixture approx. 300 times
per minute. The reaction rate of the sensor is 50 to 100 ms.
Another possibility to verify the effective operation of the
reactor is a method of using temperature sensors placed in
front of and behind it. The efficiency of the reactors is assessed
taking into account the increase in temperature resulting
from the exothermic chemical reactions inside. Temperature
rises are calculated from the thermal effect of the reactions
taking place in the reactor and is the sum of individual gains
resulting from the reaction of oxidation and reduction (Fig. 6).
An important method enabling the verification of the
efficiency of the catalytic reactor is called the OBM method
which is characterized by high accuracy. This is a method for
measuring the concentrations of CO, HC, NOx upstream and
downstream of the reactor. In order to measure the exhaust
gas, a sample is periodically transferred to the exhaust
analyser, which is determined by the efficiency of the reactor
and the degree of inactivation of the catalytic layer on the
basis of the content of CO, HC and NOx. A disadvantage of
this method is the high cost and low reliability of the analyser
caused by high temperature of the exhaust gas upstream of
the reactor.

The aim of the research presented in this paper was to
obtain a correlation between the efficiency of the catalytic
reactor and vehicle mileage. The study used engines with a
capacity of 1391 cm3 and a factory fitted catalytic reactor in
cars from the Volkswagen Group (VW, Skoda, Audi and
Seat). In these studies, it was assumed that wear and tear on
the catalytic reactor is affected by the time of his active work,
or distance travelled by the vehicle.
In contrast, the aging process caused by the passage of
unused vehicle time was omitted. The study included 140
vehicles divided into 4 groups with an average mileage of:
60, 90, 120 and 150 thousand kilometres. The vehicles were
examined repeatedly at 3 selected diagnostics stations (tests
conducted over a period of 3.5 years, both in summer and
winter).
During these tests, measurements were made using a gas
analyser. The efficiency of exhaust gas treatment in terms of
CO and HC depending on the course of the vehicles operation
was determined. The efficiency of the exhaust gas purification
was determined as the percent reduction of CO and HC in the
exhaust gas before and after the reactor. Changes in efficiency
of CO after-treatment depending on the mileage of the vehicle
are shown in Fig. 7, while of HC on Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution in reactors with varying degrees of efficiency
[1]
Fig. 7. Empirical course of changes in the efficiency of purification of exhaust
gas of CO in the reactor depending on the mileage of the operated
vehicle (own study)

Fig. 8. Empirical course of changes in the efficiency of purification of exhaust
gas of HC in the reactor depending on the mileage of the operated
vehicle (own study)
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Analysing Fig. 7 and 8, it can be said that with the vehicle
mileage increase the efficiency of the catalytic reactor
decreases. It should be noted (Fig. 7), that by the mileage of
60 thousand km the efficiency of the after-treatment of CO is
approx.. 90%, and at 150 thousand km drops only to approx..
5%. A much better situation comes with the after-treatment
of HC, because at 60 thousand km it was approx. 85% and at
150 thousand km it was approx. 45%. Comparison of changes
in the efficiency of exhaust has purification of CO and HC
for the assumed service life of motor vehicles is shown in
Table 4. In contrast, Table 5 presents a summary of changes
of mean concentrations of CO and HC.
Tab. 4. Comparison of changes in efficiency of after-treatment of CO and HC
(own study)
7KHHI¿FLHQF\
of exhaust gas
SXUL¿FDWLRQ

0LOHDJH>LQWKRXVDQGNP@
FKDQJH>@

60

150

with CO

90,5

5,4

85.1

with HC

85,7

45,6

40,1

Tab. 5. Comparison of observed changes of mean concentrations of CO and
HC during the analysed period of operation (own study)

3DUDPHWHUGHVFULSWLRQ

0LOHDJH>LQWKRXVDQG
NP@

FKDQJH
>@

60

150

The concentration of
CO in the exhaust gas
upstream of the reactor
[%]

0,4812

0,5513

7

The CO concentration
in the exhaust gas of the
reactor [%]

0,0562

0,5382

48

The reduction factor of
CO in the exhaust (the
ratio of the concentrations
of CO before and after the
reactor)

9,41

1,04

-

The HC concentration in
the exhaust gas upstream
of the reactor [%]

203,17

303,16

99,99

The HC concentration in
exhaust gases downstream
of the reactor [%]

28,43

167,52

139,09

7KHFRHI¿FLHQWRI
reduction of HC in
exhaust gas (HC ratio of
the concentrations before
and after the reactor)

7,21

1,65

-
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SUMMARY
The results of this study indicate that the use of catalytic
reactors in automobiles contributes to a significant reduction
of emissions of hazardous substances by internal combustion
engines. It seems reasonable to strive for a similar use of the
catalytic reactor to reduce the toxicity of exhaust gases of
marine engines, especially the mains which exhaust emissions
are incomparably greater than in the case of car engines.
The studies have shown that important diagnostic tests
are carried out in vehicle inspection stations, which seek to
eliminate the operation of vehicles with inoperative aftertreatment. It is clear that as a result of substantial autonomy
of tasks performer of transportation by ship the mentioned
possibility of purification of exhaust gases must be integrated
into the systems of diagnosing main engines, e.g. MAN B&W
Cocos (Computer Controlled Surveillance System) [13],
or diagnostic system by Wartsila CBM (Condition-Based
Maintenance) [14].
Among the methods for verifying the efficiency of the
catalytic reactors in the vehicle control stations OBM is a
noteworthy method that allows high accuracy measurements
of CO, HC, NOx before and after the reactor. This method has
be used in studies to assess the efficiency of catalytic reactors
in spark ignited engines in vehicles from the Volkswagen
Group (VW, Skoda, Audi and Seat), the results of which were
presented in this article.
The analysis of the efficiency of after-treatment of CO and
HC clearly shows that with the movement time of the vehicle
(the road distance travelled by the vehicle) the efficiency of
the catalytic exhaust reactor is reduced, and after travelling
for approx. 90 thousand km (60-150 thousand km) the loss
of efficiency is almost radical. The distance travelled by the
vehicle has a great impact on the decline in the efficiency
of the reactor gas cleaning of CO than of HC, which i san
important cognitive application.
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CORROSION FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION RATE
CHARACTERISTICS FOR WELDABLE SHIP AND OFFSHORE STEELS
WITH REGARD TO THE INFLUENCE OF LOADING FREQUENCY
AND SALTWATER TEMPERATURE
Marek Jakubowski
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT
After Vosikovsky (1975), the corrosion fatigue crack growth rate (CFCGR) characteristics have been divided into three
regions. The region-III rates are very close to mechanical fatigue crack growth rates. CFCGR formulae, including the
long-crack length effect (in region I only), the loading frequency effect (in region II only), and the saltwater temperature
effect, have been proposed. It has been assumed that CFCGR is proportional to f –k, where f is the loading frequency
and k is a constant. The averaged k-value for all steels of yield stress (YS) below 500 MPa, usually with ferrite-pearlite
microstructures, is higher than that for YS > 500 MPa, usually with quenched and tempered microstructures. The
temperature effect does not appear in region I below room temperature. In the remaining cases, that is, in region I for
elevated temperatures and in region II for both low and elevated temperatures, the CFCGR increases with increasing
temperature. Under a potential of –0.8 V, a long-crack-length effect, qualitatively similar to analogous effect for free
corrosion conditions, appears.
Keywords: corrosion fatigue,crack growth rate,crack length,saltwater temperature,frequency effect,ship and offshore steels

NOMENCLATURE
a
an
CII
da/dNair
da/dNe
da/dNf
da/dNfT
da/dN T
da/dNTr
Eact
f
k
n
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– the crack length [m]
– net length of crack (as measured from the notch
root) [mm]
– a coefficient in the relation between β and ΔK in
region II [(MPa m1/2)n]
– mechanical fatigue crack growth rate [m/c]
– corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at a loading
frequency of 0.1 Hz and room temperature [m/c]
– corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at a frequency
f [m/c]
– corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at a frequency
f and temperature T [m/c]
– corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at a temperature
T [m/c]
– corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at room
temperature Tr [m/c]
– activation energy [kJ/mol]
– loading frequency [Hz]
– exponent of the loading frequency effect [–]
– exponent in the relation between β and ΔK in
region II [–]
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R
RG
T
T°C
Tr
Tr°C
UTS
YS
β

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

ΔK
ΔKI-II

–
–

ΔK II-III

–

ΔP

–

the stress ratio in a loading cycle [–]
universal gas constant = 8.3143 [J/K]
temperature [K]
temperature [°C]
room temperature [K]
room temperature [°C]
ultimate tensile strength [MPa]
yield strength of material [MPa]
relative effect of environment, that is, the ratio
(CFCGR)/(FCGR) [–]
stress intensity factor range [MPa m1/2]
stress intensity factor range value at the border
between regions I and II of the characteristics
a constant representing the value of ΔK for which
the relative effect of the environment for region
II equals 1
load range [MPa]

abbreviations
CFCGR – corrosion fatigue crack growth rate
CT
– compact tension specimen
FCGR – (mechanical) fatigue crack growth rate
SEN
– single edge notched specimen

INTRODUCTION
Users and designers of welded marine structures have
a choice between different methods of lifespan predictions,
comprehensively discussed by Vázquez et al. [1]. Some of the
methods consider the total life of a structural component as
a sum of progressive crack initiation steps, some as a process
of short and then long crack propagation, but numerous
methods consider it as the sum of the phases of crack initiation
and propagation. In some approaches to lifespan calculations,
the short crack propagation period can be considered as the
crack initiation period and calculated by low cycle fatigue
methods or analysed “using a small crack correction to the
large crack rate model” [1]. In such cases, fracture mechanics
crack-propagation characteristics for long cracks are useful.
The characteristics are much more complex for corrosion
fatigue than for mechanical fatigue and they are the focus
of interest of the present paper.
The characteristics of the corrosion fatigue crack
propagation rate da/dNe versus the stress intensity factor
range ΔK for long cracks have been divided into three regions
(I, II, and III) by Vosikovsky [2]. The division of the corrosion
fatigue crack propagation rate diagram for the regions
proposed by Vosikovsky is shown schematically in Fig. 1a.

Fig.1. Schematic diagrams of the characteristics of the fatigue and corrosion
fatigue crack growth rate under free corrosion potential for different loading
frequencies (f) and load levels (ΔP): (a) traditional, i.e. established for a
long time by Vosikovsky [2]; (b) proposed by the author [3], i.e. described by
relations (1) and (2).

Below, region III has been omitted because in this region
the corrosion fatigue crack propagation is usually dominated
by purely mechanical factors and the corrosion fatigue crack
growth rates (CFCGRs) in region III do not differ much from
fatigue crack growth rates (FCGRs) da/dNair. Therefore, the
present paper is focused on the regions I and II. The only
differences between the regions noted by Vosikovsky were
the value of the slope m (which is higher for region I) and the
effect of the loading frequency, which is negligible for region
I and evident in region II. The present author has analysed
his own CFCGR test results for a steel under different but
constant values of the stress intensity factor range ΔK and
has described them by the following empirical formulae [3]:
da
dNe

da
E
d N air

da
 1.15(a n ) 0.5
d N air

(1)

for region I
and
da
dNe

da
E
d N air

da
 C II  ('K )  n
d N air

da
d N air

§ 'K
 ¨¨
© 'K II  III

·
¸¸
¹

n

(1)

for region II
where ΔK is the stress intensity factor range and an is the
net-length of the crack (in millimetres) as measured from the
notch root, while the nominal length (a) of the crack includes
both an and the length of the notch. The values CII and n are
constants. Value ΔKII-III is an alternative form of constant CII
, that is, the value of ΔK for which β = 1 in region II. In the
above equations, value of β is called the relative effect of the
environment and is equal to (da/dNe)/(da/dNair).
A specific effect of the crack’s net length for long-corrosionfatigue cracks (in paper [3]) for an > 1 mm) is described by
Equation (1). This has been called the long-crack-length effect.
The effect is inverse to the short crack length effect, which
is well-known (e.g. [4,5]) and will not be considered in the
present paper. In the light of later considerations [6], Equation
(1) is well-founded theoretically, and therefore the previously
[3] proposed alternative form containing the term log(an)
will not be considered in the present paper. The values of the
crack net-length and the corresponding ΔKI-II, which cuts off
region II from region I, can be calculated as the intersection
of the characteristics of regions I and II.
The above equations have been used for the description of
different CFCGR curves [3]. All types of salt water solutions,
that is, 3.5% NaCl solution, artificial sea water, and natural
sea water, were considered jointly. From the CFCGR point of
view, the main difference between both sea waters and NaCl
solution is the presence of Ca 2+ and Mg2+ in both former
waters. CaCO3 and Mg(OH)2 can be deposited on the crack
walls and increase the crack closure effect, influencing the
crack growth rates, but not in a free corrosion regime. The
kinetics of the deposition of both compounds increases along
with the potential drop. Scott and Silvester’s [7] investigations
confirmed that the CFCGRs in both 3.5%NaCl and natural
seawater were almost the same under free corrosion as
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well as under standard cathodic protection (–0.8 V),
while they differed markedly under stronger protection of
–1.0 V. Naturally, a biological activity effect would appear
in prolonged tests in natural seawater only, but it is not
considered in the present paper. The CFCGR characteristics
for region I are satisfactorily described by Equation (1); that
is, the relative effect of the environment (β) is dependent on an
only, and this is independent of the mechanical properties and
microstructure of weldable low carbon and low alloy steels (YS
= 265–932 MPa) as well as independent of ΔK, the specimen
types and dimensions (including thickness), the stress ratio
(R = 0–0.7), and the cycle frequencies (f = 0.00139–1 Hz) [3].
The value of β in region II is independent of the crack netlength an but depends on ΔK, the specimen thickness, and
the loading frequency f. The following values of the constants
CII = 214 (MPa·m1/2) n, or alternatively ΔKII-III = 87.5 MPa∙m1/2,
and n = 1.2 for region II have been evaluated in [3] for the
frequency f = 0.1 Hz. The value of (da/dN)e in both regions
is, naturally, dependent on ΔK and the stress ratio R in the
same way as (da/dN)air is. For region II, the characteristics
are not so satisfactorily described as for region I, since the
effects of some variables are not recognized. The effects of the
mechanical properties of steels are unknown, and although
they cannot be excluded, they do not seem to be of primary
importance. The effect of material thickness is evident [3]:
an increase of the thickness from 7.5 mm to very large values
(theoretically “infinite”) causes an increase of CFCGR by
a maximum of a factor of 1.4. The characteristics for region
II are valid for a loading frequency of 0.1 Hz only (the effect
of f will be introduced below) and analogously to region I for
any given stress ratio R ≥ 0, since the effect of the R-value
decreases as ΔK is increased.
The validity of the characteristics for both regions for
R < 0 has not been confirmed. However, the tests reported by
Morgan and Thorpe [8] have shown that for R = –1, the FCGRs
in air were close to the upper bound of the rates for R ≥ 0,
while CFCGRs were close to the lower bound of results for
R ≥ 0. This means that the relative effect of the environment
(β) for R = –1 is lower than for R ≥ 0, that is, lower than is
predicted by relation (1). An analogous conclusion can be
drawn from the test results of Kostenko and Tetarencev [9].
Thus for R < 0, the characteristics for both regions represent
a conservative estimation of CFCGR. For R = –1, the degree
of this conservativeness does not seem to be significant but
should be more significant for more negative R-values, since
saltwater reacts with the crack tip only when the crack is
opened.
The reason for the absence of the loading frequency effect
in region I and its presence in region II has been explained
on the basis of a theoretical model [6], but the model does
not allow the effect to be described quantitatively. However,
the effect of frequency cannot be considered negligible – it
is of primary importance when taking into account a wide
range of loading frequencies occurring in the service of ship
and offshore structures. The saltwater temperature is another
factor that should be included in empirical models and
should be analysed against the background of the assumed
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division of the CFCGR diagrams into regions I and II. The
main goal of the present paper is to elaborate some empirical
characteristics that include both loading frequency and sea
water temperature effects, which can be applied in corrosion
fatigue crack propagation lifespan prediction for structural
details. The possible ranges of the loading frequency exponent
and activation energy values to be put into the characteristics
have been proposed. For more tentative predictions, the
characteristics do not need any other empirically evaluated
constants besides the characteristics for FCGR, which can
be found very easily in the literature. Other models [1] need
numerous empirical constants even for a purely mechanical
fatigue case.

EFFECT OF LOADING FREQUENCY
The effect of the loading frequency on the FCGR
characteristics is usually considered negligible. For
environments more aggressive than a standard atmosphere,
the CFCGR characteristics should include the effect of loading
frequency. Usually, this effect is taken into account only in
region II of the characteristics, while in region I it is very
weak or does not exist. The following form of the relation
between CFCGR and the load cycle frequency f is proposed:

da
dN

v f
f

k

(3)

In general, the loading-frequency effect has been evaluated
below on the basis of published data. The authors of the
published data investigated just the effect of the loading
frequency but almost none of them evaluated the exponent
k. The present author has not investigated the very same
steel specimens under different frequencies of loading and
under the very same remaining parameters characterizing
the test conditions. However, the same St41U5 grade steel
has been investigated under frequencies of 1 Hz using SEN
specimens [10] and 0.1 Hz using CT specimens [11]. The
crack growth rate characteristics for region II described by
Equation (2) are independent of the crack net-length, and
therefore the characteristics should be independent of the
specimen type; thus the test results for region II for different
specimen geometries can be compared directly. The same
curve described by Equation (2) has been used as a reference
one to evaluate the loading frequency effect for 15G2ANb
grade steel of a higher strength investigated by the present
author [10] and even for a high-strength quenched and
tempered steel investigated by Knight [12]. This approach
could be a little risky, since the effect of steel strength on
the region-II characteristics cannot be excluded, although
it has not been evidently shown by any author. This effect of
steel strength has been demonstrated for cathodic protected
steels only [13].
The values of the exponent k shown in Table 1 should be
considered as approximate only. The ratios of the CFCGRs
for different frequencies (e.g. f2 and f1; see Fig. 1) have been

read from each diagram: one value at ΔK = ΔKI-II for the
lower frequency (f2) and other value at ΔK > ΔKI-II(f2). This
means that the compared rates were from region II of the
characteristics. For ΔK < ΔKI-II (f2), the frequency effect would
be underestimated since the rate for f2 was from region I,
which is independent of f, while for higher frequencies the
rates were from region II.
The results for grade R5 steel obtained by Zhang et al. [14]
need some comments. There are no distinguished regions I
and II in [14]. The results were obtained under constant ΔK
by “shedding the applied load range as crack length increased
[…] and gradually decreasing the loading frequency (in steps
of 1.0, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05 Hz) […] in 1 mm crack increments”
per each level of frequency. Although the values of constants
ΔK II-III and n in Equation (1b) for region II are not as well
verified by experiments [3, 30] as constants in (1b) for region I,
they can be considered as tentative values. The corrosion
fatigue crack growth rate for region II for R5 steel at 500 N/
mm3/2, calculated by Equation (1) (correcting for a frequency
of 0.2 not 0.1 Hz) equals 1.75∙10-4 mm/c, while the rate read
from the appropriate diagram (Fig. 2 in [14]) is about 1.66∙10-4
mm/c.

Fig.2. Arrhenius plot elaborated by the present author [30] for different test
data [7, 17, 28, 29].

The data can, therefore, be attributed to region II, where the
CFCGRs are independent of crack net-length and dependent
on frequency. For ΔK = 300 N/mm3/2 , however, the calculated
rates for region II in R3, R4, and R5 grades of mooring
steels, from two manufacturers each, are equal from 6.4 to
9.1∙10-5 mm/c, while the read-off values are between 1.3 and
2.3∙10-5 for a frequency of 0.2 Hz and below 3∙10-5 mm/c for
the lowest frequency tested. The data for ΔK = 300 N/mm3/2
can therefore be attributed to region I instead, where they
should be independent of the loading frequency. Meanwhile,
a frequency reduction from 1 to 0.05 Hz caused increases of
the CFCGRs by factors of 1.15 to 1.50. In the opinion of the
present author, this could be caused by the crack length (an)
effect. Zhang et al. did not give information in [14] about the
crack lengths corresponding to the frequencies of 1.0, 0.5,
0.1, and 0.05 Hz, but the present author deduced that the
an-values were about 2.5 and 5.5 mm for frequencies of 1.0
and 0.05 Hz, respectively. This means that the multiplication
factor caused by the an-effect shown by Equation (1b) was 1.48,
thus in four cases out of six the factor is stronger than the
(apparent, if the argumentation is valid) effect of frequency.

This phenomenon could be caused by: (i) a weaker effect of an
at such low value of ΔK, since the effect was originally based
on data gathered at higher ΔK-values; (ii) an inverse frequency
effect sometimes observed at low ΔK; that is, “decreased
frequency gave decreased crack growth rates, as well as an
increased corrosion fatigue crack growth threshold” [15].
Under free corrosion conditions and at high R-values, the
inverse frequency-effect could be caused by crack-tip blunting
by anodic dissolution at low CFCGRs.
In synthetic soil solution, exponent k is equal to 0.1 [16],
whereas in seawater under a cathodic potential of –1.05 V
and in sour brine solution under free corrosion, the exponent
increases from 0.28 to 0.67 as the steel strength is increased
[15]. In saltwaters under free corrosion, the obtained values
of exponent k are contained in the broad range of 0.17–0.44
(Table 1). In many cases where the values of exponent k
were evaluated for different values of ΔK, for room and
lower temperatures a more or less marked decrease of the
exponent with an increase of ΔK is evident. This means that
CFCGR curves obtained for different but constant loading
frequencies (e.g. Fig.1) exhibit convergence in the increasing
ΔK direction. At elevated temperatures the curves for different
frequencies are parallel (T = 320K) or they exhibit a divergence
(T = 345 K). The CFCGR data for different frequencies and
different temperatures have been obtained on the basis of
Thomas and Wei’s [23] test results simply as a sum of the
“pure” CFCGR, read from appropriate diagrams in [23], and
the mechanical FCGR equation (in this case in argon gas, not
in air) taken from the same reference.
The arithmetic mean values of the exponent k over some
ranges of ΔK for each steel have been given in Table 1.
Values of k for any given ΔK differed from the mean value
by a maximum of the order of ±20% in eight cases and of the
order of 10% or below for the remaining 11 cases (about 0%
for SM41A, St41U5, 15G2ANb, HT55, Q1(N), 12Ni5Cr3Mo,
Fe410, and Fe510). The values of k are summarized in Table
2. It is evident that a stronger effect of the loading frequency
(larger k-values) is observed for steels of yield strength (YS)
below 500 MPa, where the arithmetic mean value of exponent
k is very similar to that resulting from the theoretical model
[6]. The overwhelming majority of steels of this group have
equilibrium ferritic-pearlitic microstructure, while the steels
of YS > 500 MPa are quenched and tempered or thermomechanically processed.
The following formula for CFCGRs in region II is based on
Formula (2) with ΔKII-III = 87.5 MPa∙m1/2 = 2766 N/mm3/2 and
n = 1.2 evaluated for the loading frequency f = 0.1Hz [9] and
does not take into account the mentioned drop of k-values
with an increase of ΔK-values, assuming that k-values are
averaged over some ΔK ranges:

da
dN

f

da
 0,1k f
d N air

k

§ 'K
¨¨
© 'K I  III

·
¸¸
¹

n

(4)

The above formula with the abovementioned values of
constants ΔK II-III and n enables the prediction of all the
region-II CFCGR diagrams obtained by the present author
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and by the other authors that are cited in [3]. The predicted
rates differ from the measured ones by a maximum factor
of 1.5 (usually lower), and therefore the formula gives a first
approximation of the CFCGR characteristics for region II for
all analysed steels. Different values of constants ΔKII-III and n
will, presumably, be determined in future on the basis of more
numerous test results. The same formula (4) has been used to
describe the results of Oberparleitner and Schutz [27] for steel
grades FeE355KT (YS ≥ 355MPa), FeE460 (YS≥ 460 MPa),
and FeE690 (YS ≥ 690 MPa) with a small error of about 10%.
The CFCGRs for FeE355KT steel were slightly overestimated
while for both grades of higher strength the rates were slightly
underestimated; this means that an increase of the steel
strength caused only a slight increase of the CFCGRs under
free corrosion potential. The independency of the exponent
k of ΔK is a simplification of the present empirical model
that agrees with the present author’s theoretical model [6].

EFFECT OF THE WATER TEMPERATURE
Relations (1), (2), and (4) are valid for a saltwater
environment at room temperature only. The description and
evaluation of the temperature effect shown below are based
on the approach widely applied to the rate of the corrosion
process, which is considered to be a thermally activated
process. For CFCGRs, this approach was applied for the first
time by Telseren and Doruk [28]. According to this approach,
the CFCGR for any given temperature T, that is, da/dNT, can
be expressed by the following proportion:
 E act
da
)
v exp(
dNT
RG T

(5)

where Eact is the activation energy of the process, T is the
environmental temperature (in K), and RG = 8.3143 J· K- 1 · mole-1
is the gas constant.
For data obtained by Thomas and Wei [23], the activation
energy values Eact have been calculated directly by Equation
(5), that is, by comparison of the ratio of CFCGRs at two
different temperatures to the ratio of the above exponential
function values at the same temperatures. Eact values are
shown in Table 3 for different temperature intervals. In some
cases, the real stress intensity factor ΔK levels corresponding
to both of the compared temperatures differed more than in
other cases. In these cases, the directly evaluated Eact can be
considered as apparent values. According to Equations (1)
and (2), these values of Eact have been corrected for the ΔK
effect, assuming that the CFCGR is proportional to (ΔK)m
for region I and to (ΔK)m-n for region II, with values of n = 1.2
and Paris Law exponent m = 3.37 (this last was evaluated by
Thomas and Wei). The apparent and corrected values of Eact
are marked with single or double asterisks in Table 3.
The above relation (5) also means that the CFCGR
expressed as a function of reciprocal temperature, that is,
on the Arrhenius diagram, can be approximated by a straight
line, and the activation energy can be evaluated on the basis
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of the slope of the line. In order to evaluate this energy, for
the reanalysed investigations [7, 17, 28, 29], a ratio of the
CFCGR at any given temperature (da/dNT) to the rate at the
lowest temperature tested in the same investigations (da/
dNTmin) has been calculated and plotted on the Arrheniustype diagram (Fig. 2) [30]. The values of activation energy
are shown in Table 4.
It is difficult to draw general qualitative and quantitative
conclusions concerning the effect of temperature because
of the limited number of data. In fact, all investigations and
theoretical analyses of weldable steels [7, 17, 23, 27, 28] have
shown that in region II the temperature effect is undoubtedly
present. In their theoretical model, Thomas and Wei [23]
assumed no temperature effect at all in region I, whilst
assuming that there is an effect in region II. Matocha [31]
tested a low alloy steel with a medium carbon content
(sensitive to stress corrosion cracking SCC, and not weldable)
in distilled water, and similarly stated that a strong effect of
temperature exists only in region II of the CFCGR curves
(Eact = 21.64 kJ/mole). Regarding region I, however, there are
some controversies:
– some researchers are of the opinion that the temperature
effect does not exist in region I; that is, Thomas and Wei
[23] showed this by a theoretical model and Matocha [31]
did so based on the test results for a non-weldable steel;
– the test results of weldable steels obtained by Thomas
and Wei [23] and Cowling et al. [29] have led the present
author to a different opinion that the temperature effect in
region I does not exist at low temperatures (below room
temperature) but evidently exists at elevated temperatures
(above room temperature).
The test results obtained by Scott and Silvester [7] are
singular and need some comments. They stated that CFCGR
decreased by a factor of two as the saltwater temperature
decreased from 20 to 5 °C. This leads to a very high activation
energy value of 31.3 kJ/mole, as shown in Table 4. This resulted
directly from the comparison of two different series of data
points for these temperatures (Fig. 3). The authors stated that
the data in this figure had been gathered under the following
load ranges: 0.9 to 13.3 kN (ΔP = 12.4 kN) and 0.9 to 17.8 kN
(ΔP = 16.9 kN). However, they did not define which data are
for which level of ΔP. Taking into account the fact that in
both series the specimen geometry (including notch depth)
was the same and that the fatigue crack net-length (i.e., as
measured from the notch root) at the beginning of the crack
growth recording were similar, the above ΔP values can be
attributed to the definite series of data. The values of ΔK
read from the diagrams for the initial (first from the left)
data point are 15.2 and 19.7 MPam1/2 for temperatures of
20 and 5°C, respectively. Thus the ratio of the second value
to the first is 1.3, while the ratio of the higher to the lower
value of ΔP is 1.36. Therefore it can be concluded that the
experimental data for 5 °C have been obtained at ΔP = 16.9 kN
and the data for 20 °C at ΔP = 12.4 kN. The true value of
the temperature effect is, therefore, masked by the ΔP effect
(Fig. 1) and the value Eact = 31.3 kJ/mole can be considered

as an apparent value (see Table 4). A more realistic value can
be determined by comparison of the data for 5 °C (obtained
for ΔP = 16.9 kN) with the curve for 20 °C for the same ΔP;
the last curve has been predicted by Equation (1). This value
is marked in Table 4 as a corrected value. Scott and Silvester
have not given detailed information about the specimen
type and geometry (only the thickness B = 25.4 mm). In his
letter to the present author (from the year 1991), P.M. Scott
also stated that the specimens used were CT-type of width
W = 50.8 mm, but he did not provide information on the
notch depth anotch, which is necessary to calculate the crack
net-length an. By entering the abovementioned initial values
of ΔK and the abovementioned values of B, W, and ΔP into
the formula most commonly used in the seventies of the 20th
century for the stress intensity factor [32], one can obtain
initial a/W values equal to 0.382 and 0.375 for 20 and 5 °C
respectively. The most probable value of anotch/W is 0.3 since:
(i) the formula for the stress intensity factor is valid for a/W
≥ 0.3; and (ii) the initial values of an are then equal to 4.16
and 3.78 mm for temperatures of 20 and 5 °C, respectively,
that is, very close to very often applied pre-crack lengths (an).

curve for the same ΔP of 12.4 kN is an additional confirmation
of the validity of the empirical model described by Equation
(1) and less precisely by Equation (2). Comparing the data
for 5 °C to the predicted curve for the same ΔP-level but
a temperature of 20 °C, it is evident that over a dominant part
of region I the CFCGRs are approximately independent of
the temperature shift from 20 to 5 °C. A temperature effect
is observed only for values of ΔK above about 29 MPa·m1/2,
close to the border between regions I and II and in region
II. Values of Eact equal to about 24, 17.6, and 14.3 kJ/mole
have been determined in this area of the diagram for values
of ΔK of about 29, 32.5, and 35.3 MPa∙m1/2, respectively; the
mean value of Eact is equal to 18.6 kJ/mole. It is worse recalling
Thomas and Wei’s [23] results, for which the average value
Eact has been assumed to be 0 kJ/mole (Table 3) in region I
below room temperature. For the highest value of ΔK (about
31 MPa·m1/2), close to the border between regions I and II in
[23], values of Eact were evidently greater than zero (Table 3).
The averaged value of 18.6 kJ/mole, which is based on Scott
and Silvester’s [7] results, can be considered as representing
region II rather than region I. Thus it seems that Scott and
Silvester’s data for low temperatures support rather the above
expressed opinion (2) regarding the lack of the temperature
effect in region I for temperatures below room temperature.
CFCGR in a water environment of any given temperature
T can be evaluated by the following equation resulting from
Equation (5):
§ E (T  Tr ) ·
da
da
¸¸
 exp¨¨ act
(6)
d N T d N Tr
© RG Tr T ¹
where Tr is room temperature and da/dNTr is the CFCGR
at the room temperature. In spite of the limited number of
data available and the large variance of the activation energy
(Eact), the present author suggests the following tentative
values of Eact to be entered in the above equation: 9–18.6 kJ/
mole in region II and in region I close to the border with
region II for low and elevated temperatures, 0 kJ/mole in
region I for T≤ Tr, and 9 kJ/mole in region I for T ≥Tr; this
last value is based on Thomas and Wei’s [23] data only. For
more precise calculations, appropriate values of Eact should
be determined on the basis of the test results of the analysed
material, environment (including temperature interval), and
loading parameters.
According to the out-of-date Polish Standard
PN-79/H-04370 for impact tests, the term “room temperature”
in the present paper is defined as the temperature in the range
of °C, which is broader than that in the current standard
PN-EN 10045-1, where it is defined as 23 ± 5 °C.

Fig.3. Comparison of the crack growth rates for different temperatures [7] and
the prediction considering the effect of the different load ranges (indication
of the long crack length effect), at a loading frequency equal to 0.1 Hz, and
oxygen content in the range 7–8 mg/l.

JOINT EFFECT OF THE LOADING
FREQUENCY AND WATER ENVIRONMENT
TEMPERATURE AND ITS VERIFICATION

The predicted curves for 20 °C for both ΔP levels are shown
in Fig. 3. The good fit of the experimental data to the predicted

Since equations (1), (2), and (4) have been obtained and
verified for saltwater environments at room temperature, the
term da/dNTr in Equation (6) has been substituted by the crack
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growth rate given by Equations (1) and (4). The following final
formulae for CFCGR at any given loading frequency f and
saltwater temperature T have been obtained:
for region I
da
dN

fT

§ E (T  Tr ) ·
da
¸¸
 1.15 (a n )1 / 2  exp¨¨ act
d N air
© RG Tr T ¹

(7)

for region II
da
dN

fT

da
 0,1k f
d N air

k

§ 'K
¨¨
© 'K II  III

·
¸¸
¹

n

§ E (T  Tr ) ·
¸¸
 exp¨¨ act
© RG Tr T ¹

(8)

where an is in millimetres. The values of the constants ΔKII= 87.5 MPa∙m1/2 = 2766 N/mm3/2 and n = 1.2 for region
III
II have been verified on the basis of a smaller number of
experimental data than the coefficient 1.15 and the exponent
½ in Equation (7).
The frequency or temperature effects have been evaluated
based on the measured distances between different CFCGR
curves in appropriate published diagrams. The curves have
usually been given by relatively large data points with scatter
in log-log coordinates, not by approximation lines. The present
author assessed that individual values of exponent k and
energy Eact differed from their mean values due to inaccurate
readouts from diagrams by a maximum of about ±5%. In
the case of Eact, larger error is due to scatter of CFCGRs. The
accuracy for mean values is better and depends on a number
of individual measurements. The above model with proposed
values of parameters has been elaborated not to substitute
for empirical data for specific materials in specific conditions
but rather to be used when there are no data and a tentative
approach is acceptable.
Below, the CFCGRs predicted by the above formulae
(7) and (8) have been compared with the total values of
CFCGRs calculated by the present author on the basis of
the experimental results obtained by Thomas and Wei [23]
for different values of loading frequency and different values
of saltwater temperature. Their tests were realized under ΔK
= constant, with the loading frequency abruptly changing as
the crack length increased in the range of 9–18 mm according
to an appropriate diagram given in [23]. Mechanical FCGRs,
da/dNm, were tested in argon gas, and therefore da/dNm has
been substituted for da/dNair in Equations (7) and (8). The
average value of exponent k of 0.24 for high-strength steels has
been assumed. Values of Eact based on [23] are differentiated
largely over the tested ranges of ΔK, T, and f (Table 3); the
present author has not been able to find any regularity in
this differentiation, and therefore some averaged values have
been assumed: 9 kJ/mole for region I at elevated temperatures
and for region II for all temperatures tested and 0 J/mole for
region I below room temperature.
The comparison of the experimental results data with the
predictions is shown in Figures 4 and 5 for T ≤ Tr and T > Tr
respectively. Conformity of the predictions with the data
seems to be satisfactory in spite of the use of averaged values
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of Eact. For the highest ΔK ≈ 30 MPa, at all the temperatures
tested, the tests practically run in the region II regime only,
since the crack lengths were relatively long (an = 9–18 mm).
The predictions for region I are not represented by straight
horizontal lines as could be expected, since the tests at
every frequency of loading were realized in another crack
length interval, so the crack length effect appeared for the
long cracks. The crack length effect for such long cracks is
not as appreciable as for an < 9 mm, but comparison of the
prediction to the data points suggests that the effect could
be partially responsible for variations of the CFCGRs for
different frequencies of loading in region I, where a pure
effect of frequency should not exist.

Fig.4. Comparison of the corrosion fatigue crack growth rates in HY 130 steel
at room and a lower temperatures, calculated by the present author on the
basis of the results obtained by Thomas and Wei [23] (points), with the rates
predicted by equations (8) and (9) (curves) for the different values of stress
intensity factor range ǻK [MPaξm] and loading frequency.

Contrary to all other tests realized under free corrosion
potential and discussed in the present paper, Thomas and
Wei’s tests [23] were realized under cathodic potential,
although the degree of the cathodic polarization does not
seem to be very strong, since the cathodic potential was only
0.036 V below the free corrosion potential. A reanalysis of
Scott and Silvester’s [7] data has revealed that a load-range
effect qualitatively similar to that observed under free
corrosion potential (Fig.1), but somewhat weaker, has also
appeared at a potential of –0.8 V, that is, about 0.15 V below
the free corrosion potential. This effect, although still weaker,
appears even at a potential of –1 V but in low-oxygen water
only, while in well-oxygenated water the effect disappears.
This load range effect has previously been recognized as an
indication of the long-crack-length effect. This effect exhibits
a tendency to disappear at higher stress intensity factor levels,

analogously to the effect for free corrosion conditions. For
the highest stress intensities, the CFCGRs under the cathodic
potential are almost independent of the load range (ΔP) and at
–0.8 V they are approximately equal to the rates predicted for
region II by Equations (2) or (7) for free corrosion potential.
The abovementioned similarities of the CFCGR’s behaviour
under free corrosion and a cathodic potential of –0.8V, as well
as the successful approximation of Thomas and Wei’s [23]
results by Equations (6) and (7) developed for free corrosion
potential (Figs. 4 and 5), account for consideration of Thomas
and Wei’s test results together with data from the remaining
tests that were obtained under free corrosion conditions.

Fig.5. Comparison of the corrosion fatigue crack growth rates for HY 130 steel
at some elevated temperatures, calculated by the present author on the basis
of results obtained by Thomas and Wei [23] (points), with the rates predicted
by equations (8) and (9) (curves) for the different values of the stress intensity
factor range ǻK [MPaξm] and loading frequency.

CONCLUSIONS
The corrosion fatigue crack growth rate (CFCGR)
characteristic for long cracks has been divided into three
regions: region I, with lower values of the stress intensity
factor range (ΔK) and the crack net-lengths (an, i.e. as
measured from the notch root), and region II with higher
values of ΔK and an. The characteristic has been described
by the following equations:
for region I

da
dN

fT

§ E (T  Tr ) ·
da
¸¸
 1.15 (a n )1 / 2  exp¨¨ act
d N air
© RG Tr T ¹

for region II

da
dN

fT

da
 0,1k f
d N air

k

§ 'K
¨¨
© 'K II  III

·
¸¸
¹

n

§ E (T  Tr ) ·
¸¸
 exp¨¨ act
© RG Tr T ¹

where da/dNf T is the CFCGR for any given frequency (f ) and
temperature (T); da/dNair is the mechanical FCGR (in air);
Eact is activation energy; T and Tr are the actual and room
temperatures in a saltwater environment, respectively; RG
is the gas constant; n and ΔKII-III are constants, assumed to
be equal to 1.2 and 87.5 MPa∙m1/2 respectively for numerous
analysed tests; and k is the exponent of the loading frequency
(f ) effect. For region III, the CFCGR characteristics equal
to FCGR ones are assumed. Assuming the evaluated
(conclusions 2 and 3) averaged values of the exponent k and
the activation energy Eact, the only constants needed for
a tentative prediction of CFCGR are the parameters of the
mechanical FCGR characteristics.
The loading-frequency-effect exponent k for numerous
steels and different ΔK-values varied in the broad range of
0.17 to 0.44. In most of the cases where the values of k were
evaluated for different values of ΔK at room temperature,
a more or less marked decrease of k with increasing ΔK is
evident. This means that CFCGR curves obtained for different
but constant loading frequencies exhibit convergence in the
direction of increasing ΔK. Comparing averaged k-values for
each steel, it is evident that a stronger effect of the loading
frequency (larger k-values) is observed for steels of yield
strength (YS) below 500 MPa (k = 0.33) than for YS > 500 MPa
(k = 0.244).
The activation energy (Eact) is a measure of the saltwater
temperature effect. Although the number of available test
results is poor, the following conclusions have been drawn:
the effect is negligible in region I below room temperature,
but is evident in the same region above room temperature
and in region II at both low and elevated temperatures. Some
tentative values of Eact to be entered in the above equation
have been suggested in the present paper. For more precise
calculations, appropriate values Eact should be determined on
the basis of experiments for the analysed case.
A reanalysis of Scott and Silvester’s comprehensive test
results has shown that under a potential of –0.8V (0.15V below
the free corrosion potential), a long-crack-length effect exists
that is qualitatively similar to the effect for free corrosion
conditions.
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Table 1. The approximate values of the loading-frequency-effect exponent (k) evaluated on the basis of different investigations at room temperature (exceptions are
marked).
YS
MPa

Steel grade

UTS
MPa

range of f
Hz

DK
MPam

k

average k

ref.

SM41A

265

421

0.05-5

undefined

0.31

0.31

17

St41U5

318

456

0.1-1

region II

0.31

0.29

10

15G2ANb

405

532

0.1-1

region II

0.29

0.29

10

Fe410

313

492

0.0003-0.05

48
64

0.36
0.33

0.345

18

Fe510

401

556

0.0017-0.1

46
71

0.33
0.29

0.31

18

4360-50D
(for R <0,2)

370

540

0.1-10
0.1-1

30
50

0.37
0.24

0.305

19

4360-50D
(for R =0,5)

370

540

0.01-1
0.01-1

12
14,5

0.41
0.31

0.36

19

TStE355

380

530

0.008-0.5

20
30
40

0.44
0.38
0.27

0.37

20

HT55

420

580

0.01-5

undefined

0.36

0.36

21

X65

458

570

0.01-1
0.01-0.1

35
50

0.37
0.27

0.32

2

HY80

550

-

0.01-1
0.01-1
0.01-0.1

41
82
82

0.21
0.17
0.26

0.22

22

Q1(N)

619

730

0.00139-0.1

region II

0.225

0.225

12

EStE690VA

750

850

0.008-10

23

0.28

0.28

20

R5 mooring chain steel

797

1044

0.01-1

15.8

0.257

0.257

14

HY130

932

974

0.50-10.0
0.25-10.0
0.01-10.0

14.1
21
30,9

0.275
0,269
0,205

0.25

23

HY130
T=277K

932

974

0.10-10.0
0.05-10.0
0.05-10.0

14.2
21.2
30.7

0.30
0.27
0.20

0.26

23

HY130
T=320K

932

974

0,50-10.0
0.50-10.0
0.50-10.0

14.2
20.8
30.2

0.30
0.30
0.30

0.30

23

HY130
T=345K

932

974

1.0-10.0
0.10-10.0
0.05-10.0

13.1
20.6
27.1

0.19
0.22
0.29

0.24

23

HY130

993

1034

0.01-1

30
80

0.23
0.21

0.22

24

12Ni5Cr3Mo

1288

1309

0.1-10

any

0.225

0.225

25,26

Table 2. The averaged values of the loading-frequency-effect exponent (k) for different groups of steels
averaging k for each steel

Yield Strength, YS, MPa

average k for all steels

YS < 500

0.29 – 0.37

0.33

YS > 500

0.22 – 0.28
0.22 – 0.30*

0.24
0.25*

*/ including values for elevated temperatures
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Table 3. The values of activation energy (Eact) in [kJ/mole], evaluated on the basis of Thomas and Wei test results [23]. In the case of the stress intensity factor
range ΔK, the upper and lower located numbers in each cell represent values applied for the tests realised at the upper and lower temperature limits
of the temperature interval, respectively.
T [K]

277 - 298
1/2

ΔK MPam
5Hz

298 - 320

320 - 345

14.1
14.2

20.9
21.2

30.9
30.7

14.2
14.1

20.8
20.9

30.2
30.9

13.5
14.2

20.6
20.8

27.1
30.2

11.2

2.5

7.6

14.6

13.4

4.7/*
6.6/**

6.6/*
10.7/**

1.1

1.6/*
9.9/**

7.3

6.6

11.4

15.7/*
17.6/**

-6.4/*
-2.7/**

0

-2.3/*
6.4/**

1Hz
11.5
8.6
0.1Hz

-2.4

-1.0

11.2

8.0

10.9

1.1/*
4.2/**

4.5/*
10.7/**

4.5

-1.5/*
11.8/**

0.05Hz

-

-10.3

3.7

-

13.4

4.7/*
7.7/**

-

2.8

0/*
13.3/**

The averaged activation energy Eact [kJ/mol]
Reg. I
0.1&0.05
Hz

0.2

8.8/**

8.7/**

Reg. II
1&5Hz

8.2

11.7/**

4.4/**

*/ apparent value
**/ value corrected considering effect of difference of the load levels corresponding to upper and lower limits of temperature for some intervals

Table 4. The activation energy (Eact) for corrosion fatigue crack growth rates, evaluated on the basis of different investigations [7, 17, 28, 29] that are summarised
in Arrhenius plot shown in Fig.2.
Steel grade

Temperature range
[°C]

Eact
[kJ/mole]

Region

ref.

SM41A

28-60 (elevated)

undefined

9.0-14.4

Nagai [17]

unalloyed 0,13%C

30-80 (elevated)

II

17.5

Telseren [28]

4360-50D

5.5-13.5 (low)

I
II

0
14.7

Cowling [29]

4360-50D

5-20 (low)

I (& II?)
I
II

31.3/*
0/**
18.6/**

Scott [7]

*/ apparent value
**/ corrected value
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CALCULATION OF BOIL-OFF GAS (BOG) GENERATION
OF KC-1 MEMBRANE LNG TANK WITH HIGH DENSITY RIGID
POLYURETHANE FOAM BY NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Hyeonwon Jeong
W. Jaewoo Shim
Department of Chemical Engineering, Dankook University, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do 16890, Korea

ABSTRACT

Recently, a new type of LNG tank named “KC-1 membrane LNG tank” has been developed by Korean Gas Corporation
(KOGAS), and Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) is currently building KC-1 membrane type LNG carriers. Unlike other
LNG tanks, the KC-1 membrane LNG tank has a single-insulation structure rather than a double-insulation structure.
For a given tank’s boundary condition, heat transfer analysis is performed from the external to the internal environment
of the LNG tank by numerical simulation for three tanks. In each tank, the main thermally resistant layer of insulation
is assembled with a High density rigid Polyurethane Foam (H-PUF), which is blown with one of three different types of
hydrofluorocarbons—namely—HFC-365mfc, 245fa, and 245fa-e (enhanced). Advantage of such blowing agents is that
it has a lower Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) than HCFC-141b or carbon dioxide (
) that has been used in the
past as well as having low thermal conductivity. A Reduced Order Model is utilized to a 3-dimensional section of the
insulation to calculate equivalent thermal conductivity. The equivalent thermal conductivity of the insulation is then
applied to the rest of LNG tank, reducing the size of tank simulation domain as well as computation time. Tank’s two
external and internal boundary conditions used are those defined by the International Code for the Construction and
Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied Gases in Bulk (IGC) and the United States Coast Guard (USCG) conditions.
Boil-off Rate (BOR) of the tank that has the insulation with H-PUF blown with HFC-245fa resulted in 0.0927 %/day
and 0.0745 %/day for IGC and USCG conditions, respectively..
Keywords: boil-off gas, KC-1 membrane, LNG carrier, rigid polyurethane foam, ozone depletion potential

INTRODUCTION
Following the 1973 oil crisis, Natural Gas (NG) has received
the spotlight as an alternative fuel source to oil. To facilitate
efficient transport, it is preferably liquefied into Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) and transported in a carrier via sea from
the origin to the destination rather than by land pipelines
that transports in compressed gaseous state. This method of
transportation is highly efficient and widely used not only
because the same NG mass that is liquefied at around -163oC
would occupy only 1/614 the volume but the versatility of
route coverage of ever growing destinations throughout the
world. With international trade of LNG in 2015 reaching an
estimated 244.8 million tons (MT), which is a 4.7 MT increase
from 2014 and surpassing the previous high of 241.5 MT in
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2011, it is clear that LNG has become an important energy
source to mankind [1,2].
While LNG is stored in tanks that have excellent insulating
properties to maintain its liquid state, if heat transfer from
the exterior becomes excessive, evaporation can be a problem
as it would increase the tank pressure compromising the
safety of the tank. As a preventive measure, most LNG
tanks are designed with a safety valve that can alleviate the
pressure of the tank by releasing excess Boil-off Gas (BOG)
into the atmosphere when required. However, continued
release of BOG to air can cause a loss of LNG quality, which
is also known as ageing or weathering. This happens because
the relatively lighter components, nitrogen and methane,
evaporate first, thereby decreasing the energy content of the

LNG left in the tank. If ageing or weathering is excessive, not
only does LNG lose its value as an energy source, but there is
also the potential danger of air pollution that exacerbate the
greenhouse effect through the released gas [3-7].
As a response to these issues, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has set a regulation on how much BOG
a LNG tank is permitted under a given tank condition,
indirectly overseeing the insulation performance of LNG
tanks. The current IMO regulation with LNG tank design
and operation has set a limit of Boil-Off Rate (BOR) at 0.15
%/day (% evaporated LNG mass/loaded LNG mass day).
Following the 2015 Paris Agreement, as the regulations on
the release of greenhouse gases during maritime transport
become stricter, the efforts to avoid excessive BOG generation
utilizing techniques such as re-liquefaction of generated gases
or reusing the gases as ship’s fuel are on the rise. Therefore,
the accurate prediction of BOG generation is becoming more
important to LNG tank designs that can meet future IMO
standard [8]. Previous investigations of BOG generation
focused primarily on the evaporation of cryogens in smallscale laboratory experiments in a cryostat. Experiments that
take into account of the actual size and structural complexity
of LNG tanks are quite limited. For example, experiments
done in cryostats to investigate LNG evaporation rate are
mostly evaporation rate studies of liquefied nitrogen in small
rectangular containers. Very few of these studies meet the
high Rayleigh number (Ra > 109) condition that is seen in
actual LNG tanks under natural convection conditions [9].
Although these experimental results are important as they are
fundamentals of cryogenic liquid evaporation, but they have
limited applications toward the design of an actual complex
structure of LNG tank.
Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) is currently developing a
LNG carrier that can load the KC-1 membrane LNG tanks that
has been developed by the Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS)
with their proprietary technology. For the performance
test of KC-1 insulation, the experiment was conducted on
a 250 m3 sized closed LNG mock-up tank containing a
135° corner panel. This experiment was performed mostly
to confirm some of important theoretical design criteria
and the existence of a limitation in extending the results of
estimating BOG in a LNG tank of actual size [10]. As a result
of the lack of experiments, most investigations involving
predictions of BOG generation in LNG tanks are done
indirectly through numerical simulation. It is necessary to
carry out more simulation studies that can accurately predicts
BOG generation levels in LNG tanks under more realistic
shipping environmental conditions for the oceanic LNG
transportation.
Currently, Polyurethane Foam (PUF) is commonly used
as a layer of an insulator in the interior of the LNG tanks
as well as insulators in various industrial equipment. PUF
consists of polymer skeleton with its cells filled with blowing
agents of 1, 1-dichloro-1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b) or
carbon dioxide (CO2) during the manufacturing process of
PUF. However, since refrigerants such as HCFC-141b has a
high Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP), there are renewed

efforts to develop a more environment friendly blowing
agent [11]. In recent years, hydrofluorocarbons (HFC) have
been replacing HCFC-141b as an alternative, environmentfriendly refrigerant [12]. In responding to the recent increased
environmental regulation, this study aims to apply High
Density Rigid PUF (H-PUF) with a HFC blowing agent in
the insulation of KC-1 LNG tank and quantitatively assess
the temperature distribution in the tank structure to predict
BOG generation levels in the tank.
In the thermal analysis of the actual LNG tank, a commercial
code, FLUENT, is used for the numerical simulation. To
shorten the computation time, Reduced Order Models (ROM)
is applied to the insulation thereby reducing the number of
structural grids required to simulate the insulation. ROM
allows the layers of insulation to be simplified into a single
material layer such that an equivalent thermal conductivity
( ) can be calculated for the insulation and the inner hull
as a whole. The calculated
is then applied to the rest of
the inner hull and the insulation of the tank, reducing the
computation domain of the tank structure. Moreover, since
the tank is symmetric as viewed from the mid-lines along the
longitudes and latitude of the tank, the numerical domain of
the tank is further reduced to the 1/4 of the tank. Thus, 1/4
of the tank structure is discretized to form numerical grids
for the numerical simulation corresponding to boundary
conditions that are defined by the International Code for the
Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquefied
Gases in Bulk (IGC) and the United States Coast Guard
Code (USCG). In each case, it is assumed that LNG and NG
remained at a constant internal tank temperature of -163°C
and -158°C, respectively, and that LNG occupy 98% and NG
occupy 2% of the tank volume. The results of other researchers
are compared with results from this study to validate the
methodology used in this study as well as examining the
H-PUF insulation performance on the overall insulation of
KC-1 membrane LNG tank.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
DESCRIPTION OF KC-1 MEMBRANE LNG TANK
The problem definition involves the heat transfer from
the maritime external environment to the LNG stored in the
tanks of a LNG carrier. The sailing condition of the carrier
is assumed to be at 19.5 knot and that the external thermal
boundary condition of the tank is as defined in IGC (air:
45oC, seawater: 32oC) and USCG (air: -18oC, seawater: 0oC)
for the thermal analysis. Fig.1 shows a LNG carrier that has a
capacity of 174,000 m3 with the four-LNG tank arrangement.
The KC-1 LNG carrier has a maximum hull length of 296m
and scantling draught of 13.0 m. Since the thermal analysis
of four LNG tanks mounted on a KC-1 LNG carrier requires
a considerable amount of CPU time as well as the difficulties
that may arise in the numerical convergence which encompass
all the details, the simulation is simplified to perform only on
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the actual structure of the no.3 LNG tank and the adjoining
cofferdam. Since the 1/4 tank, shown in red dotted box of
Fig. 1, is geometrically symmetrical about the mid-line in the
longitudinal direction as well as about the mid-line in the
lateral direction of the carrier, the numerical domain can be
further reduced to the 1/4 of no.3 tank. It is assumed that both
the external and internal temperature conditions of the tank
are also symmetric as the thermal boundary conditions of the
cofferdams between tanks are also assumed to be the same.
Thus the numerical simulation problem can be simplified
to the structure consisting of only the 1/4 of the actual no.3
LNG tank and the 1/2 of the adjacent cofferdam to describe
the thermal behavior in the 1/4 of LNG tank.
Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of the no.3 LNG tank that
has volume of 48,280m3. The LNG tank has the dimension
of 45.6m by 46.05m, in lateral and longitudial direction,
respectively, and 34.99m in height. The LNG tank is assumed
to be filled to 98% of the capacity. The KC-1 LNG tank is
designed with an outer and inner hull to meet the double
hull structure requirement of the IMO regulations and it is
constructed with steel of thickness of 15-20 mm [13]. Ballast
compartment (BC), which is located between the outer and
inner hull, is designed to maintain the space that can be
filled with ballast water and sustain the structural shape
of the hull. The octagonal pillar structure of the LNG tank
is constructed using 90° and 135° corner panels, and the
connecting joint part of the trihedral panels are used join the
cofferdam compartment and BC. The thickness of steel used
for the outer and inner hull that surrounds BC is assumed to
be 20 mm, and the space of BC and cofferdam compartment
are assumed to be filled with air.
A schematic view of cross-section of KC-1 LNG tank’s
wall structure comprising of outer and inner hauls, BC and
insulation is shown in Fig. 3. Unlike the double insulation
structures of Mark-III and GT96, KC-1 insulation is composed
of a single insulation structure that includes a high density
rigid polyurethane foam (H-PUF) layer with a blowing agent
in its cells [14,15]. The purpose of such design is to simplify
geometry of the insulation structure to facilitate easier
construction and maintenance while meeting the insulation
performance of a double insulation structure [16]. To account
for the thermal expansion and contraction phenomenon of
LNG, a double-stainless steel-membrane layer, composed
of primary and secondary membrane layers, constitutes the
inner surface of the tank. This double membrane layer is to
support structural integrity and to enhance safety in the event
leakage of LNG through the primary membrane layer occurs.
Fig. 3 also shows details of the insulation that consists of
six layers: primary and secondary membrane layers, H-PUF,
mastic and air, and top and bottom plywood. There is a mastic/
air layer with a thickness of 10 mm between the inner hull
and the bottom plywood layer of the insulation, and a top
and a bottom plywood layers on the sides of the H-PUF, each
having the thickness of 12 mm. The primary and secondary
membrane layers are both constructed with stainless steel
with a thickness of 1.5 mm, and the primary membrane
layer is in direct contact with the LNG. The space between
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the membrane layers is filled with plywood, nuts, and volts,
however, the space from the primary membrane layer to the
secondary membrane layer is assumed to be filled with steel
such that the double membrane layers is reduced to a single
stainless steel (SUS304) membrane layer with a thickness of
13.5 mm. The outer and inner hulls supporting the structure
of the KC-1 insulation are of 9% nickel steel [17,18].

Fig. 1. Tank arrangements of KC-1 LNG carrier

Fig. 2. Dimensions of KC-1 LNG tank (size in m)

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional dimension of KC-1 LNG tank’s wall structure (size in
mm)

PROPERTIES OF KC-1 INSULATION MATERIALS
The mastic/air layer, also shown in Fig. 3, is constructed
as a layer to support for the gap between the plywood and
the inner hull. Mastic of mastic/air layer is assumed to be of
fiberglass/G10 epoxy, and the mastic/air layer is assumed to
be a unified layer of a single material that has a composition
of 1:3 volume averaged ratio of the epoxy and air [16].
The thermal conductivities of the unified mastic/air layer
along with the other insulation materials as a function of
temperature is shown in Table 1 [19,20]. Table 2 shows the
thermal conductivities of H-PUF with three different blowing
agents [14]. In most of the previous thermal analysis of LNG
tanks, the thermal conductivity of insulation materials is
assumed to have a constant value [19-27]. However, in efforts
to simulate the LNG tank under more realistic shipping
environmental conditions, the linearly interpolated thermal
conductivity as a function of temperature is applied in the
numerical calculations.

Table 2. Thermal conductivities of H-PUF with 3 different
blowing agents

Table 3. Physical properties of air [27]

Table 1. Thermal conductivities of KC-1 insulation and hull
materials [
]
temperature[ C]

membrane
layer

top/bottom
plywood

mastic/air

hull (steel)

-163

9.6916

0.062

0.1808

17.0059

-133

10.8395

0.074

0.2082

20.0810

-72

12.6644

0.095

0.2662

24.5266

-30

13.7986

0.108

0.3082

26.4336

10

14.8623

0.118

0.3494

27.5403

20

15.1273

-

0.3598

27.7222

o

The H-PUF layer of KC-1 insulation is composed of
polymeric skeletons with its cells filled with a blowing agent.
Commonly, Trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11), 1, 1-dichloro1-fluoroethane (HCFC-141b) or carbon dioxide (
) have
been used as the blowing agents in the past, but in recent
years, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have been sought as the
alternative the blowing agents due to relative low Ozone
Depletion Potential (ODP). The three HFC blowing agents
considered in this study are: 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane
(HFC-365mfc), 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa)
and HFC-245fa enhanced (HFC-245fa-e). HFC-245fa-e
is essentially an enhanced HFC-245fa blowing agent that
has improved mixing efficiency due to added mobile liquid
called Perfloroalkane (PFA). The thermal analysis is focused
particularly on the insulation performance of H-PUF layer,
each with one the three blowing agents, as the layer has
the largest temperature drop amongst all the layers in the
insulation [12,14].
Physical properties of air and seawater are shown in Table 3
and 4, respectively, and the values are linear interpolated as a
function of temperature to calculate heat transfer coefficients
[21,27]. The physical properties of the seawater shown in Table
4 are at 35 g/kg, which is the average salinity of the North
Atlantic Ocean [28].

Table 4. Physical properties of seawater in atmospheric
pressure at North Atlantic Ocean [29]

CALCULATION OF BOIL-OFF RATE (BOR)
BOG in the LNG tank is generated by evaporation due to
heat transfer during the transportation, local pressure change
due to sloshing, heat input during loading & unloading
process, and other inherent disturbances. The most influential
factor in the evaporation of BOG during the maritime travel
period of LNG ships is the heat penetration into the tank. The
evaporation rate is generally evaluated by calculating BOR,
which signifies the percent of evaporated LNG per day with
respect to the initial LNG loaded amount. Assuming all the
penetrated heat is used for the evaporation of LNG for one
day, BOR can be expressed as shown in Equation (1) [30]:

(1)

Where,
represents the heat flow
that penetrates
into LNG in the tank,
is the density of LNG
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is the volume of LNG
, and represents the heat
for vaporization of LNG
. The tank is assumed to be
filled with LNG to 98% of the capacity, and the remaining 2%
with NG. The density of LNG, at atmospheric pressure and
-163 , is 425
and the heat of vaporization is 511
.

Where,
represents Kronecker delta and
is the
turbulent viscosity which is expressed by turbulent kinetic
energy, , and turbulent dissipation rate, . The realizable
model can make use of the standard
model by
using as a variable in the numerical calculation, and this
can be expressed as:

3. NUMERICAL APPROACH
(7)

GOVERNING EQUATION
(8)

A numerical approach is adopted to solve the conductive
and convective heat transfer as defined in the problem
definition. The numerical calculations are performed using
FLUENT, which is a commercial CFD software. In fluid flow,
the governing equations for mass, momentum and energy
conservation can be expressed such that:

(continuity equation)

(momentum equation)

(2)

(9)

where
is the mean rate of rotation tensor viewed in
a rotating reference frame with angular velocity,
.
and
have values of 4.04 and
, respectively. The
realizable
model is able to give better estimated values
than the standard
model in complex separated flows
and secondary flows involving rotation, boundary layers with
pressure gradients, and recirculation [32].

(3)

INSULATION PANEL (IP) SIMULATION

(energy equation)

(4)

Where

is density of fluid, is velocity vector, and
is the viscous stress tensor
with I being the unit tensor. For Newtonian fluids viscous
stresses only depend on the velocity gradient. The second right
term in stress tensor represents the effect of volume dilation.
term in equation (3) is the external body force. Equation (4)
represents one of many forms of the conservation of energy,
in which E is the total energy per unit mass, E=e+V2/2, is
the internal energy, and V2/2 is the kinetic energy. And
term represents work done against viscous forces.
The flow behavior of air in BC and cofferdam ballast
compartment is obtained by use of the realizable
model,
which is an improvement of the standard
turbulence
model. Turbulence modeling using Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes make uses of the Reynolds stresses term and
in Cartesian tensor form it can be written as [31]:

(5)

(6)
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In the numerical simulations of the octagonal pillar
structure of KC-1 LNG tank for thermal analysis and
subsequent BOR prediction, all the detailed configuration of
the actual tank size, which include the materials of construction
and specifications, should be considered in formulating the
numerical grid. However, this requires solving the continuity,
momentum and energy transport equations at each grid,
and this is not easy task because of the large dimensional
contrasts that exist between the sides of tank (27~46m) and
the thickness of insulation layers (1.5~230mm) as well as
several conduction and convection heat transfer problems that
must be dealt both inside and outside components of the tank.
Capturing such dimensional contrasts would require as many
as 10e+12 grids which would not only consume enormous
amount of CPU time due to highly details of the domain but
there may be also difficulties in the convergence to proper
limits, and therefore this approach is not deemed practical
[27,33]. To simulate such complex physical phenomena of
a LNG tank in a practical manner, an efficient numerical
approach known as Reduced Order Models (ROMs) are
adapted to simplify the insulation layers as the layers have
the most complicated and detailed structures among the
components of the LNG tank. A modified insulation, which
comprises of the 5-layers of insulation (single combined
membrane, top plywood, H-PUF, bottom plywood, mastic/
air) of the actual dimensions, is defined to compose only of
H-PUF with a blowing agent. For the modified insulation and
the inner hull as a whole, an equivalent thermal capacity are
calculated using ROMs such that it can be incorporate into
the simulation to reduce the size of the computational domain

while providing numerical solutions that have minimal
errors [27,34]. Since the H-PUF layer, which has the largest
thickness among all layers in the insulation and low thermal
conductivity, provides the greatest influence in determining
the insulation performance, ROMs propose to extend it such
that the calculated equivalent thermal conductivity ( ) of
the ‘combined’ insulation and inner hull can represent the
actual thermal conductivities by a proportionality constant.
The equivalent thermal conductivity,
, of the combined
section can be calculated as shown in Equation (10).

(10)

Where,
is the heat flux
calculated by
numerical simulation of the 5-layered insulation and the inner
hull as a whole, which incorporated the individual thermal
conductivities in each layer including the inner hull.
represents the heat flux
calculated by simulation
of the modified insulation, in which the 5 layers of actual
dimensions are assumed to be composed of only of H-PUF,
and the inner hull.
is a value obtained by calculating
the proportional constant
by applying the ratio of
to
and then using the proportional constant as a
correction factor to
.

Panel (IP) and the grids are generated. Fig. 4(b) shows an
enlarged corner view of IP (insulation and inner hull),
indicating the thickness of each layer from the inner hull
to the membrane layer. The membrane corrugation has a
curved type design, and the IP grids are configured to
suitably represent the curved surface of the corrugation with
unstructured grids (tetrahedron and hexahedron). The base
element size of the IP grid is
and IP is comprised
of approximately 2 x 106 elements. The skewness average is
0.12 and the orthogonal quality minimum is 5.5842
.
The boundary temperature of the membrane layer is defined
to be at -163 , whereas the inner hull is assumed to be at
room temperature of 20 [27].
Table 5. Results of

,

, and

for 3 types of H-PUFs

Table 6. Results of

for 3 types of H-PUFs vs. temperature

(a) Grids of IP

(b) Enlarged corner view of IP (size in mm)

Fig. 4. Structural view and simulation grid of IP: (a) Grids of IP and (b)
Enlarged corner view of IP.

For the numerical simulation, a 3 dimensional section
(1920x1920x300) of the modified insulation with the inner
hull, shown in Fig. 4(a), is further defined as an Insulation

The computer CPU specification used for the numerical
simulation is Intel(R) 2.1GHz Xeon processor. From the
simulation of the IP grids, the calculated results of
,
and
are shown in Table 5, and the calculated
for 3 different H-PUFs, each with a different blowing agent,
are shown in Table 6. Calculated
values are 1.2036, 1.200,
and 1.2043 for using HFC-365mfc, HFC-245fa, and HFC245fa-e as the H-PUF layer, respectively. The results show that
thermal resistance of the actual insulation with inner hull is
approximately 20% lower than the modified insulation, which
is composed of H-PUF only, with the inner hull.
Fig. 5 presents the result of the IP simulation for the modified
insulation with HFC-245fa, which has an intermediate
thermal conductivity among the three H-PUF. The results
show the temperature profiles of
and
respect to
the insulation thickness, when the temperatures of ballast
compartment and LNG inside the tank are 20 and -163
, respectively. The black dotted lines represent
and the
red solid lines represent
. As seen in the figure,
decreases linearly in all layers of the insulation, while
is
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linear in the H-PUF layer, but exhibits a curved profile within
the mastic/air, bottom and top plywood layers. The profile of
shows that the temperature drops within the inner hull,
the membrane layer, the top plywood, bottom plywood, and
mastic/air are 0.020 , 0.022 , 2.04 , 2.01 , and 0.03 , ,
respectively. The temperature drop within the H-PUF layer is
178.88 , which indicates that the insulation performance is
97.74% of KC-1 insulation including the inner hull. Therefore,
the thermal conductivity and thickness of H-PUF are two
important factors in determining the insulation performance
in LNG tank design. The
values for the 3 types of H-PUFs
are then applied to the overall 1/4 tank structure cases exposed
separately to the IGC and USCG conditions.

Fig. 5. Temperature profile of KC-1 insulation (black dot: results of
solid: results of
)

, red

3D SIMULATION OF KC-1 LNG TANK
For the 3D simulation of the KC-1 LNG tank, the 1/4 tank
structure of no.3 LNG tank, as shown in Fig. 6, is defined

as the numerical analysis domain due to the symmetric
boundary conditions that exist for the tank. From the IP
simulation, calculated
of a section of modified insulation
with the inner hull, which has a dimension of 1920x1920x300
mm, is then integrated to the overall 1/4 tank structure for
the numerical simulations.
The figure shows the view of components and numerical
grids of the 1/4 KC-1 LNG tank structure, and the
compartments and surfaces of components of the tank
structure are numbered and they are presented in Table 7.
Fig. 6(a) shows the structural view of the ballast
compartment (BC), the surface of the ballast compartment
Inner Hull (BCIHS), and the surface of the cofferdam inner
hull (CIHS) of the 1/4 tank. Here, the component numbers,
1~6, indicate the six separate compartments or surfaces of
corresponding components according to the levels of tank,
from the top to the bottom. For example, BC-1~6 represents
the six separate compartments of BC, each occupied by
air, between the outer and inner hulls. Likewise, BCIHS1~6 represents the six separate surfaces of the inner hull
corresponding to BC-1~6. From the top to the bottom, the
components are numbered 1~6 representing top, top side,
mid side (air), mid side (seawater), bottom side, and bottom of
the tank. Mid side (air) and mid side (seawater) represent the
compartments where the exterior of the outer hull of the BC
makes contacts with the air and seawater of the outer tank,
respectively. The boundary line separating BC-3 and BC-4
are based on the scantling draught, with the assumption that
the exterior of the outer hulls of BC-1 to BC-3 are exposed
to air and that of BC-4 to BC-6 are exposed to seawater.
Fig. 6(b) illustrates structural views of the cofferdam, the
cofferdam ballast compartment (CBC), and the cofferdam
inner hull inner surface (CIHS). The cofferdam, numbered 19,
is the structure between the LNG tanks mounted on the LNG

Table 7. Names of compartments and surfaces of components in KC-1 LNG tank

Table 7. Names of compartments and surfaces of components in KC-1 LNG tank
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Table 8. Grid quality validation for coarse, base and fine grids

carriers. The component numbers 13~18 show the CBCs-1~6,
and the numbers 20-25 show CIHS-1~6. The convective and
conductive heat transfers to the air and steel in the closed
spaces of the BC and CBC are considered, while neglecting
the radiation heat transfer.
Fig. 6(c) shows the numerical grids of the 1/4 tank structure
for the numerical simulation. The tank’s enlarged corner
view represents the grids that are divided into seven layers to
represent the air near the inner surface of outer hull in a prism
grid configuration to capture the turbulence effect of the air
in BC. The thickness growth rate of the grid layers for the air
is set constant at 1.06. Since the tank is composed of corners
and vertically asymmetric structures, the 1/4 tank structure
is constructed with unstructured grids of approximately
2.8x106 elements, consisting of tetrahedrons, hexahedrons
and prisms with grid edge size of 300 mm. The grid quality
had a skewness average of 0.237 and an orthogonal quality
minimum of 0.176.
In the numerical simulation, the Finite Volume Method
(FVM) method with the double precision solver is used to
maximize the number of significant digits needed in the
analysis. Air in BC is assumed to be an incompressible ideal
gas, and the following the turbulence model and discretization
method are used: 1) In consideration of the air turbulence
effect in the compartment, the realizable
model is used
as the turbulence model. For the turbulence effect on the
compartment wall the enhanced wall treatment method is
used, reflecting the thermal effects. 2) The pressure-based
solver is used the solver type. 3) The pressure-velocity coupling
scheme is applied with the Pressure Implicit Splitting of
Operator (PISO) algorithm. 4) Spatial discretization is based
on Least Squares Cell, pressure is based on PRESTO!, and
energy and momentum are calculated by 2nd order upwind,
and turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate
are applied with the Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for
Convective Kinematics (QUICK) scheme. Since the tanks
mounted on LNG carriers have height, length and width
dimensions of several tens of meters, the Rayleigh number
(Ra) can be considerably large. Therefore, PRESTO! scheme
is used to simulate the high Ra in natural convection applied
in the momentum conservation equation[9,35]. For the
convergence check of the iterative solution,
for the
energy term, and
for the continuity and velocity terms
in the x-y-z coordinate direction are used.
Numerical validation is performed through grid
dependency prior to the full scale numerical thermal analysis
of the 1/4 KC-1 LNG tank. To verify the grid dependency, 3
tanks are formulated with coarse (450
), base (300
),

or fine (150
) grids, in which the grid edge size of the outer
and inner hulls of components and insulation comprising the
tank’s entire structure is kept constant in each case. In all 3
tank cases, the growth rate of the edge size for the air layers
of outer hull is applied constant at 1.06, and in the H-PUF
layer of the insulation used HFC-245fa as the blowing agent.
The validity of the base grid size is verified by the simulated
heat flux results for each tank case as shown in Table 8. The
relative error calculated by the average heat flux based on the
base grid simulation is 0.9 % and -0.29 % for coarse and fine
grids, respectively. Coarse grid simulation results show that
the CPU time is approximately 1/2 of that of the base grid
case and 5 times faster than the fine, but a higher relative
error of 0.9 % compared to the base case. On the other hand,
the fine grid case shows a low relative error of -0.29 %, but
the required CPU time is 2.5 times higher when compared to
the base case. Therefore, comparing the results of the relative
error and convergence time of the heat flux simulations, the
optimal grid size is the base grid size of 300
.
The external thermal boundary condition of the tank is
defined using IGC (air: 45oC, seawater: 32oC) and USCG (air:
-18oC, seawater: 0oC) conditions for the thermal analysis.
Since the air temperature inside the cofferdam can be lowered
to approximately -40oC due to the extremely low temperature
of LNG, cold brittleness phenomenon may occur in the
inner hull steel, it is assumed that the temperature inside
the cofferdam is held constant at 5oC through a heating pipe
or coil in each of the condition [22]. In calculating the heat
transfer coefficient for the external tank’s forced convection
thermal condition, the linear velocity of air is assumed to
be at 19.5 knots, and the equation is shown as follows [21].

(11)

Where
is the convective heat transfer coefficient, L is
the characteristic length, and is the thermal conductivity
of the air or seawater. The temperatures of the LNG and NG
inside the tank is defined based on the interior heights of
the tank, with LNG and NG in contact with 98% and 2%
loaded tank levels, respectively. The temperatures are set
at constant values of -163oC and -158oC, for LNG and NG,
respectively, which are assumed to be maintained throughout
the simulation. In addition, the air in the BC is assumed to be
at room temperature of 20oC. In this study, the temperature
distribution and BOR prediction of three tank cases, each
comprised of one of three H-PUFs (HFC-365mfc, HFC-245fa
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and HFC-245fa-e) layer in the insulation, are exposed to
each of IGC and USCG conditions, a total of six tank cases
is simulated to examine the performance of KC-1 insulation.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
RESULT OF IGC AND USCG CONDITION
In this study, each of three types of environmentally
friendly H-PUFs (blown by HFC-365mfc, HFC-245fa and
HFC-245fa-e) is applied as a layer of the tank insulation to
perform the numerical simulation. A total of six tank cases
exposed to the environment conditions, IGC and USCG, are
defined as IGC-1 to 3 and USCG-1 to 3, respectively. Among
the tanks, the tank structure containing HFC-245fa with an
intermediate thermal conductivity is set as the base tank cases,
namely IGC-2 and USCG-2. The temperature of the external
air of the tank and the seawater is defined to be 45oC and
32oC, and -18oC and 0oC for the IGC and USCG, respectively.
The temperature distribution results of the tank components
and associated sections for each of the tank case are shown in
Table 9, and temperature contours of base tanks are shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for IGC and USGC cases, respectively.
Performance of KC-1 insulation on IGC-2, the base tank
for IGC condition, is evaluated between the outer hull of BC-1
(1st ballast component) and the surface of membrane layer
as it has the largest cross-sectional temperature drop. The
temperature drop between the outer hull of BC-1 (45°C) and
the corresponding inner hull (39.55oC), BCIHS-1, is 5.45oC,
while the drop between BCIHS-1 and the membrane layer
(-163oC is 202.55oC. The results demonstrate that 97.38%
of the temperature drop occurs between BCIHS-1 and the
membrane layer. In the USCG-2 case, the base tank for USCG
condition, the largest cross-sectional temperature drop
occurred between the outer hull of 5th ballast compartment
section (BC-5) and the surface of membrane layer. While
the temperature drop between the outer hull of BC-5 (0oC)
and BCIHS-5 (-1.39oC) is 1.39oC, the greatest temperature
drop formed between BCIHS-5 and the membrane layer
is 161.63oC. Thus 99.15% of the effective insulation comes
from this region.
In the temperature distribution of the IGC-2, the
highest temperature is at BC-1 (39.55oC) amongst all ballast
compartments (BC), while the lowest resulted at BC-6
(29.07oC). In the Ballast Compartment Inner Hull Surface
(BCIHS), the highest temperature is at BCIHS-1 (37.71oC)
while the lowest temperature is at BCIHS-6 (27.68oC). In
the sections are located below the seawater level, BC-4~6
and BCIHS-4~6, the highest temperature resulted in BC-4
(29.33oC) and BCIHS-5 (28.03oC), respectively. In the
Cofferdam Ballast Compartment (CBC) sections the highest
temperature predicted is at CBC-2 (38.06oC) rather than at
CBC-1 (31.63oC) while the lowest is at CBC-6 (24.10oC). In
particular, CBC-3 formed a relatively higher temperature
than CBC-1. Similar trend of temperature distribution is
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also observed in the Cofferdam Inner Hull Surface (CIHS)
sections. This results are primarily due to the given boundary
conditions and different contact surface areas that adjoin the
sections of cofferdam, cofferdam compartment and ballast
compartment as shown in Fig. 6.
In contrast to the temperature distribution of IGC-2, in the
USCG-2 the highest temperature among the BC sections is at
BC-5 (-0.31oC), while the lowest is observed at BC-1 (-17.51oC).
The results of BCIHS sections are similar to BC sections
in that the highest temperature is predicted at BCIHS-5
(-1.39oC), while the lowest is at BCIHS-1 (-18.46oC). On the
other hand, the temperature distributions of CBC and CIHS
sections are slightly different from those of BC and BCIHS
sections: the highest temperature predictions are at CBC-6
(0.9oC) and CIHS-6 (3.06oC), while the lowest are at CBC-2
(-15.83oC) and CIHS-2 (-5.38oC).
In both IGC and USCG conditions, the each component’s
temperature difference between each tank cases is not
significant. For example, the temperature difference of
BC-1 components between IGC-2 and IGC-3 is 0.01oC and
0.08oC between IGC-1 and IGC-2. On the other hand, the
temperature difference of each BC-5 between USCG-2 and
USCG-3 is 0.00oC and 0.02oC between USCG-1 and USCG-2.
The above results show that the each component’s temperature
difference between IGC-1 and 2 is relatively higher than that
between IGC-2 and 3, but it is not remarkable.
According to the aforementioned results, the temperature
distribution of the LNG tanks in IGC and USCG conditions
tends to be low when the thermal conductivity of H-PUF
becomes higher (i.e. lower insulation performance). This is the
result of setting the cofferdam air to a constant temperature
value of 5oC. As opposed to IGC condition, the USCG
indicates that the 5oC value in the cofferdam has a relatively
larger influence on the resulting temperature distribution.
Therefore, the components of the tank are designed more
with the consideration of strengthening individual functions
(ballast water space, hull shape maintenance, etc.) and safety,
such as dealing with the LNG leakage phenomenon, rather
than the enhancing the insulation performance of the LNG
tank. Therefore, an effective LNG tank design to meet the
insulation performance requirements, requires low thermal
conductivity of material elements of the insulation.
The temperature contours of the each of the base tank
cases (IGC-2 and USCG-2), for IGC and USCG conditions,
are shown in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively. In the sub-figures, a
component of the tank is voided purposely for easier viewing.
For example, Fig. 7(a) and 8(a) show the contours for BC, CBC
and the cofferdam without the insulation component. The
contours for the remaining tank without CBC component are
presented in Fig. 7(b) and 8(b), while Fig. 7(c) and 8(c) show
temperature contours of CBC and the cofferdam except for
BC. Fig. 7(b) shows the results of applying the IGC condition
to the base tank which shows that the higher the section of a
component of tank, the higher the temperature it predicted.
Fig 8(b) reflects the results of USCG condition: the closer
a section is to BC-5, which is near the bottom part of the
tank, the higher the temperature. It should be noted that

Table 9. Temperature distribution results of various components of tank for 6 tank cases

Fig. 7. Temperature contour of base tank case, IGC-2, for IGC condition

Fig. 8. Temperature contour of base tank case, USCG-2, for USCG condition
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well as the boundary conditions set forth by IGC and USCG
the air in the cofferdam is kept constant at 5oC and it is the
lowest temperature in the IGC, while the air shows the highest
conditions have significant effects on the thermal analysis to
temperature in the UGSC condition (see Fig. 7(a, c) and Fig.
predict such temperature distributions.
8(a, c)).
Fig. 9 shows the temperature drop ( ) from the midpoint
COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
of the outer surface of CBC, the surface adjoining BC, to the
RESULTS
corresponding midpoint of BC section of the base tank at few
locations away from the surface in the normal direction. Fig.
Table 10 shows the specifications of three membrane types
9(a) shows results of negative
vs. the distance when the
of LNG tanks that have been studied by several researchers
base tank is exposed to IGC condition. The IGC results for
[21,23,25,27]. Most of the thermal analysis of tank used IGC
the BC-1 and BC-6 sections show relatively large
when the
and USCG conditions as the boundary conditions of tank. The
distance is within a close proximity of the surface of CBC. The
LNG tank type that is mainly investigated are the Mark III
curve exhibits an exponential decay as a function of the
and GT96, with the volume of tank ranging 34,001 - 49,391m3
distance from the surface. In the sections of BC-2~5, the
for Mark III and 40,436m3 for GT96. In song et al. [23,25],
decreased at a constant but moderate rate with the distance.
Lee [23,25], and the present study, the thermal boundary
In the base case exposed to the USGC, the results are positive
condition is assumed to be symmetrical, viewing from the
curves as shown in Fig. 9(b). The results of the USGC
mid-lines of the LNG tank in the longitudinal and latitudinal
are similar to the IGC, however,
are positive rather than
directions, thereby reducing the numerical domain to the
negative and the magnitudes are less pronounced. In BC-1 and
1/4 of the actual tank structure for the analysis. While most
BC-6 sections, the USGC results also show relatively large
assumed the main insulation layer is composed of perlite or
at the distance close to the surface of CBC, but the
curves
Reinforced Polyurethane Foam (R-PUF) with a thickness
are inverted comparing to the IGC results. BC-2, BC-3 and
range of 0.27 - 0.55m and a double insulation structure, the
BC-5 showed a moderate increase of
at a constant rate with
KC-1 insulation is designed with a single insulation structure
the distance, however, the
curve of BC-4 surpasses that
with a thickness of 0.27m and H-PUF is used as the main
of BC-6 at 13m distance away from the surface, which then
insulation layer.
gradually decreases after reaching a peak near 20m away. The
Table 11 presents the summary of BC and BCIHS
curves shown in Fig 9. are primarily due to the large heat
temperature distribution results of several other authors
transfer surface area of BC-1, BC-2 and BC-6 than BC-3~5 as
shown in Table 10, which includes the base tank case of this
Table 10. Specification of LNG tank type used for thermal analysis of current study and others reported in scientific literature

Table 11. Comparison of temperature distribution results of BC and BCIHS for IGC and USCG conditions
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study for the IGC and USCG conditions, IGC-2 and USCG2. The comparison of numerical simulation shows that the
discrepancy in temperature can be considerably large due to
the difference in the volume size, material and thickness of
insulation, structure, component and compartment of the
tank used as well as the calculation method used to treat
the inner convection space, the outer and inner hull, and
the heat transfer area. By referring to the conditions used in
each author, the temperature results of each tank component
are appropriately recalculated as an average value so that
qualitative comparison is possible, minimizing the influence
of various variables used in different studies.
Among temperature distribution results of BC for IGC
condition that are presented in Table 11, Heo and Jeon [21] and
the present study separated the compartments of BC exposed
to air/seawater into two compartments: the compartments
exposed to air and seawater are designated as BC-3 and
BC-4, respectively. In comparison of Heo and Jeon’s work
and the present work, the temperature differences between
BC-3 and BC-4 are -0.62oC and -2.17oC, respectively, and for
BCIHS-3 and BCIHS-4 the differences are 3.59oC and 1.6oC,
respectively, showing that there is a good agreement between
them. However, Song et al., Lee, and Miana et al. [23,25,27]
did not separate BC that are in contact with air/seawater, so
their results are simply represented by the average value (mid
side BC) and are excluded from the comparison.
For IGC condition, the maximum BC temperature
difference against the base tank case (IGC-2) is found with
BC-6 of Song et al. [23], where the difference is 3.23oC.
Within BCIHS, the greatest difference is with BCIHS-1 of
Miana et al. [27], and the difference is 11.81oC. Such large
difference is primarily due to differences in the method of
treating convective heat transfer and grid formation in the
interior surface of the outer hull, BC, and CBC of the tank,
but also differences in the thermal conductivity of insulation
materials, the temperature settings in the cofferdam, as well
as approaches used in the numerical simulation.
In BC results of USCG condition, Lee [25] found a
maximum temperature at BC-6 while others, including
present study, found a maximum at BC-5. Such results are
also supported by other published works in addition to the
authors discussed here in this study [36,37]. Comparing with
the base case, the maximum BC temperature difference is
4.04oC with work of Song et al. [23] for BC-5, rather than BC-6
as seen in other cases. In BCIHS, the maximum difference
is shown at BCIHS-5 with 7.91oC, also with Song et al. [23]’s
work. Such results are due to relatively a high constant value
(0.04
) used for the thermal conductivity of PUF.
In comparison with the previous studies, the temperature
distribution results of BC and BCIHS for the USCG condition
generally showed a larger difference than the IGC condition
as a whole. In the USCG condition the results showed that
a lower temperature generally forms in a upper level ballast
compartment while a higher temperature is predicted at a
lower level ballast compartment, which is opposite from the
IGC results. This effect is more pronounced as the separation
of BC-3 and BC-4, which corresponds to the sea level, in

effect lowered natural convective heat transfer within the
compartment.
Miana et al. [27] predicted the air in the cofferdam as 0.12oC
for the IGC condition, because the surface temperature of the
inner hull in the cofferdam had a constant value of 5oC. This is
somewhat different from this study as the air in the cofferdam
is set constant at 5oC. In the results of USCG condition, Heo
and Jeon [21] predicted the air in the cofferdam to be -47.4oC.
Such large temperature difference exists because there were
no heating coils present in the cofferdam to compensate the
heat loss in the air when the temperature drops.
COMPARISON OF BOR RESULTS
Table 12 compares the BOR prediction results from the
IGC/USCG conditions for the authors mentioned in Table
10. For the three different types of LNG tank with various
tank capacities, the calculated BOR ranged from 0.0856 0.129
. Although, it is idealistic to incorporate all
the factors influencing physical properties of tank structure
such as inner/outer hulls and supports, as well as insulation
materials, air and LNG/NG into the numerical simulation
for the thermal analysis of the LNG tank and subsequent
calculation of BOR, in practice, however, it may be difficult to
generate desired numerical solution in timely manner. While
many of studies attempt to incorporate substantial amount of
information of tank structure in their numerical calculations,
most do not formulate computational cells for the LNG and
NG volumes in the tank because the run time required to
simulate such large number of numerical grids extends much
time and difficulties that may arise in convergences to analyze
such detailed domain that may not of interest. In fact, all
the researchers under consideration assumed LNG to have
a constant temperature between -162 and -163oC. Song et al.
[23] and present study assumed LNG is at -163oC and 98% and
NG is at -158oC and 2% filled by the volume. Heo and Jeon
[21], Song et al. [23] and Lee [25] assumed that the thermal
conductivity of the insulator is constant, while Heo and Jeon
[21] assumed thermal conductivity of air/water varies with
temperature. Both Miana et al. [27] and the present study
calculated the thermal conductivities of the insulation and
air/seawater as a function of the temperature. As shown in
Table 12, the results of IGC condition for the studies for BOR
predictions are less than 0.15
, which is defined as
the safety evaluation standard of IMO regulation. Miana
et al. [27] predicted a lower BOR of 0.0856
by use
of R-PUF in the insulation layer, which has relatively high
thermal resistance.
Table 13 shows the results of BOR for all 6 tank cases
in this study: 3 tank cases for IGC condition and 3 tanks
for USCG condition. The USCG condition is more severe
than the IGC condition because it is the condition used for
evaluating the low temperature brittleness of the steel. Thus,
the predicted BOR value in the USCG condition is lower than
the results of IGC condition in all cases. In general, the BOR
values are compared only for the IGC condition. The BOR
predicted in the base tank case (H-PUF with HFC-245fa as
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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the blowing agent), IGC-2, is calculated as 0.0927
.
The maximum BOR predicted is 0.0964
for the case
of IGC-1 that used HFC-365mfc as the blowing agent, while
the minimum BOR predicted is 0.0921
for IGC-3
using HFC-245fa-e. The BOR predictions for all 6 tank cases
sufficiently meet the IMO regulation of 0.15
as well as
satisfying the KOGAS BOR limit of 0.12
. Therefore,
KC-1 LNG tanks equipped with insulation comprising of
H-PUF blown with an environmentally friendly refrigerant
of low ODP have competitive edges both in design and
production.
Table 12. Comparison of BOR results for IGC condition

Table 13. BOR results of present study for 6 cases of KC-1 tanks
with different blowing agent for IGC and USCG
conditions

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, numerical thermal analysis is performed to
calculate the BOR for KC-1 LNG tanks that has been recently
developed by KOGAS. Unlike the double insulation structures
of Mark-III and GT96, KC-1 insulation is composed of a
single insulation structure comprised of high density rigid
polyurethane foam (H-PUF) with a blowing agent in its
cells. The new insulation structural design simplified the
geometry of insulation structure facilitating construction
and maintenance of the tank while meeting the insulation
performance of a double insulation structured tank. The
6 tank cases are studied: 3 cases for IGC condition and
3 cases for USCG condition. In each of the 3 tank cases
one of 3 HFC blowing agents is filled in H-PUH layer of
insulation: 1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane (HFC-365mfc),
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane (HFC-245fa) and HFC-245fa
enhanced (HFC-245fa-e).
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For the IGC condition, predicted BOR is 0.0927
for
the base tank case in which the cells of H-PUF layer is blown
with HFC-245fa. For the tank cases that used HFC-365mfc
and HFC-245fa-e as a blowing agent, the calculated BOR
are 0.0964
and 0.0921
, respectively. In the
USCG condition, the BOR calculated for the base tank case
is 0.0745
, while BOR of 0.0773
and 0.0738
are predicted for the cases that used HFC-365mfc
and HFC-245a-e as a blowing agent, respectively. The BOR
results of all 6 tank cases for IGC and USCG conditions are
shown to satisfy both the 0.15
regulation as proposed
by IMO and the 0.12
limit set by KOGAS.
The results of temperature distribution of the BC (ballast
compartment) for both the IGC and USCG conditions show
that BC is designed with consideration of the structural
support (ballast water space and hull shape), maintenance
and safety response such as a measure to LNG leakage rather
than to improve the insulation performance. A thermal
analysis of the KC-1 insulation for IGC condition showed
that the insulation performance within the H-PUF layer is
97.74% of the insulation, indicating the importance of this
layer in the overall insulation performance of KC-1 LNG
tank. The thermal conductivity and thickness of H-PUF
are considered to be important factors in determining
insulation performance in KC-1 LNG tank design. Therefore,
incorporation of advanced insulation materials with an
environmentally friendly refrigerant that has good physical
properties may further improve the insulation performance
which can meet the required insulation performance as well
as the environmental regulations.
Further study requires careful consideration in three
research areas. First, the study of stratification, boiling, and
sloshing phenomenon that can occur within a LNG tank
during the sea transportation of LNG carriers should be
pursued further as these factors affect the amount of BOG
generation. For example, during the actual sea transport
of a LNG carrier, the structural disturbances such as ship’s
movement and wind speed, sea waves, and internal vibrations
within the ship as well as the radiation heat transfer between
the ship and space all attribute to the boiling two-phase
phenomena within the tank. Second, it is necessary to
obtain experimental BOR and thermal data to validate the
numerically calculated results. Finally, it is necessary to study
the aging of insulation layers such as the environmentally
friendly H-PUF whether it can effectively sustain the
insulation performance for extended time.
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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes two Wireless Body Area Network Sensors (WBANSs) scenarios at the logical and simulation
levels for improving occupational safety and health conditions at the developing seaport environment. The Port of
Bar (Montenegro) is taken as an exemplar. The logical model is based on the actual position of the Port of Bar at the
seaport market, its needs and capacities for the information systems innovation through technology transfer and
diffusion. The simulation model analyses the channel between the body central unit (BCU) of the worker’s on port
wireless body sub-network and the port access point. The quality of the signal transmission at the physical layer has
been tested through a source code generated in the Matlab. The code includes the BCU composite signal modulation,
transmission, and demodulation, along with a noise and fading effects analysis. The results of the simulation experiments
for the different transmission frequencies and distances between transmitter (worker’s BCU) and receiver (port’s access
point) by using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadratic phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation schemes are
presented. Some directions for further investigations in this field are given, as well.

Keywords: occupational safety, developing seaport, Wireless Body Area Network Sensors (WBANSs), channel simulations, physical layer

INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) which enables smart networking business
models, cargo and passenger ports services are nowadays
considered like high technological processes enriched by
informational and electronic transactions components.
However, it is not to be forgotten, transportation and traffic
are still physical acts and all ports therefore need terminals
including all corresponding capacities and features. The sea
ports need primarily the adequate infra and supra-structural
capacities, adequate organization, sustainability development
planning and numerous other structural, financial, and

environmental issues which form the foundation for the
ICT superstructures [1,2]. This holds true for huge developed
sea ports like Shanghai, Singapore, Hong-Kong, Busan,
Rotterdam, Kaohsiung, Hamburg, Antwerp, Felixstowe, etc.
On the other side, this is not the case for ports of developing
countries in the South Adriatic region, e.g., Bar, Durres, Kotor,
Ploce. Accordingly, in the focus of the paper shall be the last
mentioned ones, primarily the Port of Bar.
Previous research in this field indicates that underdeveloped
sea ports at the South Adriatic region suffer from the lack of
the appropriate ICT solutions [1,3,4]. Some of the analyzed sea
ports in this basin, e.g., Bar, Durres and Ploce, do not provide
all, or some of the following smart operation processes: vessel
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monitoring, automatic containers control, scheduling and
stacking containers, monitoring of cargo in stock, etc. These
ports have mainly partial, fragmented ICT solutions for
supporting some administrative and operational procedures,
but they commonly do not have Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software
solutions, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) service, Vessel
Traffic Management Information Systems (VTMIS), National
Maritime Single Windows (NMSWs), Electronic Logistics
Marketplace (ELM) access, etc. In addition, according to the
previous research work [5-7], the passenger sea Port of Kotor
is not digitally present at the appropriate scale on the web, in
comparison to some developed EU ports of the same kind,
what makes negative implications in terms of its position on
the customers’ perception maps.
The lack of ICT applications in some cargo and passenger
ports within the South Adriatic region might be explained by
a relatively small turn over of these ports. Consequently, they
are lacking the justification for adopting the above mentioned
rather costly ICT solutions which would provide greater
automation and complete logistic integration of the ports’
administrative and operational processes. From another
side, insufficient digital presence of the Port of Kotor, e.g.,
in comparison to some recognized EU passenger ports can be
explained by the lack of some value-added and e-transactional
services that this port should provide to the customers.
The question here is: Which kind of ICT solutions are
urgently needed and at the same time feasible in developing
seaports with focus on the South Adriatic and the Port of
Bar in the first instance? – Regardless of the turn over of
the ports in this region and the economical and political
milieu in which they operate, providing the appropriate
employees (primarily on port workers) safety and health
management, must be placed in the forefront. Therefore, our
idea is to propose two wireless network models convenient
for improving working conditions and workers’ occupational
health and safety. The proposed models should be at the same
time cost-effective and relatively easy to be implemented
and run. The proposed models can be adapted to satisfy the
individual needs and capacities, especially if we bare in mind
certain organizational and human capacity limitations that
are present in the considered Port of Bar, especially when
it comes to installing new ICT solutions, along with their
continuous maintenance, providing their flexibility and
scalability in the future.

PORT OF BAR: IN BRIEF
The Port of Bar1 has a favorable geographical position.
With the railway line Belgrade-Bar and the road network
in its hinterland, along with the intermodal transportation
and traffic links with Italian ports Bari and Taranto, it could
provide good connections within its rather wide gravitational
area. Thanks to its advantageous geographical position it
1

URL: http://www.lukabar.me/eng/Port_of_Bar.htm; last access, September 2016
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might be developed into the distribution center for the whole
region. More about the Port of Bar can be found on its web
site and in the documentation of numerous regional and EU
projects in which realization the Port of Bar has been involved.
In the period from 2007 to 2013, the Port has participated
in implementation of several EU projects which concerned [8]:
– strengthening intermodal transport;
– short-sea shipping possibilities;
– integrated logistics chains and attracting innovative
investments;
– improving environmental impacts at ten South East
European (SEE) ports (TEN ECOPORT);
– establishing a sustainable transport system at the Adriatic
coast and in the hinterland;
– improving environmental protection (marine/river
pollution);
– detecting dangerous materials under the sea water in the
ports’ area;
– developing sustainable integral sea-land transport/traffic
network;
– concerning integration of maritime and river transport
in the logistics chain;
pollution prevention in the SEE ports (ECOPORT 8), etc.
Partners from the EU were at most of these projects leading
ones, so that the Port of Bar was not mainly in a position to
independently decide on the allocation of the available funds.
During the projects implementation everything remains on
the level of consideration of previous appropriate practices,
data collection, analysis, modeling, but when it comes to
the implementation of innovative solutions, it seems that
the results are quite weak, almost minor. Attracting foreign
investments is not realized in the planned volume due to
the high administrative barriers, inconsistencies in law
enforcement and economic uncertainty within the region. It
seems that this geographical area, including Port of Bar as its
strategically important sea-land transportation node, remains
in the vacuum of inadequate solutions [8,9]. It is necessary
to make a clear strategy including the competitive and agile
administrative and personnel structures that will devotedly
work on achieving development in the sphere of freight
multimodal, intermodal, co-modal and/or synchromodal
[10] transportation modes in the future.
SAFETY AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT IN THE PORT
OF BAR
Within the projects TEN ECOPORT [11] and ECOPORT
8 [12], some recommendations for further actions towards
improvement of working conditions and occupational safety in
the Port of Bar are provided. The most harmful environmental
and workers’ health and safety impacts are identified. The
working processes in the Port are also analyzed in detail
and the points with the highest level of risk to the workers
employed directly on port operations are specified. Most of
the safety and health issues in the Port of Bar are described in
detail in the Port safety management official acts and within
the previously mentioned projects’ documentation. On the

basis of a previous detailed analysis in these fields, here will
be given an envisaged approach to the problem, in terms of
proposing two WBANSs scenarios which are in accordance
with the Port of Bar needs and contemporary ICT based safety
management recommendations in this domain.
For the purposes of the project TEN ECOPORT realization,
several in-dept interviews with the managers in the Port of
Bar were performed [13], and the highlights in terms of the
most common risks to which the workers directly on port
are exposed are identified. These risks are: working outdoors
at various (unfavorable) weather conditions (extremely high
or low temperatures, rain, wind, etc.), exposure to the dust
during the transshipment of bulk cargos (grains, all types
of ores and concentrates, alumina, etc.), maneuvering with
obsolete transshipment equipment and transportation devices,
manipulating with damaged cargo (bags, pallets, packages,
containers, etc.), exposure to the risk of fire (especially during
the summer months), etc. In addition, workers on port are
realizing mostly monotonous and repetitive operations what
results in fatigue which increases the risk of accidents.
Above listed risks correspond to those identified and in
detail explained, e.g., by the UK Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) and Irish Health and Safety Agency (HSA) in seaports,
as credible institutions, including the advices for risks
preventing and straightforward reacting in the cases when the
accidents unfortunately occurred [14-16]. The HSE also gives
the extensive list of references in terms of operational and law
regulations in these fields, including the relevant statistics.
It is worth to mention here that the UK Port Employment
and Accident Rates (2009/2010) statistical report stands:
“The estimated annual accident rate for all direct on-port
employees was 1.1%, or 1,100 per 100,000 employees. …An
employee of a direct on port company is more than fifty
times more likely to have an accident (across all severities)
in comparison to an employee based in office.” These data
support the hypothesis that working directly on a port is
really dangerous occupation.
Since the Port of Bar has a low turnover, its workers are
spared to the considerable extent of some risks to which
are exposed the dock workers in the world’s leading ports.
Therefore the relatively low level of turnover in the Port of Bar,
with the aspect of the risks, might be treated as an advantage.
Regardless of this fact, in the following parts of the paper
two scenarios are proposed for improving safety and health
conditions of workers on docks in the Port of Bar.
The first one is based on WBANSs being attached to the
workers’ personal protective equipment (hard helmets,
protective jackets, or safety vests, and ptotective shoes)
including a BCU (Body Central Unit), while the second one
deals with wearable WBANSs for scanning and transmitting
in regular time intervals vital body (electrophysiological)
signals: skin temperature, heart activity, respiratory rate,
acceleration, oxygen blood saturation, and level of glucose.
Although the additional body signals relevant in assessing
and improving overall human body (workers’) health
conditions today might be used trough: artificial cochlea,
artificial retina, camera pill, carbon dioxide sensor, visual

sensor, bio-impedance spectroscopy, chipped sweatbands,
etc. [17-20], for the purpose of this study, the attention will
be put to the firstly listed ones.

SCENARIO 1: WBANSS AS PARTS OF
PERSONNEL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
The workers in the Port of Bar are working mainly at
open space (docks, open stacking and warehousing areas,
gangways, etc.) under various weather conditions with
obsolete manipulative equipment and transportation devices,
so they are exposed to the variety of non negligible risks.
In order to reduce them, the workers should wear personal
protective equipment which at least includes: hard helmet,
jacket (safety vest) and protective shoes. Over each piece
of these garments are to be attached Radio Frequency
IDentification (RFID) tags/chips which provide at least
an ID for each of the personal protective equipment parts
and the data on its functionality. The RFID tags/chips play
here the role of the WBANSs. Besides IDs and tags/chips
functionality data, the RFID-sensor device attached to the
workers’ helmets should also provide the information about
the temperature and light inside the helmet, while the RFIDsensor devices on the protective shoes should provide the data
on workers’ plantar pressure. By measuring temperature and
light, it is possible to capture the information about working
environment conditions, and by measuring plantar pressure
distribution it is possible to get the information about the
workers’ performed actions (Figure 1).
These WBANSs are wirelessly connected through the
access point to the advanced back-end info-communication
system which sends warning to the worker in cases if a part
of personal protective equipment is missing, or if it is not
functional. In such case the worker has to come to the central
and change that piece of the protective equipment. Also, the
worker will be warned in cases when ambient temperature
and light are not appropriate.
Similar scenario has been already employed at the Cagliari
International Container Terminal, and analyzed in [21-23].
In these references Sole, et al., deal with radio networks for
public safety; avoiding possible false alarms generated by the
WBANSs; the system of video cameras for feature recognition;
the specific absorption rate (SAR) level analysis, etc. We are
focus here on simulating network segment on the physical
layer between Body Central Unit (BCU), or handheld RFIDsensors’ reader, and the access point or sink node of the port
local area network by employing several wireless propagation
schemes and two modulation (BPSK and QPSK) types.
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black box, at the initial stage of our research work, might
be of interest to the managers in the Port of Bar and for the
health institutions in Montenegro in terms of starting with
screening and collecting reliable real-time data on workers’
health conditions in a harsh environment.
Figure 2 gives a schematic view of worker’s on port
WBANSs set, which is composed of several non-intrusive
biomedical, vital data sensors for monitoring: (1) heart
rate, electrocardiography (ECG), respiratory rate, skin
temperature; (2) acceleration; (3) oxygen blood saturation;
and (4) glucose level, including optionally insulin pumps, only
for those workers who still have some diabetes problems and
who are willing to use these sensors-actuators (4).
Figure 1. The WBANSs on worker’s personal protective equipment RFIDsensors and BCU
(Source: Adapted from [21])

The physical layer addresses the lower-level operations
of the radio interface for a transmission and reception of
packages in a harsh environment like the seaport one. These
operations include the frequency selection, transmission
power, modulation, signal coding and detection [24].
In the simulation section (Section 6), the communication
between RFID tags/sensors and handheld reader is abstracted
at this beginning phase of our research work. The content
of that information is not clear at the moment and it may
vary depending on the port’s (i.e., workers, managers and
stakeholders) real needs and preferences [25]. The attention
is paid to the transmission of the composite signal, generated
by previous fusion of personal protective equipment pieces
IDs, temperature and light data according to the proposed
scenario over the link BCU – the nearest port access point.

SCENARIO 2: WBANSS AS SCANNERS OF
WORKERS’ VITAL SIGNS
The second proposed scenario is based on the concept
of wearable sensors for measuring in real time workers’
electrophysiological data. Since in Montenegro there is no
reliable data on professional diseases, the choice of several
types of common vital signal sensors which form worker’s
WBANSs is based mainly on our empirical assessments and
intuition. The data published in [26] are incomplete, since they
consider only the number of patients who have asked for the
help in public health institutions in the recent period. But,
there are a lot of people who consciously avoid asking for the
health in the public health institutions in Montenegro, even
if they have health problems, because the services provided
there principally are unfortunately poor. Additionally,
most of ill people do not have assets to ask for the help in
growing number of specialized private health ambulates.
This works for the on port workers, as well. Due to the best
of our knowledge, the majority of ill people/workers do not
“report” their illness and consequently the official statistics
are trustless. Therefore the proposed model at the level of a
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Figure 2. WBANSs for scanning worker’s vital signs sensors and BCU
(Source: Adapted from [25])

These wearable sensors (Figure 2) are briefly described
as follows [25]:
Sensor module (1): It is a compact physiological monitoring
module that enables capturing and transmission of
comprehensive physiological data on the worker. It is proposed
here for measuring: worker’s heart rate, electrocardiography
(ECG), respiratory rate and skin temperature.
Sensor (2): It is used for measuring the acceleration of a
body in an inertial three-dimensional coordinate system, and
it plays a key role in human energy expenditure detection
and behavioral recognition. Since modern life style demands
balanced physical work, the worker’s on port physical activity
in working-intensive and harsh seaport environment needs
permanent recording on daily basis.
Sensor (3): It is commonly used for measuring oxygen
blood saturation. It allows monitoring chronic diseases like
obstructive pulmonary ones, congestive heart failures or
asthma. Since on port workers are exposed to the dust and
variety of air pollutants [11,12], we proposed this sensor as
an element of the worker’s WBANSs set.
Sensor module (4): This sensor module provides the
information about the glucose level and it gives the insights
into the body’s glycemic profile. In addition, it may include
the insulin pump therapy that implies the use of multiple
daily injections or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion

COMPARISON OF SCENARIOS 1 AND 2
It is clear that both presented scenarios are purposeful and
it is difficult to determine which one is more effective. We
tried to analyze them through three qualitative parameters:
medical independence (MI), technological independence
(TI) and non-invasiveness (NI). The parameter medical
independence means that sensors can realize its purpose
without (continuous) medical supervision; technological
independence means that sensors can operate independently
of other technological systems (i.e., only in coordination
with BCU), and non-invasiveness means that the sensors are
wearable or non-invasive. The values of these parameters are
given in Table 1. If (RFID)sensor is independent in medical
and technological terms, and/or if it is non-invasive, mark
“x” is used; if it is dependent than “o” mark is used, and if
it is periodically dependent on the considered parameter(s),
mark “x/o” is used. Numerical values assigned to the (x; x/o;
o) are respectively (1.0; 0.5; 0.0). These parameters are
heterogeneous, but with positive correlation, what means:
it is favorable in all cases that sensors are medically and
technologically independent and non-invasive. Therefore,
by simple additive method, a rather rough approximation in
terms which scenario is more desirable can be made.

Table 1. Qualitative-quantitative comparison (Source: own)

Scenario 2

Scenario

Sensor

MI

TI

NI

Heart rate, ECG, respiratory rate, skin
temperature

x/o

x

x

Acceleration

x/o

x

x

Oxygen blood saturation

x/o

x

x

o

x

o

1.5

4.0

3.0

x/o

o

x

x

o

x

RFIDShoe 1 (ID, pressure)

x/o

o

x

RFIDShoe 2 (ID, pressure)

x/o

o

x

2.5

0.0

4.0

Glucose level (insulin pump – optionally)
Score:
RFIDHelmet (ID, light; temperature)
Scenario 1

therapy. It should provide an optional health care measure to
the workers’ on port who still have diabetes problems, strictly
under the condition that they are willing to use this type of
body sensor-actuator loop.
By all means, there is a plenty of options [27,28] in the
considered case in terms which kind of sensors to use, who
among the employees will use them or not, depending on
their previous health assessment, on their personal will
and on managers’ decisions. The overlap in sensors’ data
collecting and processing is to be avoid, as well. It is important
to mention that all these sensors should communicate, like in
the previously proposed scenario, to the port access point via
worker’s handheld BCU device. The content of the information
which BCU acquire from above proposed and briefly described
sensors is still not clear and may vary depending on the port’s
needs and preferences, along with the workers readiness to
become a part of such network. Therefore, it is abstracted here
as a payload that is to be transmitted between worker’s BCU
and the nearest access point at the port perimeter. Similarly
to the first proposed scenario the WBANSs are connected
through the access points to the appropriate advanced backend info-communication system which sends warnings to the
worker in cases if some of his/her biomedical parameters are
outside the prescribed boundaries. In such cases the worker
has to leave working place and ask for the medical advice
and/or help.

RFIDJacket (ID)

Score:

For instance the sensor for measuring worker’s heart
rate, ECG, respiratory rate and skin temperature functions
independently, but after a certain time it needs to be read
by the physician. Similar situation is with accelerometer
and oxygen blood saturation meter; while glycol meter and
insulin pump requires more frequent physician scrutiny.
The RFID chips with light, temperature and pressure sensors
require also periodically medical survey. When it comes to the
technologically independent, then the sensors which belong to
the scenario 2 can function independently. On the contrary,
greater precision can be achieved if the sensors within the
scenario 1 work in combination with system of video cameras
and RFID readers fixed at strategically points in the port
[22, 24, 25], besides those imbedded in workers’ handheld
sets (BCUs). Further, three of four sensors associate to the
scenario 2 are non-invasive, except glucose pump, which can
be use optionally; while all RFID-sensors in scenario 1 are
non-invasive. These observations, expressed numerically, are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Results of quantitative comparison
(Source: own)
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The second scenario is obviously in a considerable
advantage to the first one in accordance to the second
parameter – technologically independence (TI). Meanwhile,
if the port management decides to use the first proposed
scenario without supplementing system of video cameras
and fixed readers installed on port, it will be preferable, etc.
At any rate, this comparative analysis is quite rough, and it
can be used only for orientation, it terms how to perform later
more detailed one. For this purpose it would be necessary
to specify which of the commercial sensors will be used, in
which intervals medical supervision will be carried out for
each scenario, shall be used additional supporting systems
in the case of scenario 1 or not, etc. However, these decisions
are up to the port’s managers and stakeholders, workers and
ICT and medical experts who will be eventually engaged in
designing and implementing such scenario(s).

Whereas the proposed network structural model is
a complex one, in this initial phase of our research work the
simulations are limited to a small segment of the network,
i.e., on the wireless link between the worker’s BCU and
the port’s access point. Although this looks as a notably
simplified simulation procedure, it is significant. Namely, this
segment of the network requires at the same time low energy
consumption, large scale of nodes mobility in a harsh working
environment and high reliability in real-time. Hence, it is
surely among the most vulnerable and challenging segments
of the network in terms of further research endeavors.
The simulation model is realized in the Matlab (ver. 7.12.1),
by an Inter(R) Core™ i5 processor on 2.4 GHz (4GB RAM).
The key steps in creating simulation model of the channel
between the worker’s BCU and the port’s access point are
given in Table 2.
Table 2. Simulation steps in modeling the channel between BCU and access
point at the physical layer (Source: own)

SIMULATION MODEL AND SOME ANALYSIS
Since here are proposed two different conceptual models
for monitoring occupational safety, in Figure 4 is given a
wider network scheme that can envelop them. The worker’s
on port BCU performs RFID-sensors and biomedical
sensors data access control and fusion, and transmits them
through the access point to the outside world. This means
data transmission via broadband modem (fixed, wireless,
or mobile one), which provide high-speed connection via
Internet, which is here symbolically presented as a cloud, to
the advanced backend RFID-sensors’ and biomedical sensors’
central servers. The high-speed broadband connection can be
established as: (i) Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) by
means of Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, UWB, or White-Fi; (ii)
Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) by means of
WiMax USB modems and the towers; and/or (iii) Wireless
Wide Area Network (WWAN) by means of cellular or satellite
communication systems [29,30], etc. (Figure 4).
If some among the screened on port workers need 24
hours long surveillance (Scenario 2), then they have to wear
sensor(s) not only at work, but also at home. In such case, the
corresponding connection to the network must exist from the
home environment, i.e., the access points at worker’s home
place should be provided, as well.

Definition of the simulation parameters: carrier frequency,
between transmitter and receiver, a sequence of input
Step 1: distance
bits, number of iterations, and Signal-to-Noise-Ration (SNR)
range
Calculating Free Space Path Loss (FSPL) by (Eq.1):
2

Step 2:

§ 4Sdf ·
FSPL ¨
¸ (Eq.1), where
© c ¹

d – is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver [m];
f – is the frequency of the carrier [Hz]; and
c – is the speed of light in vacuum, i.e. [m/s]
Applying binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadratic
Step 3: phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation schemes on real and
complex signal components respectively
Generating Gaussian noise and computing the standard
deviation for each SNR value by (Eq.2):
Step 4:

Psignal
(Eq.2), where
SNR  FSPL
Pnoise– is the power of noise [W];
Psignal – is the power of transmitting signal [W]; and
SNR – is the signal-noise-ratio
Pnoise

Step 5: Simulating Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
Generating recovering (source) signal by Wiener filter which
Step 6: minimizes the mean square error between the estimated
random process and the desired one
Compute the number of Bit Error Rate (BER) after the slicer,
part of the code that compares the original signal with the
Step 7: i.e.,
recovered one, point by point, specifying if it is well recovered
or not
Step 8: Plotting graphics: BER vs. SNR

Figure 4. A conceptual scheme of the worker’s WBANSs connection to the backend servers (Source: own)
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS
On the basis of the Matlab code briefly described above and
summarized in Table 2, the relations between the transmitted
signal, between worker’s BCU and port’s access point, BER
and SNR are presented. In the first case the considered relation
is examined for characteristic carrier frequencies in different
wireless technologies [24], e.g., 915 [MHz], 2.4 [GHz] and 3.1
[GHz]. The simulation results are presented in Figure 5, and it
is obvious that in all cases the BER decreases as SNR increases.
The simulations are run through several thousand loops. It is
clear that higher frequency causes higher BER and inversely.

Figure 5. SNR vs. BER for three characteristic wireless networks frequencies
(Source: own)

Similar simulations are realized for different distances
between the transmitter (worker’s BCU) and the receiver
(port’s access point). The characteristic distances between end
nodes of the simulated network segment of 10, 20, and 30 [m]
are considered (Figure 6). It is clear that the BER decreases by
rising SNR in all considered cases, in a manner that greater
distance corresponds to a higher BER and conversely. The
simulations are run like in the previous case trough several
thousand loops.

Figure 7. SNR vs. BER for two characteristic White-Fi frequencies
(Source: own)

In Figure 7 are shown the transmission simulation results
for two typical White-Fi frequencies: 470 [MHz] and 710
[MHz]. The simulations are realized by using the BPSK
modulation scheme, and it is obvious that the BER decreases
to E-03 as SNR reaches about 50 [dB]. The obtained simulation
results in all considered cases (see Figure 5, 6 and 7) speak in
favor of the applied modulation scheme, path loss and noise
models, so they can be employed as a sound basis for further,
more extensive, analysis in this domain. The trade-off between
BPSK and QPSK modulation schemes is simulated, as well,
and it is observed that the BER is slightly lower in the case
of BPSK, but it is negligible in terms of the transmitted data
amount which is doubled by using QPSK [24, 32-35].
With the aim to add a dynamic dimension to the simulation
analysis, we have analyzed the scenario with, e.g., four workers
and four access points at 2.4 [GHz] over the port area of 1000
[m2]. The change interval is 1 [sec] with 0.1 [sec] of standard
deviation. This means that over 1 [sec] each node will make
a move at a specified speed. The speed was set to emulate
the movement of a worker, approximately 3 [m/sec]. The
transmission power was set to [-30 dB]. Figure 8 shows the
relation of the reception power of the fixed access points and
the delay. The distance and delay are linked by the speed of
transmission of the signal. It is easy to notice that the received
power is less as the distance and the delay decreases.

Figure 6. SNR vs. BER for various distances between end-nodes
(BCU and access point) (Source: own)

In addition to the simulations for typical wireless
frequencies and covered distances, some simulations for
White-Fi are performed. It is to be pointed out that by using
White-Fi signal absorption can be avoid easily, while some
additional, otherwise unused TV frequencies, might be used.
In order to achieve this, the new technologies and rules are
developing, like cognitive radio, geographic sensing, etc.
[31]. Hereto, due to the best of our knowledge, there are no
obstacles for implementing White-Fi in the considered port
environment.

Figure 8. The distance/delay vs. received power for a non-obstacle scenario
over the port layout (Source: own)

If we introduce the obstacles, the scatter function will be
changed (Figure 9). As the simulation experiment has been
done over the layout of the Port of Bar container and general
cargo terminal, the obstacles were imaginary containers
blocks. Therefore, the obstacles’ approximate measures were
200x100x4 [m]. The containers (obstacles) have a specific
relative permittivity and permeability, which also affects the
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2017
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channel. When the distance and the delay were biger, the
received power became lower and vice versa.

Figure 9. The distance/delay vs. received power for a scenario with obstacle
over the port layout (Source: own)

The scatter diagram in the scenario with obstacles has two
significant shapes. The thin one represents the line of the
sight signal, while the thicker one represents the reflections
or the signals that pass through the obstacle. The difference
between the received power of the line of a sight signal and
the received power of a reflected one, or those that passes
through the obstacle, is approximately 1-5 [dB]. Consequently,
the scenario with obstacles needs a higher value of SNR in
order to achieve the same level of BER like in the case of
non-obstacle environment.

CONCLUSIONS
In the paper are proposed conceptually two WBANSs
scenarios for monitoring workers’ occupational safety and
health conditions at the developing seaport environment.
The Port of Bar (Montenegro) is taken as an example. A short
overview of its current position at the seaport market in is
given. Also, some projects recently realized in the Port in the
environmental and occupational safety domains are briefly
presented and used as a base for the proposed occupational
safety models.
The first proposed scenario has direct impact on improving
workers’ safety through strengthening their awareness about
the necessity of the protective equipment proper use. By
employing this scenario, managers can locate workers, get
insight in their behavior and undertake the appropriate safety
measures. On the other side, scanning and collecting data on
workers’ health conditions, within the context of the second
scenario, might be useful in protecting workers’ health and
for collecting the data that can be used later for establishing
cross-correlations between workers’ health and their eventual
(occupational) diseases.
One of the most vulnerable and at the same time
challenging segments of the proposed scenarios, i.e., those
between moving worker’s BCU and fixed port’s access point,
is analyzed through the simulation experiments, and the
following is drawn out:
– By analysing different characteristic frequencies for
wireless communications and distances between the
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transmitter (BCU) and receiver (access point), a satisfying
level of BER is achieved by using both binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) and quadratic phase-shift keying (QPSK)
modulation schemes;
– In addition to standard frequencies for wireless
communications (915 [MHz], 2.4 [GHz], and 3.1 [GHz])
between the transceivers, two characteristic frequencies
from White-Fi spectra (470 [MHz], and 710 [MHz]) have
been examined, while the satisfying level of BER has been
achieved, too;
– The scatter functions, in the simulation environment
without and with obstacles, both contain the line of sight
signals, and their values are the same in both cases;
– In the scenario which includes the obstacles, the attenuation
of the signal of 1-5 [dB] has been noticed (shadowed area
below line of sight signal in Figure 9), etc.
The managers in the Port of Bar can use the proposed
WBANSs scenarios, along with the simulations results, as
the landmarks in the course of adopting these or similar
models and in the negotiation processes with the ICT experts
responsible for the (eventual) implementation in the future. It
should be noted that both concepts simultaneous adaptation
can make a burden for workers and port management.
Our work is not without shortages and below are noted
some of them. Albeit the considered topic is a hotspot of
contemporary research in several scientific disciplines,
numerous and complex problems still remain. There are
a lot of challenges when it comes to the on- and in-body
sensors’ technology, data fusion and network communication
technology. The networks of such kind also need evolving
standards for co-existence and data transfer with other
networks and Internet. In this paper, simulations are realized
rather at the level of black box over one small and simplified
segment of the network. Therefore, the further experiments
should be oriented toward considering larger network
segment, or the entire network, in terms of data processing
algorithms, communication protocols, power consumption,
network flexibility and robustness. Bearing these in mind, our
further investigations will be focused on the simulations of
the network with larger number of moving BCUs and fixed
port’s fixed access points. These simulations will be done by
means of Matlab, LabView, Opnet and/or Omnet++ tools.
In addition to the above mentioned limitations in the
technological realm, there are several organizational and
ethical issues which deserve to be examined. The level of the
Port’s mangers and stakeholders readiness for providing funds
and employing such safety and health solutions should be
evaluated. The possibilities of engaging medical institutions
and experts, besides ICT ones, are to be examined, as well.
And finally, the willingness of the on port workers to become
constituents of the proposed network(s) is to be assessed. The
achieved results of these planned examinations might cause
considerable modifications of the proposed WBANSs models.
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